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FOREWORD

REC  #1    HATONN

THU., APR. 24, 1997  9:36 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 251

THU,  APR. 24,  1997

I will take this opportunity to thank and appreciate our adversaries for all of the wonderful help they have
given us lately along with all the opportunity for public sharing and participation.  We realize that the intent
was certainly not to grant us “help” but rather to destroy us, but the facts are that the opportunities afforded
us in public forum and information gleaned as to just WHO is involved in the assaults gives us greater
advantage than anything that could have come our way.

If the thought is that perhaps the adversarial cooperatives and outright lying cheats could damage us:
WRONG.  Nothing has damaged us for the accusations only give opportunity to confront the insidious
rumors and underground “getcha” parties and ones who declare themselves as “enemies” to us but actually
have caused great and major insult to those who were contacted and lied to by these schnooks.  Oh yes
indeed, “schnook” is a perfectly good English word meaning “adversary”.  Perhaps YOU were thinking
“smucks” which is a Yiddish term which is not used by myself or those who share my philosophy of
responsible behavior of SELF in TRUTH with/to GOD of Lighted Thought.

For the following discussion I will give great honor to Rev. Robert Schuller who certainly gave the world
wonderful down-to-earth perceptions of what tough times mean and how Tough Times Don’t Last, But
Tough People Do.

People very carelessly use terms and apply them to individual people in IGNORANCE and failure to
know of what they speak.  Let us consider “leader” and “follower” as example.  You can have a person,
yes, who may well be selected to “lead” something or another, but in actuality WHAT DOES IT MEAN
EXACTLY?  What do you lead and how can you follow?  Are you a “blind” being refusing input of
individual thought who takes off following anyone or anything you don’t know and with whom you don’t
agree at best and only use for your own purposes at worst?  That intentional use of the very one you claim
to be your leader is a measure of your own foolishness.

LEADERSHIP: Leadership is the force that selects your dreams and sets your goals.  It is the force that
propels your endeavors to success.

If there be “leadership” in this place it is directly relative to the TRUTH and LIGHT of HIGHER TEACH-
INGS and NOT of individual human demands or enforcers.  GOD DOES NOT ENFORCE, NOR
DOES HE “DEMAND”.  HE GIVES AND HE COMMANDS; NO MORE, NO LESS.  His messen-
gers do not enforce nor do they demand SO, PLEASE, READERS, GET YOUR TERMINOLOGY
CORRECT.

Now, however, if you are pushed out there by false definitions, does it make “it” so?  Of course not, and
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if ones wish to project that they were controlled (until they awakened) by someONE who rarely leaves her
computer—so be it.  BUT, just when did these self-proclaimed-awakened—go to sleep?  It appears to
me that these people are more blindly asleep than ever and hop off to the adversarial troops of insipid
destruction by the very beings claiming awakening.  Therefore I don’t longer call any proclaimed enemy an
adversary who is actually a “schnook”.

The “schnooks” have finally closed the circle of contract individuals into the same pot and now have
locked on the lid so that all wiggle and stew in the same pot WITH the soot now locked in with them.

Abraham Lincoln told a marvelous story about a blacksmith who stuck a long, round iron bar in the coals
until it was red-hot.  Then he put it on the anvil, where he hammered it flat to make a sword.  When he was
finished, he was most unhappy with it.  So he put it back into the red-hot coals and decided to broaden the
flat part out a bit and make a garden tool.  That didn’t please his fancy either.  He put the bar back into the
coals, rounded it a bit, and then shaped it into a horseshoe.  This effort also failed miserably.  As a last
resort, he put the bar into the coals one more time.  He removed it from the hot fire, wondering if there was
anything else he could make from it.  A branding iron would be useless for he had no cattle.  Deciding that
there was nothing, he merely stuck it into a barrel of water.  At the resulting hiss, he said, “Well, at least I
made a fizzle out of it!”  So, the schnooks made a fizzle out of their efforts BUT “tempered” the “metal” of
the ones under their assault and we now sizzle while they fizzle.

Let us then, consider the “leadership” principles and then, only then, can you KNOW leaders and leader-
ship TRUTH.  You need to also realize that those decisions you make today, good or bad, are tomorrow’s
realities.  Are you ready for the reality of your own decisions?  Ah, but moreso, why do you push your own
observations and opinions off onto someone else who never asked to lead anyone anywhere?  Are you
always taking exceptions to, for instance, my input or the input of others along the way—only to present
that which is YOUR OPINION and argue?  Arguments do not solve anything—only TRUTH solves a
confrontation based on misinformation or disinformation, and how many stop to MAKE VERY SURE
they know what they are presenting?  Tomorrow, after the decisions are already in action, will tell the tale
of your intents and the actions cannot be cancelled or retrieved to the undoing.

In a corporate structure, leadership is not always at the desk of the president or the chairman of the board.
Too often people in top positions surrender their power to outside forces.

The point of greater importance is that the ignorant and stupid seem to regard the leadership of a corpora-
tion as being ALSO other than in that position.  Even, further, in corporations there are many places of
responsibility.  A President does one thing, a Treasurer does another, and a Secretary, of course, does
quite another—none of which will actually be connected to product other than as a Board of Directors for
the corporation if structure is well determined and established.  A corporation is OF ITSELF.  You do not
expect such as Earl Clark, who was President of Transamerica, to be the functioning business director of
Occidental Life, a subsidiary, although he was first head of Occidental, etc.

You who use your ignorance and stupidity to damage others who do their jobs well and according to all
rules and regulations are pathetic and uninformed at best, schnooks at least.

Dr. Schuller points out that the “shoe doesn’t tell the foot how big to grow.  The body doesn’t surrender
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leadership to the garment.”  This is a very good analysis as so many people give service and power to
a hat, black or white, or the baseball cap they choose to wear.

When you surrender leadership to forces such as property, buildings, location and other people functioning
in ignorance, you err.  Insist that they take “their business” elsewhere, totally AWAY from your space.

Even with money, which is always at the root of confrontations in one way or another, there is something to
consider when you have been the brunt of theft, lies and cheating individuals.  They WILL not flourish for
they hold and struggle for the product without backing of creating that product.  Money flows to GOOD
and positive ideas.  Good ideas spawn other good ideas and dreams inspire creativity in money manage-
ment and this, friends, is UNIVERSAL LAW.

There are many things you can’t control—but that which is YOURS is under YOUR CONTROL—every
time.  You may not be able to control circumstances as they encompass you—but YOU CAN AND
MUST CONTROL YOUR PERCEPTION AND REACTION TO THOSE CIRCUMSTANCES.  As
with the schnooks afoot—take the opportunity to find the culprits who rot the barrel of apples.  A half-
rotted apple and rotten fruit FLOAT RIGHT TO THE TOP IN A WASH OF GOOD WATER.  THE
HEAVIER ROTTEN PARTS SINK TO THE BOTTOM.  EITHER WAY YOU HAVE GOOD FA-
CILITIES FROM THE ROTTED FRUIT ITSELF FOR THE SORTING.
In this thought Dr. Schuller places a rule number one in his list of ways to take control and take charge of
that which is yours and that which is your responsibility:

1. DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO OUTSIDE FORCES.

2. DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO FACES.  In other words, are you going to let the quib-
blers, inquisitors, and actual adversaries intimidate you into abandoning your own leadership of thought
truth?  Because ones are OUT TO GET YOU is only assurance that you are right on target and the flak is
hitting—Wow, but the flak holds all the information that will shoot down their own black intentions.

3. DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO FARCES.  The effort to Truth will always present the
farce, the lie, the trigger words to damage.  HOWEVER, just because these people conjure false defini-
tions and shout false statements—DOES NOT MAKE THE STATEMENTS TRUE NO MATTER HOW
LONG THE TERMS ARE TOSSED ABOUT.  THE LIES WILL MOVE RIGHT BACK TO EN-
CIRCLE THE SENDERS OF THE OFFENDING FARCE AND HIT HIM/HER RIGHT BETWEEN
THE EYES—A VERY VULNERABLE SPOT INDEED.

4. DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO FENCES.  “...Fences are limiting concepts that you allow
to influence your goals and dreams.  Because of these concepts, we throw away ideas and dreams that we
are sure we’ll never be able to realize.  They also cause us to lower our goals, with the result that we strive
for and achieve far less than our capabilities.” says Robert Schuller.

There is an even worse tendency for those who KNOW truth to simply toss in the towel and say, “To hell
with it.”  If you will succeed in your visions of higher cause and better ways of living, you will look carefully
at fences and who places them in your pathway to stop your journey.  Also, in that same meaning—avoid
those farces and false schnooks who surrender leadership of themselves to locked-in thinking.  Locked-in
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thinking is the thought process that says, “It’s never worked before.  Why should it now?”  I add to that the
false accusers who don’t even tell the story correctly and add lies to the tales to incriminate others, only to
find they have uncovered and incriminated themselves, literally.

5. DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO FRUSTRATIONS.  Whoever in this universe told you life
would not be frustrating on your way to success in Truth?

This is really well stated:  “There are people who reach a point where they just can’t handle people any
more.  They can’t handle government regulations any more.  They can’t handle cash-flow problems any
more.  Anyone who has dreams and goals also has frustrations: lack of time and money, high interest rates,
disappointments when your best people let you down.  Such frustrations can mount up, and if you surren-
der leadership to them, you’ll soon cash in, give up, throw in the towel, quit.  Don’t give in to such
temptations.”  The biggie is the supposed inability to handle the Schnooks any longer and yet those are the
weakest problems of all if you live within and act within TRUTH, HONOR, INTEGRITY, VIRTUE,
WORTHINESS AND TRUSTWORTHINESS.  The Schnooks have already proven their INABILITY
to function within any of these goodly categories.  They want what YOU are perceived, by them, to
HAVE, and if they can’t gain it from you by theft or bargain, then they will destroy all they can reach with
their tentacles of poison.  They do not distract, really, except for calling attention to their own lies and ill-
begotten status as Schnooks.

6. DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO YOUR FANTASIES.  Boy, this is the most critical “catch”
to leadership.  People gather fantasies and consider false assaults as being “too much” and give in to
negative fantasies as if they are something “real”.  We all have negative responses when the problems
confronting us are seemingly large and so irritating as to cause a rash to form under the skin.  However, if
your dreams and visions of your goals are worthy and are bigger than most, if your ideas and in truth are
creative, there will always be criticism.  The biggest criticisms will come from the most failure-oriented
persons lashing out from their total failure as individuals.  There will also be a lot of ridicule because people
are so narrow that they will make up false tales to cause ridicule so you must be patient until their own
silliness is replacing the stupid tales.

Don’t create more condemnation than is really there, however, for in a moment of realization you will find
there is simply NOTHING “there”.  Don’t allow yourself to indulge in negative fantasies that limit the size
of your goals and stifle your creativity—AND DON’T ALLOW ANYONE, ESPECIALLY THOSE
NEAR YOU, TO DIMINISH YOUR OWN PERCEPTIONS OF YOUR OWN POWER AND
TRUTH.  This will always be a difficulty for any “messenger” to overcome for even the ones nearest and
dearest will become both envious and critical as you effort to plug along in your various roles to perfect our
goals.  Don’t give away your power to those people no matter who they may be.  Remember that YOU
are the Captain and LEADER of YOUR UNIVERSE.  Stop even giving lip-service to their appraisals of
YOU in their own lacking in understanding for they will undermine your own realizations.  They will have to
realize whatever they choose and you will continue to realize your own responsibilities.

7. DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO FEARS.  The Bible says, “God has not given us a spirit of
fear, but of power and of love and of a sound mind” (2 Tim. 1:7).  That means when you surrender to
fears, you can be sure the fears DID NOT COME FROM GOD.  God does not give us the spirit of fear.
God gives us the spirit of power and love and a sound mind.
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Admiration is due people who make a commitment and stick out their necks in efforts of Truth-bringing
and factual growth.  Admiration is also due a person who makes every effort in Truth to reach the top and
yet doesn’t make it for any reason short of just “giving up” and quitting.  Every ONE doing anything
IMPORTANT IN MORAL AND ETHICAL MOVEMENT wants to quit from time to time and you will
find that the ones OUT FRONT, running the plow, can’t find anyone “else” to which to RESIGN.  That’s
the facts, ma’am.  When you can’t find anyone to accept your resignation—you have arrived, haven’t you?
Some of us are “there”, aren’t we?  When you can’t find anyone to whom to resign—then get yourself
together, renew your power, and get control.  Let those dissenters destroy themselves, but you get out of
the way—right out front!

8. DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO FATIGUE.  Everybody runs tired once in a while.  You
better be able to know when you are running tired and back off a bit.  Get yourself together physically and
emotionally for as long as required because, if you do not, you’re going to make some bad decisions and
choices.  Even your greatest “teacher” withdrew and renewed.  You must do as HE did, just pull away,
escape for a while, and go to “your mountain” to pray and renew balance.  There are times when you must
respect yourself enough to decline visiting with people and find time, take time, to renew energies and
rebalance, without bombardments, to allow for continued ability to wisely function.

9. DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO FAULTS.  There are as many people to find fault with you
as there are OTHER PEOPLE.  Keep your KNOWING in focus and never mind the opinions of others.
Always remain IN TRUTH AND LIGHT—and fault-finding is not your business.  The fault-finders are the
abundance of the Earth while you in Truth and Truthful ACTION are the most precious gemstones of the
Earth.  To allow burnout when you can take control of your own position is ludicrous.  There will always be
the ones who will interject themselves as being “but I am different” and then when rebuked in their own
opinion, come back with even more lengthy explanations why they usurped more of your energy—are in
full lack of recognition of their own power and therefore will continue to drain yours.  That is not your
business!  What others choose to be, say and do, is not your business unless it impacts you, and then you
must confront the false imaging.

10. DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO FACTS.  Whatever you may perceive to be “FACT”
may well only be a passing FALSITY.  Realize that very often it is a fact that your “attitude” is far more
important than are facts, especially out of context.  Put the facts as related INTO CONTEXT PROP-
ERLY and move right on through the perturbations and inconveniences.

11. DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO FRENZIES.  Most people maintain pretty good control
and make good and right decisions until they get into a frenzy, a frantic situation.  Know what you are doing
and upon what foundation of Truth you stand and you will realize right choices and decisions and will take
the power of God into your balance and present the right and good alternatives.

12.  DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO THE FATES.  Stop giving your power to those who
would bend you to “fate”.  FATE IS WHAT WE CREATE!

13.  DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO FORECASTS.  Forecasts are but a compilation of facts
averaged out to appear like knowledge.  Never attend forecasts.  If things are bad your only probable
perception is that they will then get worse.  Who said?  Can’t YOU be the one to decide your “fate” and
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make your own “forecast” of success?  I love, further, the ones who shout at you:  “Take care!”  I would
remind you that those who simply go about “taking care” are never going anywhere.  Take a chance!  Take
charge!  Take Control!

14.  DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO YOUR FOES.  This is extremely IMPORTANT.  Do
your “foes” offer better solutions?  Is criticism as offered by your foes actually beneficial or a worthless
waste of time and attention while you could be better doing something else than attending their problems?
You must find your purpose, your balance, and then move on directly toward your rightful goals.  Why
would you succumb to the failure of those who are your foes?  If they were achievers, they would not be
your foes—ponder it.

15.  DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO YOUR FRIENDS OR RELATIONS.  This is a very
hard one to achieve for your friends and relations will be the ones who offer in “your best interest” and “I
am only thinking of you...” and thus and so.  You don’t need to “agree” on everything, but do not hand over
your power just to appease some other person who “thinks” he/she knows better than you what is good
for you.  Friends can give you advice.  They can share with you their opinions.  But they should never have
the final word.  The only one who can make the decision and live with the results is you.  Do what you
believe you must do.  Be true to yourself, to your ideals, and to your dreams—after you KNOW THEM
TO BE RIGHTEOUS.

16.  DON’T SURRENDER LEADERSHIP TO THE FRACTURING EXPERIENCES OF LIFE.  Realize
that you can “break” or “get broken” in self.  You are responsible to self in NOT letting your fracturing
experiences shape your future.  Deal with breaks in your “now” but do not drag the broken parts in
crippling circumstance into your “future”.  You can’t surrender to the hurts of life and being.  You can’t let
grief and the aches of breaking experiences of life control your future decisions.  Confront the circum-
stances, handle the circumstances and move right on within that which is chosen as your goal pathway.  If
you have erred, forgive.  Especially forgive SELF, but move on for the past is gone, the now is experienc-
ing at the moment and is actually all you have in perceived “time”, but you must move on “as if” there is
future experience to be bettered by the past memories and experiences.

My own suggestions are not different than those above with my own comments about them, and what I
sum up my input to being is that you are YOU, and you must assume control and power as rightfully are
yours.  If, therefore, you are going to surrender to anything—make it “to faith”.

Let faith be in control of every decision you make and every action you take.  You do that when you let the
positive possibilities set your goals.

When you look at your life and where it’s headed, ask yourself these questions: “Who’s in charge?  Who’s
in control?  To whom have I surrendered leadership?”
Surrender leadership to Truth, and to Faith in that Truth.  Surrender leadership to GOD.  Let HIM be in
control of HIS plan that you might achieve rightful POWER in that knowing.  Ask GOD three questions
which will give you a bit of insight perhaps: “God, who am I?  Why am I here?  Where am I headed?”  At
the very least, HIS answers may surprise you.  They will open your eyes to the beautiful person that you
are and will become, as well as to the fantastic future that awaits you.
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The facts of living ARE: THERE IS ALWAYS “A FUTURE”; YOU JUST DON’T KNOW WHAT IT
IS.

One worthy thought to finish this writing might well be the most IMPORTANT realization of intent:

When faced
with a mountain,
I will not quit!

I will
keep on striving
until I climb over,

find a pass through,
tunnel underneath—
or simply stay and

TURN THE MOUNTAIN
INTO A GOLD MINE,
WITH GOD’S HELP!

And, no matter how hard you try—you CANNOT exhaust ALL POSSIBILITIES and/or alternatives.
For, with GOD, all things ARE POSSIBLE, and therefore, how think you to be greater through limitation?
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CHAPTER  1

REC  #1    HATONN

WED., MAR. 12, 1997  7:45 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 208

WED.,  MAR. 12,  1997

WHY  DON’T  WE  WRITE  MORE
ABOUT  GOD  AND  HOSTS?

I can’t because even when we write specific answers to questions, i.e., “Who is God” and “What is
God?”, Dharma ends up with threat of prison term and heavy fines—for contempt of court yet.

Not until the court matters are settled, and perhaps not even then, will Doris Ekker be free to put to paper
the truth of God for it is considered copywork from scientific books of Walter Russell.  And no, I cannot
imagine how this relates to the University of Science and Philosophy.  That, however, as Judge Coyle of the
Federal Bench would quickly tell us, is not the issue in point.  What is the issue in point?  I don’t know
because what “they” say and what “they” claim are two very opposing things.

So I ask all of you to please understand our position here until this “thing” is settled for not answering
personal or private questions and/or deviating far in “freelance” responses because those out-of-context
writings regarding Light and God, etc., end up, of necessity, matching pretty much what others before have
written when they truly write TRUTH about the subjects.

Well, it is what we must live with and within, so please bear with us while we don’t respond to such pointed
inquiries regarding God and Man.

CONTACT was started as a news-sheet and then a newspaper, separate and apart from myself so that the
printed word would not be only a focus on myself.  We are pleased that the Staff continues to print our
input and that you continue to demand to have our writings—but CONTACT was set forth first as the
Liberator to match the full extension of truth in happenings as offered in Civil War (US) times when there
were no papers printing truth.  You have again reached that same control of press and media as you then
had.  The Liberator was finally so hounded and assaulted that it had to close and merge with another small
offering just to afford to go on—this after Green moved to Nevada, taking the assets and subscription
funds and, unknown at the time, $350,000 in gold coins sent to make sure the paper could continue via
loans and, hopefully, grants from the Phoenix Institute for Research & Education.  No, in spite of what
Green claimed about a non-profit tax-free Institute somehow being set up in California, THERE NEVER
WAS SUCH A PLAN EVEN CONSIDERED—WE SHALL ALWAYS PAY OUR WAY FAIRLY
AND SQUARELY, UNDER AND ACCORDING TO THE LAW.  CONTACT IS A NEVADA COR-
PORATION AS WELL.  Unfortunately there is nothing save debt now or ever prior to now and, with
people stealing, i.e., Green, Ence, Cleary directly from the very corporation, Phoenix Institute, while they
served as officers and directors, how would that status ever be able to change?
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Since, however, documented evidence is what you REALLY want from the paper in point, we do very
nicely simply offering you what is shared willingly with us which allows you to have information without the
deadly assaults against my typist.  Information within the U.S. is so structured and so difficult to find “in
truth”, as the oppression hits harder and harder we-the-people, that much information must flow from
elsewhere on the globe and hopefully find its way into such papers as CONTACT, Spotlight, etc.  Truth is
better accepted from physical experiencers than from Hosts at any rate, since all of you simply wait and try
to confirm what I offer.  It is fine and in that way you grow and move into investigating your circumstances
from Australian bases to our local courts and judicial systems and from O.J. Simpson’s circumstances to
the overall Black citizen’s status as a whole.  It does, however remain totally amazing at the lengths to
which, and not to mention the expenses involved, to set up people in a scam/sham Internet intrigue yet, just
to keep their terrible secrets of crimes and intent hidden.  THIS would appear to me to be direct contempt
of court orders since the parties in blame are also named on the documents issued to and by the court.

It would further appear, however, that the adversaries have overstepped their safety zone in this last
escapade because many people are irate over the insidious lies and events presented.  We shall see who
will stand for truth and who will fold in the garden of FEAR.

I hope the CONTACT crew will realize the serious portent of what has lately been foisted off on the
Internet public—because it will not fall, this time on Ekkers, other than as a fallout circumstance as it is
realized, even by the Judge in the cases, that Ekkers have nothing with which to create a World Web Site
nor do they know how to do same.  They do not even have access to the equipment which would allow
such transfer of anything.  However, Green, Williams, Binder, et al., DO HAVE ACCESS AND, IN
FACT, THERE IS A WORLD WIDE SITE-PAGE CREATED BY TIMOTHY BINDER FROM WHERE
HIS OWN INFORMATION IS CARRIED TO AND RETRIEVED FROM SOUTH AFRICA AND
WORLDWIDE.

“But,” you continue to ask, “does their action mean that we can’t live in freedom, even here in America?”
Well, how many of YOU have had to stand in a Federal Court while a Federal Judge pronounces that he
has already decided to punish you with jail and massive sanctions for contempt of his own ruling?  This,
without even the ability to have an attorney to stand with you to explain what is taking place in the foreign
language system.  No, Doris can hold God in her heart and keep her tongue stilled about it, but I can assure
you that the REASON for the previous writings which are now claimed as “copywork” were to respond
to financial people across the nation and across the world.  There ARE goodly people across the globe but
you simply are not allowed to connect with or find them.

There are some really important notations to be made here, however.  Let’s consider something quite
strange, but questionable here.  M. Gill just sent some beautiful hand-made “tops” to “Dharma”—but
obviously Doris will have to wear them or they won’t be “worn”, will they?  Is that theft of property?  So,
at this point Doris puts them away until she has permission to use them.

A couple of days ago Mark and Della brought, and left outside Doris’ front door, a gift containing a
wonderful flying pewter angel with crystal drop and halo.  Is it copywork or use of something not person-
ally handed and released into her hands as a gift—to hang it by her computer and look at it?  It brings JOY
but what does the LAW say about gifts?  Does the accompanying card with message regarding the angel
suffice for offering and then Doris accepting?
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Then, in turn, does it not seem terribly contradictory to purchase a home study course from a “university”
set forth as a teaching institution—and not even be able to utilize the information as presented—for self
expression?  Do not you and your children form ideas and accept possibilities from the SCHOOLS?  Even
more so, would a nutritionist or scientist or scholar be disallowed to speak of what they have been taught
and learned from such “home study courses” which actually gift degrees upon the students?  Are memories
so limited as to be unable to express, even in the same words, the teachings of the professors, when
questioned?  Even a lawyer must spout what he has been taught or flunk the Bar.  This is SERIOUS
consideration, readers—very serious indeed.  Even in the remarkable banking system, if you pay them rent
(mortgage) on a house—you get to live in it!  But, in this instance, even if you PURCHASE a study
course—you are not able to utilize what might be offered within it.  Or is it just that Mary Doe in Texas or
Florida can use the information from her mind—but Doris Ekker cannot???  Do you REALLY think the
Judge in point has any idea about all this?  He must depend on officers of the court TO TELL HIM THE
TRUTH—AND THEY HAVE OUTRIGHTLY AND OUTRAGEOUSLY LIED TO HIM.  THIS,
IN MY OPINION, IS GROSS CONTEMPT AND KNOWING FRAUD UPON THE COURT!  Then,
moreover, the case is sealed and no one can get factual information to THAT COURT, by demand of the
original liars from the first go at the Judge.

I am quite serious when I suggest that Ekkers have a very good case against the lawyers Buchanan and
Seymour of “contempt of the Judge” in this case AND ask the Judge to issue an order to show cause why
this is not CRIMINAL CONTEMPT.  At the least it would allow you to get evidence before the bench.
Since, in addition, the documents in the case filing CAME FROM GREEN and came with collusion and
KNOWING of the fraud, by Timothy Binder—are those not grounds for inclusion in the case itself?  After
all, it is most likely that the legal counsels were also deceived by the false and fraudulent documents given
them for the case in point.  We fear no investigations—do they???

We function under a rather unique and apparently unheard of position of “what you see is what you get”!
Refreshing or foolish?  Well, it doesn’t matter because TRUTH serves us well into infinity while the lies
WILL CATCH THE THIEVES.

We will be going into more on the O.J. Simpson matters within the next days because the Blacks are
becoming more and more restless over the entire lynching of Simpson.  However, life goes on in other
places around the globe and since Libya is more connected than you might surmise at first glance, it
involves associations with the Black communities and leadership of such as, say, Rev. Farrakhan.

However, we, long, long ago wrote about something which must be again brought to your attention, what
with cloning now established and the E.T. farce about to land on you while Hale-Bopp is be-bopping
around and about, and that was Pine Gap, Australia.  This is where there is a MAJOR U.S. military
experimental base located with all sorts of strange and unique things going on.  I, therefore, choose to offer
some information on that installation prior to speaking further on the Black circumstances.

The article offered here comes from The News Monitor, Australia, and they make a special notation:
“Information contained in this Monitor has been carefully selected from sources believed reliable,
but absolute accuracy can not be guaranteed.”

We respect that stance and, just as have they at The News Monitor, we share this article, translated from
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French to English by Dr. Jean Francois Gille, of a writing of Lucien Cometta.

Now readers, as you go into this, KEEP IN MIND that anything you don’t recognize in the skies are
UFOs if you can’t identify the object or objects.  Also, remember that anything NOT TERRESTRIAL is
extra-terrestrial—even God and Hosts—since they are not ROOTED in terra-firma (earth) substance.
Remember that in reality God is of essence of Spirit substance and even though HE may well dwell within
you, He is not represented in YOU as a physical substance other than essence.  And further, you simply
cannot count on governments giving you ACCURATE INFORMATION—ever!  Especially in a world
moving toward control by the Elite ONE WORLD ORDER, you must realize that YOU are the PAWN
PUPPET while “they” OF THIS NEW WORLD ORDER represent, AND ARE, the puppet-masters.

[QUOTING, from THE NEWS MONITOR, No. 15, Vol. 5/1.  Caption: “Publish and Conceal Not. Jer.
50:2  Sorry, there is no contact information given with this article document.:]

PINE  GAP  BASE—WORLD  CONTEXT

In order to understand the case of the Pine Gap US base (near Alice Springs, Australia) better, I feel
compelled to give some explanations before-hand.  I hope these explanations will help to increase the
general awareness of the extraordinary importance that facility has for mankind as a whole.

The majority of people, all over the world, are not lingering in doubt as to whether [or not] Unidentified
Flying Objects (UFOs) and Extra Terrestrials (ETs) are real.  They know they are real.  Here in early
1989, no one questions their existence.  The case for UFOs aroused passions, controversies and grand-
standing for many years.  Some of it has not been quite rational.  The matter being relatively settled, public
opinions should cool down.  It is with a serene and clear mind that we ought to be thinking of our future
relationship with the peoples from space.  However, the public mind is not at peace.  It vaguely feels that
the governments are hiding “something real big”, and it wonders where our leaders are going to lead
mankind.

During the process of research and study of UFOs, researchers who do not take the explanations of
the scientific establishment at face value have discovered unsettling facts; these facts have started the lifting
off [of] the lid of the cover-up.  The value and prestige of their sources of information do not leave any
doubt about the truthfulness of these reports; the main outlines are summarized below.

PINE  GAP-U.S. BASE

PINE  GAP

The United States has three major bases in Australia.  One is in South Australia (Nurranger, near
Woomera, T.N.), another in New South Wales, and the third (and by far the largest) is located within
about 230 km (143 miles) of the geographical center of the continent, not far to the west of Alice Springs
(Northern Territory), at the foothills of the southern slopes of the MacDonnell Range.  This base is com-
pletely underground, with barely visible entrances to the surface.  This “Top Secret” base is entirely fi-
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nanced by the United States Government, and is officially known as the Joint Defense Space Research
Facility (JDSRF).  [H: To you who asked about the bases and “other” bases to identify these
locations, I did so, but here is your confirmation so why don’t you get a map and locate the
areas.]

When the JDSRF was first initiated, its aim was scientific research for the supposed development of a
space defence technology.  It is now known that since its inception, its primary purpose was research into
electromagnetic propulsion.

What exactly is Pine Gap?  As strange as it may seem, even Australian Federal Parliament members do
not know.  Among the Cabinet members, only a small number of “initiates” have a vague idea of what this
is all about.  The only information source available to the public is the cross-checking done by private
researchers such as Jimmy Guieu, following statements made by the United States or Australian magazines
(always very short and terse paragraphs), and anything the locals may notice.

It is said that under Pine Gap is the deepest drilling hole in Australia—about 5 miles (more than 8,000
metres).  Such a hole is likely used as an underground antenna able to recharge the batteries of submarines
in the Pacific and Indian Ocean through Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) broadcasts.  Such a gigantic
antenna could be used to generate the gigantic stationary wave around the Earth.

[H: I ask that you be aware that this is so; however, the reason it is some 5 miles in depth is that
all of the navigation and frequency crystals of universal (cosmic) use are under the crust surface
some 6 miles in depth.  This locating of the “antennas” allows a bounce-off use of the crystals
located in various places around the globe and, yes indeed, are fully used by extraterrestrials.]

GOVERNMENTAL  ORGANIZATIONAL  CHART

Some say that Pine Gap has an enormous nuclear generator to supply energy to a new type of trans-
ceiver.  It seems, too, that there is a high-powered, high-voltage plasma accelerator which may be put to
use to transmit electric current, or even to produce a “death-ray”, or quite simply to feed a plasma gun.  All
this is not as incredible as it sounds; it is now known that the US base of West Cape, near Exmouth Gulf
in Western Australia (Harold E. Holt USN Communication Station), has an older type of the transceiver
used at Pine Gap which is used to send electric current to submerged US submarines who trail a wire
antenna.  It is known that electric currents transmitted in this way are referred to as plasmo-dynamic cells.

Several times, locals have seen WHITE DISKS about 30' in diameter in the process of being un-
loaded from large US cargo planes at the airports serving Pine Gap.  Those disks had the USAF emblem
on them.  It seems likely that disks are assembled and based at Pine Gap.  The number of disks seen at
night leaves no doubt in anyone’s mind.  An amazing quantity of furniture has been delivered by plane from
the United States.  The locals also say that an enormous amount of food is stocked in warehouses of what
could well be a true multi-leveled underground city.

On the other hand, Pine Gap is well known as one of the most important control centers for spy
satellites which circle the globe.  An article published in late 1973 claimed that the Pine Gap installation,
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along with its sister installation in Guam, were used to control the photographic missions of the large
American satellites in orbit above the Earth.

Pine Gap has enormous computers which are connected to their American and Australian central
counterparts, which collect all the information secured in these countries, not only about finance and tech-
nology, but on every aspect of the life of the average citizen.  Those computers at Pine Gap are also
evidently connected to similar mainframes in Guam, in Krugersdorp, South Africa, and at the Amundsen-
Scott US base at the South Pole.

Let us say, incidentally, that the employees (more than 1200) of the US base in South Africa all claim
to be members of the US consular mission in that country.  It may be worthy of note that the Amundsen-
Scott base at the South Pole is located on a sensitive magnetic spot of our planet, that it holds exactly the
same assets as Pine Gap, and that all the information about most of the average citizens of Western Europe
is stored there in memory banks tens of meters under the icepack.

A statement made by the Australian premier about 1987, assuring that “France must disappear from
the Pacific, from the Kerguelen Ridge, and from Antarctica” sheds light on the importance of this polar
base for the Anglo-Saxon world.

The most disquieting fact about Pine Gap may be that the employees working on the base, and espe-
cially those earmarked for duty on electromagnetic propulsion projects, have undergone brainwashing and
even implantation of intracranial devices.  Those employees have turned into unconditional slaves of their
master, whoever he is.  Rather scary, isn’t it?

[H: Come on readers, that is already “old-hat” stuff even in the bases, underground quarters,
and facilities all over the U.S., Canada, and parts everywhere else.  If you encounter workers
who know they work underground at, say, China Lake, etc., they will actually tell you that they
have no notion what they DO and that it is a TOP SECRET.]

The true point of the brainwashing of those individuals, along with the ruthless attempts to implement
the cover-up of really advanced military technology, will become clear at the end of this article.

For me, it all began with the construction of the new Parliament Building in Canberra, which cost
billions of dollars.  Australia has only 18 million inhabitants, yet it apparently treated itself to a building far
beyond its means... supposedly to accommodate its government, even if the old Parliament Building was
perfectly fine.

This new building, enormous, immense and magnificent would easily fit the needs of the USSR or of
the United States, which both have hundreds of millions of citizens to rule.  That building puzzled me, and
I started to talk about it until the day I bumped into an Englishman who told me that the Australian premier,
Bob Hawk, was a Rhodes scholar, and as such he worked toward the setting up of a One World Govern-
ment, and that this new Parliament Building likely had something to do with it.

Sometime after, I stumbled on a pamphlet published by the Human Rights Organization, which talked
about a group of about a hundred people well-placed in high finance, politics, the judiciary branch and big
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business.  This group was called the “CLUB OF ROME”.  According to this pamphlet, the CLUB OF
ROME was pledged to a consortium which controls all international finance.  A number of other groups
similar to the CLUB OF ROME are equally pledged to that finance consortium, AND ARE INFILTRAT-
ING THE VARIOUS POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS GROUPS WITH THE INTENTION TO MAKE
PROGRESS TOWARD THE INSTITUTION OF A WORLD DICTATORSHIP.

[H: I ask, please, that the diagram of the hierarchy of this working organization in Australia be
run in this paper.  Please note that when you consider even Common Law, that it is basically a
world “right” based on the same English rule.  You are already FUNCTIONING as a ONE
WORLD power under total control of the Puppet-Masters.]

The whole thing looked a little bit too preposterous to be true, it seemed to me.  Nevertheless, a friend
of mine gave me an audio cassette taped at a lecture given by Peter Sawyer, a former Australian civil
servant, which exposed a certain number of facts he had noticed while in office.  He talked, in particular, of
a telephone exchange in Canberra called “Deacon Centre” [H: See diagram.].  This exchange, built in
concrete with 4-ft.-thick walls, cost hundreds of millions of dollars.  It is outfitted with numerous comput-
ers, arrayed on four levels.  When he tried to find out why such equipment was needed in a country of only
18 million, he discovered that those computers were connected to all the banks, to every post office, to all
telephones, and to all of the police stations and customs houses; to every arrival and departure desk for air
or sea travellers; and also and above all, to the other data centers collecting data on private citizens—in the
United States as well as in Europe.

[H: With the Ekkers, for instance, a whole trunk line is now devoted to monitoring of their
phones, FAXes, computers, etc.  Fine, we don’t have anything coming forth which we would not
publish openly or, if they are asked about anything, be most happy to tell openly and fully.  This
is, yes, why the “down-time” while the phones are out of service.  The “company” tried to do the
work while Ekkers would be away on some regularly scheduled afternoon trips to the city so that
they would not be discovered shutting off transmissions on those “Fridays”.  They THOUGHT
you would be gone Monday and yesterday—wow, isn’t this fun?  What a bunch of bother “they”
go to when all they have to do is ask and we will give them free access to the lines even within the
house.  Is this dumb or what?  There simply is nothing hidden here; hasn’t anyone discovered as
much?  Even with financial support it is not a “secret” nor even twinging on possible indiscre-
tions.  There is privacy to be considered as we move along for the protection of innocent people
who wish to assist in projects—but no other clandestine or secret operations will ever come out
of this place.  And for you at such places as the CLC and CONTACT offices, yours (phones, etc.)
have already been changed out.  Some of you are also now on the Ekker trunk line so relax and
enjoy the surveillance, for in that surveillance there also comes protection BECAUSE there is
nothing to hide in these places.  I remind you: what you sees is what you gets—from us.

Yes indeed, they are working on a way to intercept signals to Dharma’s brain—and basically
have worked it out nicely.  She only complains that if the surveillance teams are already taking
off the information—then confound it, save her the work and present it directly!  At the least, she
considers it rude and inappropriate to occasionally wipe out her whole computer program while
tampering with the signals.
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I, personally, use those hook-ins to get immediate and direct input to the surveillance teams to
pass on upstairs to their Honchos [bosses].

We get on very well indeed; it is amusing that the silly goats are the flunkies of such as Green
and Binder—who are NOTHING SAVE NUISANCES TO THE SYSTEM ATTENDING THIS
SYSTEM OF MONITORING.  DO YOU REALLY THINK, BROTHERS, THAT YOU AREN’T
DISCOVERED OR KNOWN?  WOW, WHAT SILLY GAMES THE NIT-WITS PLAY!  I THINK
MONITORS ARE A GOOD THING BECAUSE THEY CAN TRACE BACK THE IDIOT
GAMES SUCH AS THE INTERNET GAME TO SET UP OUR INNOCENT PEOPLE.

May we always be appreciative of the limited security we are given in this game of “getcha”
because what you surmise is coming down—isn’t always bad in outcome!]

That facility on Deacon Street is therefore a Center where all the data pertaining to every citizen of the
Western World ends up being stored.  All financial, economic, political and military information, as well as
the information on every inhabitant of those countries.  As a matter of course, all people living in Australia
are put on file, kept up with and labelled.  [H: So, locals, relax and feel comforted by the knowing
that you are totally watched, infiltrated and realize that the TRUTH is still the very best ap-
proach to every encounter and every circumstance for in so doing and in so acting—there is
positive proof of no clandestine, subversion or intent to overthrow anything.  If we can function
within the systems, we will always do so.  If not, then we won’t function—period.  Those who take
up weapons of war are not welcome here.  If something cannot be accomplished within the LAW—
then it is not acceptable anyway.  Do we understand one another?  I certainly hope so for I weary
of the silly and stupid games being played against us.]

Peter Sawyer discovered also that the president of the ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION came for
a lengthy stay in Australia to supervise in person the construction of 20 luxury residences in Canberra (the
Australian government footed the bill), in the wonderful setting of a National Park, where, legally, nobody
is allowed to build.

The investigations led by Sawyer exposed, first that the new Parliament Building is meant to accom-
modate the world government-to-be; and second, that the 20 luxury residences will be allocated to the
different foreign members of that government... Why choose Canberra as the headquarters of the new
world government?  Simply because Australia is a peaceful country, with very few natives likely to turn
rebellious and, above all, it’s an English-speaking country.  No other English-speaking country can offer
the safety Australia will provide at the time of the taking over by the World Government.  In America and
Europe, uprisings are more than likely, and South America not only is not English-speaking, but its fond-
ness for revolutions and social disturbances is well known.

Australia is thus the ideal place for such an undertaking.  How is the advent of a World Government
possible in the near future?  It is relatively easy, as we will explain.

First, who are those “internationalists” who want to take over the planet?  THE ONES WHO WANT
TO SET UP A WORLD GOVERNMENT ARE 15 FAMILIES OR SO, WHO ALREADY GOVERN
ALL OF THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCE AND KEEP A TIGHT LEASH ON MOST GOV-
ERNMENTS THROUGH THE ABSOLUTE CONTROL OF THEIR FINANCES AND THEIR DO-
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MESTIC ECONOMY.  These finance moguls devised their plan after World War I, and have been
working since on an insidious undermining process aimed at economic destabilization all over the West.

If those financiers are obviously labelled “capitalists”, it is a very deceptive label, though, for, in fact,
they have never stopped to pull the strings of the progressive parties.  Their idea is logical, and lay, quite
simply, in the destabilization of the countries of the West on the political, economic and religious levels.  IT
MAY BE SURPRISING TO SOME THAT THESE “INNOVATORS” HAD INFILTRATED THE TOP
LEVELS OF THE MAIN RELIGIOUS ESTABLISHMENTS, ONLY A SMALL NUMBER OF YEARS
WAS NEEDED TO MAKE THEM VIRTUALLY POWERLESS...[Were these establishments “bought
out” through financial contributions? Ed.]

Economic destabilization is implemented through a slower but most efficient process.  This process
(already under way) will cause the entire financial system of the West to collapse.  The people involved are
the same people who cause the price of oil to go up and then, after convincing European neighbors to
agree to these price rises, provide that the yield coming from the price rises will be paid to the “Interna-
tional Reserve Bank” (IRB), which is entirely at their command.  The Reserve Bank hands the money over
to a “holding bank” who lavishly loans the money to Third World countries for usurious rates of interest.
[H: Please, Ekkers, realize that this is why so much is “on hold” until the systems of monitoring
could be completed.  Never mind it for I repeat that we are not even in competition with anyone
or anything—we just want to build a few projects which will make it easier to pass through this
time of hardship as the New World Order falls into final place.  Our task is to simply INFORM.
Ekkers serve the information needs and will never have anything of potential value or income.
It is too difficult to live in the world and also “have” anything.  Liars and thieves abound at every
turn, aided and abetted by ruthless and corrupt politicians and attorneys always threatening
prison and poverty.  But remember something: lawyers, judges, politicians, etc., ALSO HAVE
TO HAVE FOOD TO FILL THEIR HUMAN BELLIES—EVEN AS THINGS OF ECONOMIC
SYSTEMS DETERIORATE, AND MORE AND MORE GROWING FIELDS ARE DE-
STROYED, AND IRRIGATION SYSTEMS ARE DESTROYED BY WHATEVER MEANS
WHICH COME ALONG.  THAT IS ALL THAT WE ARE ABOUT AND WHAT EVERYONE
ELSE OR ANY OTHER NATION DOES IS THEIR BUSINESS—WE HAVE NAUGHT TO
HIDE EVEN FROM WHAT OTHERS WOULD CALL “OUR ENEMIES”.]

The holding bank receives the interest paid by the underdeveloped countries, then puts it into another
“holding bank” which, in turn, invests the huge quantity of money on behalf of the Arabs.

Those investments are made into thriving large businesses.  In the meantime, only small interests are
sent to Arab countries.  Those who engineered the plan were perfectly aware that the leaders of the
underdeveloped countries would be tempted to pocket a good part of the received money.

The IRB will then tell the Arab countries that the holding bank investments have turned out badly, all
their assets had vanished and that no interest will be paid any more.  The Arab countries will then have no
choice but to put all the securities they own on the market, as well as quite an amount of property bought
by the second holding bank.  A good part of these possessions will then be frozen, because they will have
been bought with the aid of not-entirely-repaid loans, and they will be part of the assets of the first holding
bank, gone bankrupt.  The incredible quantity of shares put on the market at the same time will cause a
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stock market crash of such magnitude that all the national economies of the West will collapse at the same
time.

The planet will find itself in a desperate predicament.  Cash will not be worth a damn, and the risks of
a global confrontation (planned!) will be high.

ENTER  PINE  GAP

At this point, the usefulness of bases like Pine Gap will become obvious.  If a Global confrontation is
going to break out, those bases will serve as a place of safety for the politicians and their staff, as well as the
international financiers, their family and friends.

If no confrontation breaks out, the financiers will adapt a “saintly” attitude AND OFFER SUBSTITU-
TION OF ALL CURRENCIES BY PLASTIC CARDS, ENSURING “TRUE EQUALITY” FOR ALL;
THE ABOLITION OF ALL OWNERSHIP RIGHTS, and the setting up of a World Government that will
“ensure peace”.

The masses (consciousness as a group) will be convinced that it is necessary to ensure Peace and
Social Justice by any means, including force.  THE POTENTIAL ACHIEVED THROUGH THE EQUIP-
MENT OF THE UNDERGROUND BASES WILL MAKE POSSIBLE THE DISAPPEARANCE,
WITHOUT A TRACE, OF THOSE WHO DO NOT CONFORM AND THOSE WHO “HINDER
THE HAPPINESS OF THE PEOPLE”.  Also, it will ensure the swift crushing of any possible uprising.  IT
MAY ALSO HAPPEN THAT OUR NEW “MASTERS” WILL END UP TELLING THE PEOPLE
THAT WE [ARE] AT THE “EVE OF THE MILLENNIUM, A GOLDEN AGE”.  IT WILL BE THE
WORST DICTATORSHIP EVER KNOWN TO MANKIND.

IT IS QUITE CERTAIN THAT OTHER BASES HAVE BEEN BUILT IN THE UNITED STATES
AND ELSEWHERE IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE.

None of the above has anything to do with science fiction.  All is true, and it certainly doesn’t give a
very rosy picture of the future.

* * *

“Judges can go crazy—indeed, many seem mad—but unless they are foaming at the mouth and
tearing their robes into small pieces, they are permitted to send men to prison, to deny the helpless
their just dues, and to interpret the law of the land.”  Famed attorney Gerry Spence.

[END OF QUOTING]

Now, why would I dredge up “old stuff”?  Because it is now “new” stuff.  Further, you need to have the
updates and explanations about why some things are now happening to you even more seemingly atro-
cious than prior to now.  It is the time of trying to stop the word and non-establishment news from reaching
through.  Well, readers, God said HE would make sure the truth reaches through and then, it is YOU who
will do that which you will WITH IT.
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We will hopefully offer some alternative peaceful ways to function within what IS.  But beyond that, there
will be no wars from this place or from our places in the cosmic realms.  What is coming down is truly
limited to the human aspect of physical environment wherein everybody has to live, eat and hopefully, find
shelter.  That is not my problem nor my demand.  Take the information and toss it if you like or use in the
birdcage.  However, it is obvious from the restrictive and Admiralty courts now accomplished, that you
have some big social and economic problems.  We can offer information, but FORCING IT DOWN
YOUR NECKS is not among our wishes nor alternatives.

It is known, recognized, that there will be major changes by the turn of the century, so what else is new?  I
may well not be accepted by you or the general hierarchy, but I AM WELL KNOWN, LISTED A-6
SECURITY, BEYOND “TOP SECRET” CATEGORY, BY THE ELITE WHO INTEND TO PULL
OFF THIS MISERABLE FARCE AND FRAUD UPON YOU-THE-PEOPLE.  SO BE IT AND MAY
YOUR JOURNEY BE INTERESTING.

Just always remember: these assaults by such as Green are full recognition of the fact that it is not desired
that YOU learn truth about God and the connections with SELF.  That too is exactly “how it is” and
therefore within that recognition do we accept the reality of same.  And no, the Judge is not “bad”—the
Judge doesn’t even KNOW what is going on.  No, I do not know how to get him informed of the truth of
the ongoing trashing—but truth eventually comes forth even if temporarily buried by cover-ups.  I believe
the man to be a wise person who certainly can realize “something” is sorely wrong with the US&P
presentation.  We can simply pray for insight and right actions.

I cannot believe that the man in point wishes this to become a public “cause” just to rule with buddies of the
Bar.  There is still some justice and goodness resting in many of these Judges sitting upon the Benches of
your land.  And moreover, do you really think the taxpayers will continually sit still for the corruption of the
judicial system by having to appoint Ekkers a lawyer along with providing the District Attorney’s offices
and spending years in further litigation?  This is absurd even on the face of such accusations and demands
to this court from those counsels KNOWING THAT THEY FOIST OFF FALSE AND ERRONEOUS
INFORMATION ONTO THE JUDGE AND COURT.  IT WILL BE EVEN MORE OBVIOUS IF
BROUGHT BEFORE A JURY OF TAXPAYERS.  I mean, how much damage can two retired 65-year-
old people do to this nation and the world, talking about God?

Doris Ekker, who is accused of leading a “cult”, is even amused.  A cult of one?  Not very successful, I
would guess!  George Green had already been recognized as a “cult leader” with a “following” by the very
groups he inhabits, i.e., patriots, UFO groupies, etc.  Is there something WRONG with this picture?

Green even told the world through radio and television that he was a “gold” expert, owned a bank, is a
multimillionaire financier, a “development” expert, creates the “illusion of money” and on and on and on.
He stated that Hatonn went with him when he moved to Nevada—then Montana—then Idaho, etc.  Well,
then I am curious why he continues to quote from the Church of Scientology, The Prophet Group in
Montana, and DUGGAH, whoever in tarnation that might be?  Their business thrust is toward total “con-
spiracy” topics and other usurped works of authors on topics for which we are brought to the court and
prison is demanded.  Green provides and distributes the works of Walter Russell as his own inventory.  By
the way, he never stopped selling any of the Journals ordered secured by the Nevada court which he had
in holding, or the titles banned for distribution by the Federal Court in Fresno, California.
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Doris has none of her works, my writings, OR WALTER RUSSELL’S, as relates to anything of which she
is accused of using.  Again, is there something WRONG with this picture?  Oh well, the strings get shorter
and shorter in the uncovering of TRUTH in these instances for, after all, is not a decade of ongoing litigation
quite enough already?  WHO, by the way, do you suppose is paying the lawyers of these adversarial teams
at suit?  The bottom has been established HERE so we will simply have to go it on our own which does
require that the Judges be a bit patient while we learn to follow the rules correctly so that we do not take
up the court’s busy time schedules.  If the Judge will appoint legal counsel, as Ekkers have asked, it will be
much the more appropriate in the modern courts because the rules are too many and too difficult to follow
by you-the-people in pro per (which means a lawyer representing himself).  A “person” as in “proper
person” indicates a corporation or like entity.  A Citizen in Party defines a citizen representing self.  My, my,
aren’t the “catches” abundant?  It is like playing a game while the opponent has secret rules which only HE
HOLDS AND KNOWS.  AND THAT, READERS, IS THE PURPOSE OF A TICKET, OR CARD,
WHICH ALLOWS YOU TO BELONG TO THE “BAR” CLUB.  It has everything to do with THE
CLUB and nothing to do with law or justice.  The American Bar Association is a PRIVATE CORPORA-
TION and has nothing to do with accreditation by anything other than that Bar Association.  Do you realize
that even the word “Association”, as used in American Bar “Association”, is simply another word used by
incorporation regulations as in “company”, Ltd., Corporation, Inc., etc?  It is absolutely NO DIFFERENT
than, for instance, Santa Barbara Savings and Loan Association—indicating a private corporation.

There is an abundance of information left to LEARN, students—a great abundance.

Good morning.
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CHAPTER  2

REC  #2    HATONN

SAT., MAR. 15, 1997  7:55 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 211

SAT.,  MAR. 15,  1997

WE’RE  OFF  TO  SEE  THE  WIZARD...

I see that there is a new hype going on and that is of O.J. Simpson entering an “Appeal” “...for reversal of
damages, reduction of damages and a new trial”.  I absolutely AGREE with Mr. Miller’s statement that an
Appeal is only going to cost a bundle more and only the attorneys will “clean up”.

So many of O.J.’s simple Constitutional RIGHTS have been violated from the day of the so-called Simpson
Murders to this date as to overwhelm the mind.  You have to have someone who can sort through the trash
heap and come out with the real focus—that of damages to Mr. Simpson.  In just reading through Black’s
Law Dictionary on “Damages”, it appears that in only one section alone O.J. can recapture the 33.5
million $$$ and pick up TREBLE DAMAGES.  My, my, in only one claim he can get over $100 million.
BUT HE HAS TO COME BACK TO COMMON LAW, GET RID OF THE ADMIRALTY COURT
FLAGS, AND DEMAND COMMON LAW HEARING AND TRIAL.  ALSO, HE HAS TO GET
RID OF THOSE ATTORNEYS WHO KEEP FEASTING OFF HIS CARCASS.

CAN HE DO THIS?  YES INDEED!  HE MAY WELL BE THE ONLY ONE WHO CAN MAKE
SUCH A HUGE DEMAND AND PULL IT OFF.  He has the public attention necessary to make a big
enough splash in the King’s pools as to bring massive change within the system.  There isn’t enough
“money” in the world to fully compensate O.J. Simpson just for the KNOWN wrongs to his Constitutional
Rights and absolute damages directly intended to destroy him and bring on RACE WAR.
Then, the Ekkers can march right along behind in Kern County and recover for EVERY MISDEED of the
courts and the lawyers involved, including, as well, the Conspiracy parties who tagged along on a case that
had NOTHING to do whatsoever with them.

So?  Do you want your nation back or not?  The decisions are strictly up to you.  There is nothing which
can and shall unite the races like simply coming to realize that you are all in the Judicial Hoax together!  It
doesn’t require WAR; it requires common sense attached to COMMON LAW.  And how do you do it?
YOU GET THOSE ADMIRALTY/MILITARY FLAGS OF THE FOREIGN NATIONS OUT OF
YOUR COURTS!  THEN YOU DEMAND, NICELY, COMMON LAW HEARINGS AND TRI-
ALS—WITH PERFECT PAPERWORK. SIMPLE?  YES, EXTREMELY SIMPLE.

Further, you REALLY have to watch out for the tricks and traps which will getcha.  One major trick is that
in taking the “fringe” to the flag of the united States and, as well, the individual State’s flag, you will also find
many CHANGES made to the State flag as well.  In California, for instance, a RED COMMUNIST
STAR is added to the “Bear Flag” which, as with the fringe, renders the flag utilized in the court—an alien
flag of NO known country.  Just as the Congress sits under TWO FACII HOVERING LIKE TWO
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BEHEADING AXES OVER THE HEADS OF THE NATION, SO TOO DO YOU-THE-PEOPLE
HAVE TO CLEAR OUT THE DEBRIS AND LITERALLY INTENTIONAL TRAPS OF THE ELITE
GIVING THEM ABILITY TO CONTROL EVERYTHING.

BUT YOU HAVE TO DO IT RIGHT.

BLACK  PERSPECTIVES

I am going to use material from THE FINAL CALL, Vol. 16, Number 17, February 18, 1997.  734 West
79th St., Chicago, IL 60620-2424.

[QUOTING:]
O.J.  CASE,  MILLION  DOLLAR  JUDGMENTS

EXPOSE  RACIAL  SCHISM  IN  THE  U.S.

By Richard Muhammad, Managing Editor.

As whites generally declared “justice” with news of the civil trial decisions that O.J. Simpson was liable
for the deaths of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ron Goldman, Blacks largely saw the verdict as more proof
that white America must always win and punish, not give justice.

The Santa Monica, Calif., jury said Mr. Simpson had to pay the Goldman family $8.5 million in
compensatory damages in the case.

[H: Compensatory damages:  Compensatory damages are such as will compensate the injured party for
the injury sustained, and nothing more; such as will simply make good or replace the loss caused by the
wrong or injury.  Damages awarded to a person as compensation, indemnity, or restitution for harm
sustained by him.  The rationale behind compensatory damages is to restore the injured party to the
position he or she was in prior to the injury.  Black’s Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition.

There is continued argument about “double jeopardy” in this case and right here is proof of
twice trying this man for crimes to which he was found “not guilty”.  If he was “not guilty” then
he COULD NOT HAVE DAMAGED ANYONE THROUGH THE DEATHS OF THOSE TWO
VICTIMS.  To try and twist this any other way is not feasible in any way whatsoever.  If the man
was not guilty—he damaged no one but everyone involved since has DAMAGED, TERRIBLY,
MR. O.J. SIMPSON.

Ah, but it gets WORSE, doesn’t it?  This “not guilty” (as found by a jury) man was also dumped
on with $25 million in punitive damages.

Punitive Damages: Also called “Exemplary” damages.  Exemplary damages are damages on an in-
creased scale, awarded to the plaintiff over and above what will barely compensate him for his property
loss, where the wrong done to him was aggravated by circumstances of violence, oppression, malice,
fraud, or wanton and wicked conduct on the part of the defendant, and are intended to solace the plaintiff
for mental anguish, laceration of his feelings, shame, degradation, or other aggravations of the original
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wrong, or else to punish the defendant for his evil behavior or to make an example of him, for which reason
they are also called “punitive” or “punitory” damages or “vindictive” damages.  Unlike compensatory or
actual damages, punitive or exemplary damages are based upon an entirely different public policy consid-
eration—that of punishing the defendant or of setting an example for similar wrongdoers, as above noted.
In cases in which it is proved that a defendant has acted willfully, maliciously, or fraudulently, a plaintiff may
be awarded exemplary damages in addition to compensatory or actual damages.  Damages other than
compensatory damages which may be awarded against a person to punish him for outrageous conduct.
Wetherbee v. United Ins. Co. of America, 18 C.A. 3d 266, 95 Cal. Retr. 678, 580.  Such are given as an
enhancement of compensatory damages because of wanton, reckless, malicious or oppressive character
of acts complained of.  Black’s Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition.

So again, you have a “not guilty” man having to PAY damages for that which HE COULD NOT
HAVE DONE IN ACTION.  IF THIS IS NOT DOUBLE JEOPARDY, THEN I CANNOT IMAG-
INE WHAT MIGHT BE DOUBLE JEOPARDY.  If O.J. HAD BEEN FOUND “GUILTY”,
THEN, AND ONLY THEN, COULD THERE BE “DAMAGES” OF ANY KIND.

In real-time Common Law this would not even be a consideration as is outrageously mandated
by the judicial system on anyone.]

“This was a private high-tech LYNCHING of this Black man.  They took the brother to the shed,
tarred him and feathered him, and lynched him.  That was a shed, it was not a court of justice,” said Mary
Cox, a Simpson friend and attorney from Washington, D.C.

Ms. Cox, who met Mr. Simpson last year and sat with him in the court room last month, believes the
trial was part of an assault on Black men and highlights America’s unfair legal system.

“Basically race and race-based issues constitute the issue of highest concern and interest in this soci-
ety,” said Dr. Naim Akbar, a psychologist and instructor at Florida State University, in Tallahassee, Fla.,
noting that Simpson trial coverage overshadowed the President’s State of the Union address.

“What the O.J. case did is serve as kind of a homing point, or a magnetic force that was clearly able to
delineate what the true issues, concerns and priorities are in this country,” said Dr. Akbar, who has written
books and lectures about race and racism in society.

The first verdict raised doubt about the system’s ability to protect
whites, and the second verdict was vindication; it proved the system was intact and could yield the

desired outcomes, he said.

Another troubling fact of the Simpson saga for whites, especially in the first trial, was Johnnie Cochran’s
defense of the former football star, said Dr. Akbar.  Mr. Cochran was a Black man trained in a white
system with the ability to fight the system and win, he said.

But Simpson jurors denied race played a factor in their decisions.  “Anyone who comments on some-
thing like that, without knowing what we went through... are being an essential racist themselves, saying this
is a white verdict, when what they’re doing is basing their decision on the color of our skin,” said one juror,
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at a Jan. 10 press conference.

Conservative Blacks, like Robert Woodson, who is based in Washington, D.C., largely argued that
race was not the major issue in the case, until media coverage played up the Black-white differ-
ences.

“Race was always a part of the whole configuration and the point of it is, it’s the nature of how race is
always a part of situations in this society.  That is that even when it is not acknowledged or expressed, or
called that, race is an underlying dimension whenever there is a Black-white relationship.  Period.” coun-
tered Dr. Akbar.

An ABC News poll conducted after the first civil trial verdict found 74 percent of whites agreed with it
and 66 percent of Blacks disagreed.

The poll also found that 70 percent of Blacks thought the Jury’s mostly white composition was a major
reason Mr. Simpson was found liable.  Forty-four percent of whites thought the same, according to the
poll.

Though the Simpson civil verdicts were from a different court, with a different burden of proof, Mr.
Simpson was, in effect, tried for the same crime, said Atty. Abdul Arif Muhammad, general counsel for the
Nation of Islam.

Legal niceties aside, the case was largely the same evidence, same witnesses, he said.

A basic question in civil cases is that of negligence or wrongful death, actions that lead to the injury or
demise of someone, he noted.  The criminal trial decided that, Atty. Muhammad argued.

“I am baffled as a lawyer because I don’t know what conduct is being asserted that Mr. Simpson
engaged in that produced the death of Mr. Goldman and Miss Nicole Brown Simpson.  Here is a murder,
so in this particular case, what were the actions that they are claiming that... caused the deaths?”

Civil cases after any criminal trial are not that common, largely because those who commit everyday
acts of theft or violence don’t have much to sue for, he explained.  So money was obviously an important
element in this case, the attorney added.

The trial again exposed the Black-white divide, to the point that some Simpson defense lawyers
basically sided with or congratulated Brown family attorneys on their victory, noted Atty. Muhammad.

“There are many whites who know what’s true.  But many of them are afraid to speak it because of the
pressure from their own community,” he said.

Also at play was the white notion that Mr. Simpson was so obsessed with his wife that he felt he had
to kill her if deprived of her; but whites could not conceive that Mr. Simpson loved her so much that he
would NOT kill her, Atty. Muhammad said.
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“The slave and the slave master do not see the same thing.  And the slavemaster’s children do not see
what the children of the slaves see,” he said.  “What does justice look like, and that’s really what the core
of the O.J. Simpson case is all about.”

Blacks suffer under court rulings and respect the system but whites do not respect judgments counter
to their desires, said Atty. Muhammad.  “What we are really witnessing is the open hatred of whites against
Blacks and it’s being made manifest,” he said.

“He is not going to have to confront the cold, hard reality of the hidden hatred that exists for someone
like himself because he is a Black man.”

Attorney R. Eugene Pincham, a former Illinois Appellate Court judge in Chicago, feels critical facts
were denied to the civil jury because former L.A. Police Det. Mark Fuhrman did not testify.

Under oath in the criminal trial, when Mr. Fuhrman was asked whether [or not] he framed Mr. Simpson,
the detective invoked the 5th Amendment, saying he would not answer the question because he did not
want to incriminate himself, said Judge Pincham.

“That’s the first time I’ve ever heard of that in the history of criminal prosecutions in America.  I’ve
never known a state’s witness, upon whose testimony the state is relying to convict the defendant, to take
the 5th Amendment on the question of whether or not he planted evidence or whether or not he framed
the defendant,” said Judge Pincham.

If a civil suit had been filed against Mr. Fuhrman and the LAPD at the same time Mr. Simpson was
fighting in civil court, it would have helped highlight this point, said Judge Pincham.

“To suggest that Fuhrman is not on trial is ludicrous.  He is the one who arrived at the scene, who
supposedly protected the scene, who saw the scene of the homicide as well as the Simpson residence
upon which the prosecution relied, as well as the Browns relied in the civil trial.

“The public has been diverted from one of the crucial issues in this case, and that is the integrity of law
enforcement officers.  Not only in my judgment did it happen in this case, Fuhrman indicated clearly that it
did when he took the 5th Amendment.”

[H: Ah, but don’t you think that probably now that the police investigators have denied fair
representation of Mr. Fuhrman that Fuhrman is going to enjoy testifying AGAINST THE DE-
PARTMENT and judicial system—at the Common Law court proceedings FOR O.J. Simpson?]

“In the white majority’s mind it will never be over because it combines their two worst nightmares: one
is sex and one is money,” said Alexis Moore, a member of the Philadelphia Tribune editorial Board.

“You are talking about a rich Black man buying his way out of a murder.  You are talking about a rich
Black man who slept with a blonde 17-year-old.  That’s at the core of their obsession with this thing.  I
don’t think it’s ever going to end because whites won’t admit that sex and money are intertwined in their
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denial that they are racist; they just won’t admit it,” she said.

A more important lesson?  Blacks “don’t expect anything from government, much less justice.  So that
when a rich Black man does what a rich white man has done for years—that is buy his way out of a verdict
by having his high-priced team of lawyers and then turns around and has to pay for it anyway—all it does
is reinforce the impression in our community that you cannot depend on this government.  And that is going
to wind up costing this country a hell of a lot more than O.J.,” she predicted.

“White America seems to be looking for some grand metaphor that summarizes and encapsulates the
racial tragedy in this country,” observed Salim Muwakkil, senior editor of In These Times magazine and a
contributing Chicago Sun Times columnist.

“And it seems again like they’ve invested in this trial, just like they invested in the potential candidacy
of Colin Powell [H: Remember that THIS is now SIR COLIN POWELL, having been knighted by
the Queen of England, which makes Col. Powell a subject of the English Crown and a patriot of
England.] with this ability to mask the differences, the racial differences that we suffer.  And it seems like
now they’re saying: ‘Oh now the trial is over, racial healing can begin.’  That’s some of what I’m sensing in
the trial,” he said.

Simpson trial reporting was sensational, said the writer.  But the case gripped the country and embod-
ied a range of cultural issues, such as dealing with race, sex and power, as America tries to speed toward
color-blindness without dealing with a racist past, he said.

“I think both juries made the proper decision, given the standards of proof under which they labored
and the different kinds of evidence placed before them.  These things—not the differences in the racial
makeup of the juries—account for verdicts that are diametrically opposite,” argued writer Carl Rowan [a
Black], in his Feb. 7 syndicated column.

The columnist contended that Mr. Simpson’s testimony left reason for doubt and was contradictory,
leading to the judgment against him.

But Mary Cox sees the civil trial as an extension of the criminal trial with the states’ unlimited resources
used to help the Brown family.

In the criminal trial, Mr. Simpson did not buy justice but was able to go toe-to-toe with a corrupt legal
system, said Ms. Cox.  No one should have to spend millions to defend themselves, argued the attorney.

In her 17 years of practice, Ms. Cox said her clients have never been able to afford an investigator, let
alone the other help they needed.  So in the O.J. case, a man had the ability to hire and pay for what all
defendants should have, she said.

The help given Brown-Goldman lawyers—FBI testimony, police testimony, DA’s office assistance—
no doubt for free, is never given in day-to-day cases, she said.

Simpson supporters contend the media collaborated by broadcasting information leaked by the state
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that contaminated the minds of potential jurors.  They say the judge also denied defense motions and gave
the plaintiffs a roadmap for how to pursue the case, avoiding mistakes made in the first trial.

Mr. Simpson also should have had a Black lawyer in the courtroom to remind the jurors, judge and the
media that there was a “conscience” at the trial, Ms. Cox said.  Without that, the jurors became comfort-
able with the judge, plaintiffs’ lawyers and media, she said.

It was also unfair for Mr. Simpson to have to fight for his children and his civil trial at the same time, Ms.
Cox said.  But even Shirley Baker, Mr. Simpson’s sister, admitted they didn’t expect to win the civil case,
she conceded.

“This is a case that exposed the unjust judicial and justice system in this country,” said Ms. Cox.  “He’s
a man who had celebrity status that commanded the world’s attention; why not expose this unjust justice
system, that no man or woman, Black or white, poor or working class, or wealthy can afford?  But the
people that are penalized by it are African people, people that look like me and you.

“I need a level playing ground to represent my little clients and that’s all I ever asked for.  But you know
what, it ain’t coming,” she said.

[END OF QUOTING]

Of course “it ain’t coming”, readers.  It is not SUPPOSED to come.  Until you wake up and smell the
burned citizen parties in this atrocious farce, you don’t have a chance at freedom, never mind the equality.

And what does it take to turn over this nightmare oppression?  Somebody like O.J. Simpson willing to stop
spending money on worthless attorneys and turn to defending himself according to COMMON LAW.  He
is an attention-getter and that is what you must have to bring justice back within the corrupted and puppet-
master’s courts.

Then you need to follow on with “generally accepted” cases which are just as fixed but only deal with
property and reputation, i.e., the Ekkers and ones of similar unreasonable non-justice at the hands of
conspiratorial judges and lawyers, not to even mention the parties in opposition.

UNDER THE LAW, HE CAN’T BE TRIED AGAIN FOR THE MURDERS—SO HE CAN REALLY
GO FOR THE JUGULAR OF EVERY INVOLVED PARTY AND PERSON.  THEY WILL BE SO
BUSY HIDING AND DEFENDING THEMSELVES THAT EVEN THE THREAT TO HIS FAMILY
WILL GO BEGGING ON THE PART OF THE OFFENDERS.  THE WORLD WOULD BE WATCH-
ING AND YOU CAN NOW GO FORTH AND CHANGE THE COURSE OF THE WORLD AND
HISTORY.  IT WILL BE FAR MORE SIMPLE THAN YOU ANTICIPATE AT THIS MINUTE.
KNOCK OUT OR OVER JUST ONE “BIGGIE” AND THE REST WILL TOPPLE LIKE THE PRO-
VERBIAL DOMINOES.  THE LAWYERS, IN ADDITION, WILL BE BAILING OUT OF THAT
BAR ASSOCIATION LIKE RATS FROM A SINKING SHIP.  BUT WHO WANTS THEM?  SURELY
NOT HONEST AMERICAN OR WORLD CITIZENS!  O.J. CAN DO HIS OWN AT A BASIC
STARTING COST OF WHATEVER FILING FEES MIGHT BE FOR THE FIRST CASE FILING.
HE CAN KNOCK OUT THE WHOLE BUNCH IN ONE FELL-SWOOP FOR LESS THAN $200.
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And that is 200 dollars, not 200 million dollars.

And just who do I think I am?  Ah, yes, me—well, I am sent by GOD to bring unto you some sense in
information and in common sense under the Laws of God.  But as I have said before: YOU HAVE TO DO
IT.  I am not some lanky, stringy alien or E.T. as you want to call anything you don’t know about or which
might be invisible to your human physical eyes—but I am that which is sent when you call upon GOD with
sincere pleading for assistance and to be shown the way.  So be it and Selah.  Remember, little ones—
GOD WINS!  YOU, HOWEVER, WIN ONLY WHEN YOU TAKE UP THE RIGHT PATHWAY
AND GO IN TRUTH FOR SELVES, AND THEN YOU CAN GO FORTH IN THE NAME OF GOD
AND YE SHALL BE GIVEN TO PREVAIL.

Good morning and I salute you whose eyes of the mind are opening upon the possibilities God has pre-
sented for your use.  Be brave and daring in YOUR KNOWING for therein lies the winning of the PRIZE
and the gaining of the GRACE sought by MANKIND.
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CHAPTER  3

REC  #1    HATONN
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MON.,  MAR. 17,  1997

O.J.  SIMPSON
Did you REALLY think you were through with O.J.?

Tired of this subject?  Shame on you.  This one case points out the deliberate and intentional taking over of
a nation and placing it into a controlled environment of slavery (of every color and race) more than anything
so far come into your hands as a tool for FREEDOM.

Can O.J. handle the burden of more and more and more confrontation and strife?  Oh yes indeed, for we
offer the ONLY WAY POSSIBLE TO CLEAR HIS GOOD NAME, PROTECT HIS FAMILY, AND
CHANGE A NATION, AND THEN A WORLD, BACK INTO SOME SEMBLANCE OF JUSTICE
IN THE “JUDICIAL JUSTICE SYSTEM”.  OH INDEED, HE CAN TAKE THAT BALL AND RE-
ALLY “RUN” WITH IT.  PERHAPS WE WILL EVEN MEND THE KNEES WHILE WE’RE AT IT
AND WON’T THAT BE A SURPRISE TO THE BLACK-ROBED WOLVES?

So, let’s get with it and see what the Black community, in its scarce press thinks about the O.J. Simpson
fiasco of White Supremacy and Khazarian Mafia take-over of innocent lives in the name of GREED.

From FINAL CALL, Vol. 16, Number 17, Feb. 18, 1997, “Editorial”:

[QUOTING:]

AMERICA’S  GREAT  DIVIDE

Who would have thought the name O.J. Simpson would ever be synonymous with the racial divide
in America?

The football great was once among the country’s favorite sons, honored for his on-field accomplish-
ment, applauded for his on-scene pro-football analysis, loved for running through airports in commercials
and appearing in movies full of laughs and jokes.

Today O.J. is a metaphor for the greatest divide in America and the different experiences, viewpoints,
reality and worlds in which blacks and whites exist.

The criminal trial jury found Mr. Simpson not guilty of murder.  The civil trial jury found Mr. Simpson
liable for the deaths of Ron Goldman and Nicole Brown Simpson.  They awarded the Goldman family
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$8.3 million in compensation and the Goldman and Brown families $25 million in punitive damages.

The criminal trial jury was predominantly Black and the civil trial was predominantly white, with no
Black jurors.

Two different trials, two different groups of people and two different verdicts.  But should anything else
have been expected?

America remains largely segregated in housing; politicians scapegoat Black males on crime issues and
Black women are scapegoated on welfare and social issues.

Whether hailing a cab, fighting for a promotion or suffering because of plots of executives in corporate
boardrooms, Blacks feel the sting of racism every day.

It is painful to be Black in white America, while whites, though troubled about the country, believe that
the U.S. is the finest nation on Earth.  [H: It is painful to be white, Brothers, in America as well.  The
Black brothers must stop the insanity of blaming “whites” to the same extent that all of anyone
must stop blaming others.  There are bad blacks, bad whites, bad native Americans and bad
anything—just like there are bad Eagles and good Eagles.  THIS is THE insanity which must
STOP.  Neither or none of the races can do this ALONE—YOU MUST JOIN FORCES AND
WALK THIS ROAD TOGETHER IN TRUTH AND LIGHT—AND WITH A HELL OF A LOT
OF PUBLICITY.]

To whites, America is the bastion of liberty, the guardian of freedom and the  hope and example for the
world to follow.

The difference in the way Blacks and whites see the world is very simple: It is the difference between
the world of the slave and the world of the slavemaster.

[H: Right here the Editor-author points out exactly what I mean in the messages above.  No,
middle-White America has footed the bill for all the progress of the Nation whether the blacks,
orange, purple or green people want to note it—right along with the blood, sweat and tears of the
same of all races.  The blacks are no more discriminated against in the system than the poor
whites who are allowed to own nothing, are taken from, can’t hold property and still have to, like
the blacks, but without equal opportunity laws in their behalf, somehow figure how to feed babies
and try to hold together their families.  The Blacks must meet our people of White origins as
brethren as well, lest the reverse bigotry rot the whole of mankind.  This is NOT about black or
white—this is about the freedom and survival of MANKIND.  What gives me clues to the atti-
tudes of the writers?  The fact that Black is capitalized in upper case and “white” is not.  This is
as visible a “put-down” as anything that can be done.  Are we on this planet together or are we
just warriors in separate “colors of the hood” around this globe?  Isn’t it time to unite and take
back your world?]

The two can never see the world the same; one is in control of society and the other barely is recog-
nized by the same society.
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The Simpson trial didn’t cause the racial divide but it did prove once again that the problem of the 21st
Century is the problem of the color line.

Good words, photo-ops, apologies, hidden thoughts and secret feelings will not bridge the great
divide.

Any bridge would have to be constructed on the basis of truth, yet Blacks and whites cannot agree on
the truth.  Even the lone Black alternate juror who did not deliberate the verdict disagreed tooth and nail
with the other white jurors during a televised press conference.

Where is the country headed; where should the nation turn to deal with this dilemma?

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad, patriarch of the nation of Islam, warned that if we could not get
along in peace, it would be better to separate.

Where is the country headed, where should the nation turn to deal with this dilemma?

The Honorable Minister Farrakhan has said that separation is the ultimate solution if justice cannot be
obtained within the American system.  [H: But this does not move you any closer to EQUALITY
UNDER GOD, does it?]

America may not like to hear talk of separation but the reality in the nation is already “separate”.  The
only thing that needs to be discussed are the terms of the failed relationship.

[H: We must get rid of this very idea of separation because the whites think the Blacks have
chosen separation and with the established media pushing that concept—what else is the aver-
age citizen to believe?  There are radicals in every race, every color tribe, and in every creed.
Separation is NEVER the answer.  “Like-kind” is NOT the same thing as in “separation of one
human from another human” and YOU WOULD-BE LEADERS MUST HAVE EQUAL RESPON-
SIBILITY IN TEARING DOWN THOSE NOW ACCEPTED BARRIERS AND RACIAL
STUMBLING BLOCKS.  You have cried out to GOD ATON, THE ONE LIGHT, for solutions
and “show us the way” and so, therefore, SEE THE ANSWER TO YOUR CALL WITHOUT
FURTHER BLINDNESS AND REFUSAL TO SEE THAT WHICH MAY COME IN A DIF-
FERENT FORM FROM THAT EXPECTED BY ANY GIVEN GROUP OR INDIVIDUAL.

How?  Well, we have the “way” and we can share the “conduit” for funding, for reaching out
across the oceans unto our brothers and each of us can put into the picture the puzzle pieces
dealt us—and TOGETHER, putting the pieces into equal sharing, we can move the mountains
and revolve the world.  We have the “contract” and some of the Blacks and others across the
oceans have the mode of backing necessary—and together we can have unequaled funding for
supporting a change into truth and validation of Common Law and Common Sense in Equality.
But you see something?  GOD demands that you do it RIGHTEOUSLY lest you only exchange
one terrible tyrant for that of another who would, for greed, further sell out his nation and his
people.]
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[END OF QUOTING]

Next I would like to share a couple of other views from that same newspaper.  Ref: “THE O.J. VER-
DICT”, page 8:

[QUOTING:]

WHITES  PLAY  THE  REAL  RACE  CARD
by Harry X. Davidson, Ph.D

One must ask the question: Why has the O.J. Simpson case had such a profound emotional impact on
white America?  “Simpson Is Found Liable”, headlined newspapers all across America while the president’s
“State of the Union” speech barely managed to warrant space on the front page.  The verdict even prompted
President Clinton to call on America to respect the verdict and move on.  The reaction to the verdicts in the
O.J. Simpson cases demonstrates the intensity of America’s race problem.

The case makes mockery of the judicial system, while serving to remind Black people that very little
has changed since the days of mob lynching and kangaroo courts.  Historically, the lynching of Blacks has
served to reaffirm the fragile identity of many whites.  Whether guilty or not, it is apparent that the national
obsession for vengeance against Mr. Simpson is stronger than the need to maintain respect for our legal
system.  Why?  Because the case has more far-reaching implications.  It is an indictment of Black people
in general and Black men in particular.

Let me suggest that at a time when both Blacks and Whites are falling victim to massive corporate
down-sizing, governmental cuts and privatization, America needs an O.J. Simpson case—a scapegoat, a
diversion from the troubles that confront the nation.  Both the white masses and the Black masses have
been rendered powerless and are exploited.  Among other things, racism and the notion of white su-
premacy serve to divide the masses of Black and white people.

The O.J. Simpson cases demonstrate how the mental state of racism and white supremacy serves to
impair the ability to reason in its otherwise intelligent victims.  (One does not have to be white to suffer from
this disorder.)

The loss of the ability to reason is a major criteria in determining a mental disorder.  Once the ability to
reason is impaired the emotions are allowed to dominate and control behavior.  These same emotions can
be manipulated to the benefit of others.

Too many Americans know more about the affairs of O.J. Simpson and Nicole Brown Simpson than
we know about the affairs of state.  Locked into a state of denial and presented with the options of focusing
on “The State of the Union Address” or the Simpson verdict, most preoccupied Americans were more
concerned with Simpson’s punitive financial state than the deteriorated state of the union.

True, psychology endeavors to understand the conscious and subconscious forces that instill and
motivate behavior.  Yet, little research has been granted to the study of white racism and those whites who
are afflicted by the disorder of white supremacy.  White supremacy has programmed too many white
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people to feel privileged.  Despite their condition and status, most whites are convinced that they are better
than Blacks and people of color.

Labor unions and political parties were formed to protect white workers against capitalistic exploita-
tion.  These same labor unions used racism to gain privileges for their white members.  Once-powerful
labor unions now have been made impotent.  Political parties that once represented the interest of the
working-class are now controlled by “big money interests”.  Many whites have become collectively con-
fused and powerless to change their plight.

White people are rightfully angry and resentful.  However, they are void of a national leadership that
would allow them to understand the true source of their anger and the proper course of action to pursue.
Their inability to collectively reason results in an emotionally-driven displacement of their frustration, anger
and rage.  The Goldmans and the Browns have become social and psychological symbols of white work-
ing-class America.  [H: Believe me, the Simpson babies in point of controversy are simply “token
blacks” for the Elite to cover their overt lies.  By the way, Blacks of America: The intentional
destruction of the educational system and dumbing down of the citizens of all races in the U.S.,
and actually around the world, has made for an equal playing field in total lack of educational
prowess and intelligence references.  One more generation and the game is lost because the
humans in these controlled environments of intentional “dumbing down” will have ceased to
reason in their enforced state of ignorance and stupidity.]

Ironically, the Blacks and people of color who whites were told they were superior to, are depicted in
the media as multi-millionaire gladiators and entertainers.  We fail to realize that these gladiators and
entertainers serve to reduce stress on the society by diverting the attention of both the white and Black
masses.  Intoxicated by alcohol and high on drugs, the American working-class voyeuristically blows off
steam and reduces stress by, for example, watching the Packers and the Patriots, figuratively and literally,
destroy each other.

Confusion is created in a white psyche that must somehow balance a love/hate conflict created when
they love and admire Blacks whom they were previously programmed to despise and to see as inferior.
When aggravated, their distorted perception is that black people are “getting over on them”.  This delu-
sional perception took on a reality base when O.J. Simpson employed a legal “dream team” headed by
another Black man, Johnnie Cochran, to orchestrate a mostly Black jury, a true jury of Mr. Simpson’s
peers.

The fragile white false ego perceived that justice had not been served, that “O.J. got over on them”.
The broader underlying subconscious association is that not only has O.J. Simpson gotten over but Black
people who have been promoted have gotten free educational rides that have landed them multi-millions of
dollars.  They resent the fact that all of this appears to be happening for Blacks, those who are perceived
as inferior, and nothing for working class whites.  The O.J. Simpson case symbolizes Blacks who have
betrayed the state of inferiority and submission that white society has assigned to them.

A strategy was employed, the real race card played.  The fragile white ego was restored to its original
delusional state of superiority.  The masses of whites can now vicariously rejoice in the millions of dollars
awarded to the Browns and Goldmans.  Perhaps they have been appeased, at least for now.
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(Harry X. Davidson is a clinical psychologist based in Kansas City, MO.)

[END OF QUOTING]

And another, also from page 8:

[QUOTING:]

RACE  AND  THE  O.J.  SIMPSON  DRAMA
by David G. Du Bois

Despite the unanimous decision of the jury in the criminal trial, and, for many white Americans because
of it, there continues to be debate throughout America, among Blacks and whites, over whether or not O.J.
Simpson committed the murders.  But what should really concern Americans, and particularly Black Ameri-
cans, is the racist and sexist viciousness in reaction to the criminal trial “not guilty” verdict, openly ex-
pressed in press, TV and radio commentary at the time, and continuing up to this writing, condemning the
predominantly Black and female jury of 12 (including three non-blacks and two men).  That commentary
reflected what most white Americans felt and feel but only express among themselves: the jury’s intellectual
inability to deal with the scientific evidence provided by the prosecution, together with its assumed pro-
black, anti-white bias and “feminine emotionalism”.

However, few commentators, white or Black, want to deal with the extent of white male fear of Black
male retaliation for the rape and ravaging with impunity of Black women by white men since the days of
slavery, a hidden truth lurking in the background of the O.J. Simpson drama.  On the national, white,
underground information network the story goes: “If, before the whole world, Black O.J. Simpson can
marry a white woman, ravage that white woman and then toss that white woman aside for other white
women, and get away with it, every Black male in America will consider that road of retaliation, and many
will take it.”

This explains America’s obsession with the continuing O.J. Simpson drama.  This is the motivation
behind the civil case in which the families of the murdered victims, and their supporters, thwarted in their
attempt to have O.J. Simpson convicted in the criminal trial, and having lost their bid to have his children
taken away from him, intend to ruin him financially.  At the same time they want to discourage other Blacks
from following in O.J.’s footsteps.

The unspoken and in America the unspeakable truth about the O.J. Simpson drama is the white male
guilt it engenders for the wholesale violation of Black women by white men during the days of slavery and
throughout much of America to this day.  To know just how “wholesale” count the number of “cafe-au-lait”
African-Americans you know or have seen on television or in films, beginning with O.J. Simpson and his
family.  Nearly a century ago, in 1906, sociologist, historian, activist W.E.B. Du Bois wrote that of the
nearly 10 million Blacks as recorded by the U.S. Census Bureau, he believed through study and wide
observation that nearly one-third had “recognizable traces of white blood”.

The number of indigenous U.S. families with interracial, i.e., Black/white, sexual intimacies and issue-
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producing histories, has never been ascertained.  But, its prevalence is undeniable, particularly throughout
the Southern states, but as well nation wide.  In colonial times before the creation of the nation, white
indentured servants and Black slaves and free Black persons often married and created families, until the
practice was outlawed allegedly because of the difficulty of determining the legal rights of the off-spring.

With the creation of the nation, under slavery and beyond, the overwhelming number of cases of such
relationships were between white males by coercion and threat and Black women in no position to resist.
Many such relationships were without overt coercion or threat but were consensual only in the sense that
there was no overt resistance by the Black woman.  In some sections of the South, notably in Louisiana,
well-to-do white males openly kept Black and mulatto (mixed Black and white) mistresses, and in some
cases two distinct families—one white, one mulatto.  Then, there were those relationships between ma-
rauding, reckless, devil-may-care white males and “loose” Black women or Black and mulatto prostitutes.
The majority of today’s African-Americans are the progeny of these several different kinds of interracial,
intimate relationships.

The much smaller number of relationships between Black men and white women were most often
solicited surreptitiously by white women, fearful lest their white men learn of the liaison.  This practice, not
uncommon throughout the nation, in the South was the justification for a wave of lynch mob murders of
Black males, most often falsely accused of rape of white women, that swept the nation from the 1890s
through the 1930s.  With the threat of a rape charge being made by a rejected white woman hanging over
his head the Black male often reluctantly submitted to the solicitation.  The issue of such liaisons almost
always resulted in tragic consequences for both the mother and child.  The true tragedies, however, were
those interracial relationships that dared not reveal a mutual respect and move to a condemning society
ruled by racism, of which there must have been many over the nearly 400 years of this country’s existence.

It is the image of the Black male with the white female that calls up these memories among white males
today; memories of the freedom their fathers and their fathers’ fathers had with Black women from the time
the first 20 Africans were landed at Virginia from a Dutch warship in 1619.  But today those memories are
accompanied by the image of the big, bad, angry, threatening, Black male, typified at its most menacing in
the black garbed, gun-toting Black Panther Party member of the 1960s, that the media, television and
Hollywood films consistently portray.  The objective is to associate street crime in America exclusively with
Black and brown (Latino) males.  That image terrifies white males as retaliation for their elicit behavior with
Black women.

O.J. Simpson’s mistake was the flair with which he lived his life with Nicole Brown in Southern Cali-
fornia.  This, together with his natural good looks, his wealth and his popularity, made it appear to many
white males of undistinguished achievement that he was flaunting his ravaged white conquest in their collec-
tive face as a kind of retaliation.  In Los Angeles this media-hyped behavior surely engendered murderous
rage within a law enforcement community whose hatred for Black and brown Americans is demonstrated
daily in South Central Los Angeles and has been revealed to the world by the video-taped police beating
of Black motorist Rodney King and the taped racist and sexist venom of the prosecution’s chief witness in
the Simpson trial, former Los Angeles policeman Mark Fuhrman.

The O.J. Simpson drama forces Americans, Black and white, to confront their far more numerous and
complex “secrets and lies” about race and sex than the brilliantly realized characters of the fine British film
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of that title on the same subject could ever imagine.  This explains its continuing fascination for the nation.

(Mr. Du Bois is a professor at Amherst College in Massachusetts.  He is the son of historian, educa-
tor and author W.E.B. Du Bois.)

[END OF QUOTING]

I want to offer one last article from this same newspaper, please.  It is about GOVERNMENT and it is
probably the most IMPORTANT thing you will read this day, or any day.

[QUOTING:]

MESSENGER  OF  THE  MESSIANIC  MILLENNIUM
by Rev. James Luther Bevel (Page 31)

THE  GOVERNMENT  OF  PEACE
MUST  BE  ESTABLISHED

Government can be defined as collective, correct, sociological thinking and work.  From this definition
it is easy to see how incorrect assumptions and false conclusions are counterproductive and criminal.
From this perspective, the necessity for purity and right motive can also be clearly seen.

When government is in fact “collective, correct, sociological thinking and work”, each premise that is
advanced must be a correct perception or reality that can be proven to be true.  It is the “correct percep-
tion” that has to be proven to be true that is acted upon by the collective body.

No person or any people can find protection for their lives, liberty, or their intellectual, scientific,
industrial, institutional development without instituting government among themselves.

Let us look again at the definition of government: “collective, correct, sociological thinking and work”.

Often, the inferior slave assumes that the acquisition of cash or consumer items is an improvement of
self.  The acquisition of cash and consumer items is not self-improvement nor does it denote the improve-
ment of a group.

The acquisition of knowledge that brings freedom, peace, goods and services when it is justly and
equitably applied is true self- and group-improvement.

However, the innate, divine quality inherent in every person seeks truth.  It is this reality that causes all
systems of tyranny to be short-lived.  Inherent in men (male and female) is the longing for and striving for
freedom, truth and excellence.  It is this longing and striving that gives birth to new governments.

It was this longing and striving for freedom, truth and excellence in the Honorable Elijah Muhammad
that gave birth to the Nation of Islam.
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This same longing and striving for freedom, truth and excellence in Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., gave
birth to the intense active civil and human rights movement in this nation in the 1950s and 1960s.

In spite of the drug assault, the germ warfare assault, the miseducation assault, and the immoral assault
perpetrated by the military-industrial complex, the drive for freedom, truth and excellence in the peoples of
the Earth cannot be destroyed.

No matter how complex and intense the assaults may be or may become, it will not stop people from
instituting governments among men (male and female).

Why is this so?  This is so because as men (male and female) seek and find God’s (Allah’s) kingdom
within themselves, they will have the strength, courage, insight, and will to institute it among men (male and
female).

So today, we stand on the brink of the greatest breakthrough in human history.  Men (male and female)
are beginning to comprehend the Messenger’s message: that any government that is not based on God’s
(Allah’s) word is no government at all.

Men (male and female) are beginning to see that justice that is not attained by love and truth is no
justice at all.

Children can plainly see that any government that proclaims that it is wrong to pray in school, but it is
right to be sexually perverse with your fellow soldier if you don’t tell, is no government at all.

No one with good sense will say it is correct, collective, sociological thinking and work not to pray in
school and that it is correct, collective, sociological thinking and work to be sexually perverse and not tell.

And so, my fellow citizens in the Nation of Islam (the nation of peace), we have a job to do.  We must
institute government—correct, collective, sociological thinking and work among men (male and female).

[END OF QUOTING]

Amen,
Aton
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CHAPTER  4

REC  #1    HATONN

WED., MAR. 19, 1997  7:36 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 215

WED.,  MAR. 19,  1997

THE  RAZOR’S  EDGE

You skip along the razor’s edge with every breath and yet you seem to see not what is coming upon you,
indeed, what has already come upon you.  Brother raises his hands against brother, children are killing their
schoolmates and yet you go about precipitating even worse atrocities in the name of equality and gaining
freedom.  Freedom?  Do ye know what means “freedom”?

Blacks “think” they want to be free and equal with “Whites”.  Say what?  What Whites are free?  Look
around you and see that no one of the masses of humanity is FREE.  The very act of causing man to turn
against man tells it all.  The Elite have force enough, laws made in their own image, and greed enough to
continue to keep the masses in uproar and filled with perceptions of inequality that the Elite do not lose their
ability to control through that force they have usurped from the people.  So be it, for until you look more
closely at WHAT REALLY is killing you as a species, you will not find ways of recovery except through
more and more atrocious avenues of killing.  Force is not of God—informed citizenry is of God—and will
be the course of action that will win the day—THROUGH THE LAW!  You can “kill” a tyrant and another
simply rises to fill the empty seat—but if you “overthrow” the culprit under the LAW, he is put down until
you-the-people return to your cots.

How is it that I speak as of Aton/Hatonn and yet no one sees my scribe or my speaker—save a handful of
“special” people?  These are not “special” people and the facts are that they are the least able to separate
the author from the typist.  If you have no face to put to the words, then you have no way of dividing your
intake by simply tossing aside the speaker as possibly corrupted and therefore unworthy of your own
precious time and consideration.  It happens over and over again wherein the messenger is simply substi-
tuted in for the message sender and the whole of it becomes simply an ongoing series of entertainment sit-
coms.

Well, people, my scribe and translator has so much other “stuff” to attend that she certainly needs no more
of the ripping and confusion of a handful of persons who “can’t decide what they ‘think’ “ about it all.

O.J.  SIMPSON

Now we start on another round of blast Doris because “...who in the world wants to help a murderer?”
GOD!  And, JUST WHO gave YOU the input that O.J. is a murderer?  Oh, I see, the news commentators
and the Goldman-Brown families?  You blind children can’t even see when you have been set up for the
kill.  And you tell me, who else but O.J. can have enough attention in this world to get the focus of the
ORDINARY MAN ON THE STREET to pay attention to a different thrust within the courts already
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corrupted and decayed past recovery?

You ask God to show you the way—and then you turn off the input lest you have to take responsibility for
doing something worthy of Man.

My friends, until you can take the hand of the brother, be he purple or blue, you cannot win this battle
against injustice.  GOD PLANNED IT THAT WAY ALSO!  You will unite and work together, you who
acclaim God as your source and resource, set aside doctrines, and join in brotherhood and intent toward
equality and building a worthy nation—or you will fall into a rubble of despair and more and more atro-
cious methods of murder.  You must and WILL stop the token acknowledgement of other people as “if”
they are going to be allowed within your spaces but only for reasons of your ego fixations.  Together you
can get it done and moved about into reclamation, but separately you will simply GO DOWN.
It is NOT Black” or “White, foolish children, it is BROTHERHOOD or total disaster.  Certainly the most
powerful fools on the face of the Earth are neither Black NOR WHITE, as you think of “races”.  And
YOU, YOU, AND YOU had better take a most special and careful look around you.  You can no longer
isolate selves for God has arranged it, brethren, so that you have to reach OUT TO THE others of your
globe if you are to be able to fund success.  You must understand that you are made up in population, first
of all, by a major DIVISION of Elite Rulers and Enslaved, or “being enslaved”, people who will serve
those Elite.  From there you can then break down elements within each segment of the population into the
ones fighting for ruling control over each of those positions—only the mere citizen of the world no longer
counts in their consideration except as servant fodder.

It is not a group of African-Americans or Aboriginal Natives in Australia’s Outback of which we speak—
this is about you-the-people who had always assumed you were among the elite just because, perhaps,
you are American or South African or whatever you perceive to be somehow “better” than the others.  In
every nationality there are the nationalists who KNOW THEY ARE BETTER THAN ANY OTHER
NATIONAL.  This is called love of nation and PATRIOTISM.

Now I want to shock you ALL a bit more because most of you expect that War of Armageddon to blast
forth from the Middle East regions and consider that it will somehow be between the Arab nations and
Israel.  Well, it is very likely that this will be so, as written, and further, it is under way and you haven’t been
informed, AS IS USUAL.

So, let us look at a report which was filtered out of the House of Representatives in the good old U.S. of
A. and see what you think today.  You see, even within your Congress you can’t get truth through the
established and controlled media—only hype and turn of brother against brother.

[QUOTING:]

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
December 10, 1996
Washington, D.C. 20515

APPROACHING  THE  NEW  CYCLE
OF  ARAB-ISRAELI  FIGHTING
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Approaching the end of 1996, the Middle East may well be on the verge of major regional war.
Numerous sources in the region report that the supreme leaders—both civilians and military—in most
Arab states, as well as in Iran and Pakistan, are convinced that the present vulnerability of Israel is so great
that there is a unique opportunity to, at the very least, begin the process leading to the destruction of Israel.
These circumstances are considered to be a historic window of opportunity the Muslim World should not
miss.   Therefore, these Muslim leaders have finalized numerous strategies and tactical alliances heretofore
non-existent in the region.

Toward this end, several Arab states, as well as Iran and Pakistan, have been engaged in a frantic
military build-up and active preparations in the last few months.  Indeed, this crisis is escalating even as all
key players continue to reassert their commitment to the US-inspired “Peace Process”.  However, the
slide to war is the real and dominant dynamic in the Near East because it represents the reaction of the
Muslim World to the challenges of modernization—petrification exacerbated and aggravated by the post-
Gulf Crisis regional dynamics, and particularly the intrusion policy of the Clinton Administration toward the
Hub of Islam.

In late November 1996, Na’il Mukhaybar, one of the most authoritative Arab commentators on Middle
East affairs observed: “The question is no longer: Will the expected and planned war between Israel and
Syria ever break out?  It is rather: When will the war break out?”  This is not a minority opinion.  It is also
shared by senior officials in the Arab Middle East.

For example, in late October, a senior Jordanian diplomat warned that “Syria is preparing for a sur-
prise military attack on Israel in the coming weeks.”  This assessment was based on high-level contacts
between Damascus and Amman, especially between senior officers of both armies, in which the military
situation in the region was discussed.  In these meetings the Syrians asked for passive and indirect support
from the Jordanian military—for Jordan to hold maneuvers near Israeli border in order to compel IDF to
divert forces and hold them there.

Many other Arab and Iranian officials share the same view.  There is a commonly shared firm belief
among the senior experts serving Middle Eastern governments that the political strategic dynamics in the
Middle East have already reached a deadlock that makes a dramatic breakout inevitable.  The strong
commitment to such a dramatic breakout among most senior leaders is the key to understanding the
present dangers.  These leaders see no alternative to a dramatic breakout possible only through cataclys-
mic violence.  The mere revival of the ongoing processes—be it the peace process on the Arabs’ terms or
even the return to a region-wide state of war—will no longer suffice to meet the strategic challenges from
Islamic revivalism.  Hence, the slide toward the resumption of violence—ranging from spectacular terror-
ism to an all-out war—between the Arabs and Israel.  This is a very prudent and reasonable assessment
given the overall regional dynamics over the last few months, particularly if examined in the context of the
strategic regional dynamics of the last couple of years.  Essentially, in their entirety, the tactical and military
developments of recent months reinforce and confirm the earlier strategic posturing.

Therefore, these military activities can, and should, be perceived as implementation of earlier grand
designs.  And this complementary relationship between the strategic and tactical dynamics is the key to the
alarmist approach to interpreting the unfolding events.
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When analyzing these unfolding developments, it is highly significant to recall the emerging mega-trends
in the region:

The rise of militant Islam as the primary motivating factor of the Arab public has already reached
unprecedented levels.  The popular mistrust in existing nation-states, the hostility toward the US/West over
intervention and presence in the Muslim World (in Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, etc.), and the pressure on
those in power to pursue “Islamic policies” continue to markedly increase.  It will be difficult for rulers to
resist the growing popular outcry and stay out of a major crisis with Israel, let alone support the US under
such circumstances.

The present leaders of Iran, Syria and Iraq are determined to transfer power to their sons-and-heirs.
They are convinced that only the emergence of a close alliance leading to a perpetual crisis against the rest
of the world will rally the potential contenders in their own respective coteries to accept their chosen sons
as leaders.  The mere existence of a functioning militant block will enable the other “sons-of” to assist and
save a “son-of” in distress.  Given its popular Islamist connotations—liberating al-Quds—the current
policy of brinkmanship and crisis is the best possible starting point for the establishment of this block.  The
succession struggle in Saudi Arabia is peaking.  The Abdallah faction is determined to seize power through
the eviction of the U.S. from the region, the solution of Saudi Arabia’s shortage of cash by accepting more
lucrative contracts with East Asia at the expense of the West, and by establishing close relations with the
radical states as a guarantee against Islamist subversion.  The very close Abdallah-Assad relations consti-
tute the key to Prince Abdallah’s rise to power.  These relations have already initiated the bombing in
Dahran.  Prince Abdallah has already promised Damascus to deliver a comprehensive oil embargo against
the West in case of a major crisis with Israel.

Thus, the mega-trends in the Middle East are pushing toward a crisis environment.  A dramatic breakout
from the deadlock is virtually inevitable.  The latest developments in the military threat to Israel fit perfectly
into this overall trend.

THE  LATEST  STRATEGIC  MILITARY
MOVES  AT  THE  THEATER-LEVEL

Specific military moves at the national-strategic level suggesting active preparations for a possible war
in the near future began in the spring of 1996.  These activities range from highly irregular and highly
significant military exercises to political and international agreements.

In the Spring of 1996, Hafiz al-Assad and Saddam Hussein met secretly for a summit to ensure joint
pursuit of regional objectives.  The meeting took place in the area where the borders of Turkey, Iraq and
Syria meet.  This summit was aimed to get the endorsement and approval of both top leaders to the
completion of strategic agreements reached in the course of recent high-level bilateral and tripartite high-
level negotiations (Tehran is the third party).  This summit created the conditions for the revival of the
Eastern Front and set the specific and workable arrangements for the dispatch of Iranian expeditionary
forces and weapons to the Syrian front.

In late May 1996, Tehran demonstrated how seriously Iran takes the possibility of dispatching forces
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to the Israeli front.  Iran conducted its largest military exercise ever—Velayat.  The essence of Velayat was
a multiple corps deep offensive in the aftermath of a long range advance identical to the distance between
Iran and Israel.  The objective of Velayat was to confirm Iran’s ability to send a strategically effective
expeditionary force—the Velayat Force—to contribute to a regional war against high-quality armies.  The
primary intended objective of the exercise is Israel.  The entire Iranian top leadership and high command
were present at the exercise.  Subsequent Iranian analysis pointed out deficiencies in the planning of the
operations of a key special forces unit.  These were quickly corrected and these improvements were
demonstrated to the Tehran leadership in a follow-up exercise in late October.  With Iran’s ability to
significantly contribute to the military effort against Israel  proven, Damascus and Tehran conducted high-
level discussions aimed at the formulation of a joint war strategy.  In mid June, Iran and Syria signed a
major agreement specifically for the codification of their military cooperation against Israel.  This agree-
ment also provides for joint exercises in northern and northeastern Iran of the command elements of Syrian
units and the Iranian units that will arrive to support them on the Golan front.  By mid August, Iraq was
brought into this framework with the establishment of a tripartite “joint command” specifically aimed to
expedite the preparations for, and conduct of, “a major war against Israel”.  A key component of this joint
command has been the coordination of the activities of Iran, Iraq, and Syria in mobilizing their SSM forces
for a possible missile barrage against Israel.

In late September, the Palestinian factor was added to the joint preparations when the Palestinian
Authorities (PA) entered into a major military agreement with Syria.

Significantly, this agreement is between the PA, and not the PLO, and Syria, thus explicitly committing
the Palestinian forces in the territories.  The essence of the agreement is for the Palestinian “police” forces
and other armed elements (terrorist organizations) to flare-up the Israeli interior in case of an escalation in
the north.  Syrian and PLO intelligence established a liaison section made up of senior Syrian and Palestin-
ian intelligence officers with HQs in Beirut, Damascus and Gaza.  In return, Syria will provide weapons and
advanced training to PLO units in the refugee camps in southern Lebanon—units disarmed as part of the
Israeli-Lebanese agreements.  Meanwhile, the PLO’s preparations from an imminent war are evident.  In
Gaza, Arafat ordered the marked acceleration of the building of a personal command bunker, four stories
deep.  Moreover, the PLO is rapidly building all over Gaza a chain of command centers, ammunition and
weapons-storage areas—all of them underground and well fortified to even withstand Israeli bombing and
shelling.  The PA’s security services are also accumulating large stockpiles of anti-tank and anti-aircraft
weapons, including missiles, even though they are forbidden by the Oslo Accords.

In mid September, the Egyptian Armed Forces conducted their largest military exercise since the late
1970s.  The 10-days Badr-96 exercise simulated a strategic deep offensive against Israel and included a
large scale call-up of reserves, a major amphibious landing on the Sinai coast, a nightly assault crossing of
the Suez Canal, and major breakthroughs of defensive dispositions manned by high quality forces.  In mid
October, senior officers of the Egyptian Army conducted a tour of the Sinai, including areas near the Israeli
border, in violation of the provisions of the peace agreement with Israel.  It was a commanders’ tour aimed
to acquaint them with the peculiarities of a theater in which they might have to operate.

Meanwhile, Cairo encourages the resumption of calls for war at the political level.

Brig. Gen. (Ret) Mohammed Muawad Gad al-Moula was permitted to establish a new political party
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committed “to revive the ‘victorious spirit’ of the October 1973 War” and whose leadership is made up of
retired senior officers.  “We have no choice but to adopt a platform for rebuilding a strong Egypt and
preparing a new generation capable of fighting any attackers,” al-Moula told the semi-official al-ahram.
“We have to prepare for a fresh confrontation with Israel.”

Starting early October, there have been several cycles of bilateral and multilateral political-military
discussions and coordination sessions between Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Syria and Jordan.  According to high-
level Iranian sources, the initial phase of these consultations led to the adoption of “pan-Arab cooperation”
making it possible “to impose a military blockade on Israel from the north, east, and south”.  In late
October senior officers from Syria, Iraq, Iran, and Lebanon held a series of meetings to coordinate and
agree on a number of specific military measures and strategies for the forthcoming confrontation with
Israel.  In early November, second-tier states were being brought into “the circle of confrontation”—the
group of states committed to contributing to the Arab-Iranian war effort.  Most significant was the Syrian-
Pakistani military agreement signed in Islamabad by the Defense Ministers of Syria and Pakistan which
arranged for the seconding of Pakistani military experts and senior officers, pilots and technicians, and key
equipment to Syria.

In late November, Damascus shared a comprehensive intelligence assessment with its Arab allies and
a host of terrorist organizations.  The primary objective was to warn of an impending major war between
Israel and Syria with the active participation of, and support from, US forces on the side of Israel.  Dam-
ascus has already concluded that “Israel is now preparing for a comprehensive war with Syria.”  The
Syrian briefing points out to the call-up of reserves in Israel as indicative of an impending war.  Special
attention is paid to the military training in the Negev with US Marines.  Syrian intelligence claims that “the
training, objectives, and plans of these maneuvers focus on the occupied Syrian Golan and a number of
positions west of Damascus.”  The Syrian sources are convinced that “one of these positions is a Syrian
manufacturing plant for chemical weapons.”

Concerning the political-strategic situation in Damascus, the Syrian briefing is consistent in its emphasis
on the immediacy of war, but seemingly self-contradictory on the sources of this war.  On the one hand, the
Syrian briefing states that “the Syrian leadership now believes that the military option to liberate the Golan
from the Israeli Army is a legitimate Syrian option.  It also believes that Syria has the right to resort to this
option any time it deems appropriate.”  This assertion virtually confirms the Syrian intention to initiate
hostilities in order to break the deadlock in the region.

However, the section dealing with the military assessment of Syrian Intelligence emphasizes the possi-
bility of an Israeli attack on Syria.  Damascus now believes that “the Israeli Army will launch an imminent
large-scale military operation against the Syrian Forces stationed adjacent to the Golan, in addition to the
Syrian Forces that were relocated in Lebanon near the eastern Syrian border with Lebanon that extends to
the Golan Heights.”  Presumably, this will be an Israeli preemptive strike given the extent of the Syrian
preparations.

The Syrian briefing leaves no doubt that, even under these circumstances, Damascus will pursue its
own assertive war aims, not just repel the Israeli aggression.  The Syrian briefing states that “the Syrian
President instructed the command of the Syrian Forces stationed near the Golan to immediately retaliate
against any attack by the Israeli Army.”  Moreover, Assad ordered his forces to immediately launch a deep
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strategic strike and, toward this end, “the Syrian Army placed its SCUD missile systems at maximum alert
should war break out with Israel.”  These SSMs, Damascus argues, “can hit any target inside Israel.”

The extent of the Iranian commitment to actively supporting the Syrian war effort is of crucial impor-
tance of the highest levels of leadership in Damascus.  Indeed, in late November, Syrian sources stressed
that Iranian President Hashemi-Rafsanjani had just reassured President Assad in a written message that
“should war break out with Israel, Iran will support Syria with the necessary military hardware in order to
strengthen the Syrian military position.”

Tehran takes this commitment very seriously, and, in the first week of December, dispatched Foreign
Minister Ali Akbar Velayati for urgent high-level consultations.  Velayati arrived in Damascus carrying yet
another extremely important message from Hashemi-Rafsanjani for Assad.  He then conducted extensive
discussions with Assad and other senior officials on regional issues.  According to the Iranian media, “the
latest regional and international developments as well as further promotion of Tehran-Damascus ties were
discussed in the meetings.”

Velayati’s discussions with Assad and his immediate aides went far beyond that, addressing Syrian-
Iranian cooperation in the imminent and possibly inevitable war.  Iranian sources highlighted the discussions
with Assad in which Velayati “referred to foreign pressures and the Zionist plots and underlined the need to
strengthen cooperation between Iran and Syria.  The Syrian President stressed this cooperation will help
establishment of peace and tranquillity in the whole region.”  Both Damascus and Tehran agree that there
is going to be a lot of violence—ranging from terrorism to war—on the road to regional peace.

Iranian sources report that “the Syrian President stressed the need to support the Islamic resistance in
south Lebanon to confront the Zionist aggressions and to defend the Lebanese territory.”  Velayati and
Assad also expressed support and commitment to ensuring Iraq’s territorial integrity—a precondition for
Saddam Hussein’s support.  Velayati also reiterated the Iranian long-standing support for “the aspiration of
the Palestinian nation and the Islamic resistance in their struggle against the Zionist regime.”  He called for
“a united action by the Islamic states to foil conspiracies of enemies.”  Velayati assured Assad that “the
Tehran-Damascus close cooperation will lead to establishment of regional peace and tranquility.”  Velayati
returned to Tehran carrying a most important message from Assad to Hashemi-Rafsanjani.

SPECIFIC  TACTICAL  PREPARATIONS

Starting mid August, the Syrian Armed Forces have conducted a series of redeployments and maneu-
vers that have direct implications for their ability to launch an attack on Israel.  The concurrent activities of
both the Iraqi Armed Forces and PLO forces in Lebanon also contribute to the enhancement of the Arab
military capabilities against Israel.

The initial Syrian force movements in Lebanon and near the Golan, especially near Mr. Hermon,
already changed the strategic posture in the region.  The changes in the deployment of Syrian forces and
units in Lebanon were accomplished in two stages.

In the first phase, in late August, mechanized units deployed from Bhamdun and Dahr al-Baydar in
central Lebanon to forward positions very close to the Israeli-held security zone.  These Syrian forces
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deployed in such a way that any Israeli retaliation against terrorists in south Lebanon will inevitably kill
Syrian soldiers, thus creating the “excuse” for further escalation.  In addition, two of the three regiments of
14th Special Forces/Commando Division deployed from the Biqaa to forward positions on the Syrian
Hermon overlooking the Israeli key early warning station on Mt. Hermon from the north and east.

In the second phase, completed in mid September, units of the 10th Mechanized Division deployed
from the Beirut area along the Beirut-Damascus Highway all the way to the Biqaa, replacing the units that
had deployed to the south.  The third regiment of the 14th Special Forces/Commando Division deployed
from Beirut to forward positions in south-eastern Lebanon, overlooking the Israeli Mt. Hermon from the
west.

The deployment of the 14th Special Forces/Commando Division enable it to strike Israel’s key early
warning station on a moment’s notice, thus harming, if not paralyzing Israel’s ability to detect a major
surprise attack.

Units of the Syrian internal police replaced the Syrian troops in Beirut.  Moreover, Syrian Air Defense
units—both mobile SAM batteries and AAA—deployed to forward positions on the Beirut-Damascus
Highway very close to the Lebanese border, but still on Syrian territory.

In late September, the Syrian forces were in a position to instigate a provocation of strategic dimen-
sions.  Syrian forces deployed behind a thin layer of Lebanese Army units around the SLA-held Jezzine
salient.  Additional Lebanese Army forces, totaling three brigades, deployed along the Israeli-and SLA-
held security zone in front of the Syrian forces.  The Syrian operational plan calls for an assault, by the
Lebanese Army with “support” from the Syrian Army, on Jezzine, and, should the need arise, also on
sectors of the security zone.  According to Lebanese sources, the Syrian High Command is convinced that
Jezzine will fall within 12 hours, and a few segments in the security zone within 24 hours.  Damascus knows
that Israel will have to retaliate with massive ground forces, thus providing the “justification” for the Syrian
launching of a major escalation and war.

All through the summer and fall of 1996, the Syrian Armed Forces conducted a series of offensive
exercises and related troop movements.  As a result of these activities, numerous Syrian units ended up
much closer to the Golan Heights than their permanent deployment areas.  Moreover, these units are now
deployed in a high state of readiness and can move on the offensive with a very short forewarning.  Of
unique importance within these military activities were the exercises involving SCUD SAMs.  At the end of
the summer exercises, a Syrian unit launched a SCUD-C under conditions of an offensive war.  Since then,
and particularly in the second half of October, Damascus began conducting “irregular movements” with its
SCUD units.  According to Lebanese and Syrian sources, these constant maneuvers are aimed to further
complicate Israel’s ability to neutralize the  Syrian deep strike capabilities through a preemptive strike.

In late October, Syrian officials briefed their Lebanese counterparts that the Syrian Armed Forces
were properly deployed and ready for a preemptive strike against Israel.  “The Syrians are capable of
preceding/preempting Netanyahu’s strike by initiating the attack,” reported Lebanese sources.

As of mid October, Iraqi military units, including armor, artillery and missile units, began moving from
central Iraq toward the Syrian border.  Iraq also began a call up of reservists and the activation of units in
western Iraq that had been dormant since the Gulf War.  The majority of the main roads leading toward the
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Syrian border were taken over by the Iraqi military and closed for civilian traffic.  Jordanian sources
stressed that these are movements of Iraqi reinforcements to near the Syrian border in anticipation for the
eruption of hostilities.

By mid to late October, the Syrian large-scale maneuvers and related troop movements got too close
to the Golan Heights to be ignored as “routine”.  Taken in the context of the latest Syrian “exercises” with
SSMs and major armored forces, these activities amount to “crawling” toward the forward positions
enabling Syria to launch a surprise surge into the Golan as well as escalation in southern Lebanon aimed to
achieve initial grabs.

Meanwhile, throughout the fall of 1996, Iran delivered, via Syria, a whole range of vastly improved
weapons to the HizbAllah and other terrorist forces based on the border with Israel.  Among these weap-
ons systems are the truck-mounted Fajr-3 240mm rockets (which, with a range of 26-27 miles, can hit
major Israeli objectives from beyond the security zone), the highly lethal FAGOT ATGMS (Soviet design),
and 35mm Oerlikon automatic guns (a Swiss weapon good against both helicopters and surface objec-
tives).

The Iranians also delivered large quantities of weapons already in the HizbAllah arsenals including
Grad-M 122mm rockets, Isphahan rockets, Stinger SASAMs, SAGGER ATGMs, night vision equip-
ment, explosives and ammunition.  The Iranians and the Syrians also oversaw the flow of weapons to the
PLO units in the refugee camps of southwest Lebanon, implementing Syria’s part in the PlO-Syria agree-
ment.  The Iranian airlift of weapons and equipment for the HizbAllah and terrorist organizations intensified
markedly in the first week of December.  Tens of flights of both military and civilian transports delivered
military equipment and highly specialized systems for terrorists to the Damascus airport, from where the
goods were delivered to Syrian and HizbAllah units.

[END OF QUOTING]

I am truly sorry to have to interrupt this writing prior to finishing the thought-line but we are restricted as to
time, having a meeting within a short while for which I need the information.  We will, however, simply finish
it later and the closing material can be forwarded to the parties involved personally.

I will take up “The Nuclear Factor” next and then we will have a summarization of what is being offered as
a rather ominous “religious discourse”.  It is factual, however, that thus far the unfolding of prophecy has
quite accurately foretold the advent of the New World Order, the Mark of the Beast and the arrival of the
Anti-Christ.  Since this goes right along with our prior writings today and especially with the final portion
intact, it is quite clear that something BIG is coming down, readers.

It is a time of stopping the dancing, the sniffing, the circling of the “I wonders” and get down to laying the
facts squarely on the table before our new acquaintances and let us find a way to gather strength, funds and
desire for moving ahead, untangling the mass of knots and seeming impossibilities.  We can do it—IF WE
WANT TO DO IT!

Salu and good morning.
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CHAPTER  5

REC  #1    HATONN

THU., MAR. 20, 1997  6:48 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 216

THU.,  MAR. 20,  1997

“RADICALS”  AND  “BALANCE”

Just when you think you have learned everything there is to know, you find you really don’t know much
about anything.

Yesterday was a day to joyously watch brothers integrate into a single direction—toward God (not reli-
gion) and KNOW that each one present recognized a joy in the need of another.  What was once consid-
ered to be “radical” now is realized that it was only propaganda of the Elite to distract you-the-people.  We
met with some top leaders of the, yes, the Black Panther Party.  Radical?  Does filling grocery-food sacks
and feeding needy children seem very “radical” to you?  Is the struggle to keep families together and trying
to reach out into the communities around sound “radical”?  Does sponsoring a day recognizing women
(Sunday, March 23rd) sound “radical” to YOU?

The government has sucked the Black people into poverty through the stupid but shrewd WELFARE
SYSTEM which may feed a family as long as there is no work for the Father so that Dad has to depart the
family.  It is planned destruction, people.  Look and weep because ALL OF YOU are held within this plan
awaiting appropriate opportunities to insert the destruction.

How many of you listened to the Jewish attorney Dershowitz last evening?  If he didn’t pronounce the very
Protocols of Zion and tell you that it is ALL ACCOMPLISHED AS PLANNED, I never heard it better
put.  He said the Jews now control Congress and THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM—THEY “HAVE AR-
RIVED”.  He was pushing inter-marriage (probably because he has such a marriage and family).  The
point is that when you set yourself APART from the WHOLE, you err.  If some must “be on top” then that
indicates that the others must be somewhere “beneath”.  The man continually spoke in “separation” and it
was more than just a figure of speech; it was a concerted “having somehow arrived”.  He spoke of
merging or absorbing the “Christian into the Judean religion” but the offspring could choose which direction
they would move in their own lives to “prevent” bigotry.  But he insisted that “Jewish beliefs MUST
FLOURISH” for it is the “real” “culture” of, basically, Divine origin.  So, how do you feel about that one,
GOD?

Dershowitz spoke at length about the rise to the peak of participation and leadership AROUND THE
GLOBE, not just in America.  What does that mean?  Well, for one thing he insisted he did not want “just
the Holocaust” to be the reference point—and he spoke of the Crusades and the Inquisition as if they were
somehow the proof of the Jewish supremacy—especially in the victimization category of all time.  Indeed,
he even stated the Jews are the epitome of the “victim/sufferers” which [condition] must NOW BE
RISEN ABOVE and an allowance made for the supremacy of the race.
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Well, I found myself in agreement on a point or two.  The Christians of today PROVE that mostly they do
not believe in CHRIST as a state of belief as to worthy living but rather dump the sins upon the back of a
murdered man of 2000 years ago—and that somehow gives them the right to deserve salvation, ir-
responsibility and superior outlook on everything else abounding on the physical plane.  UNTIL YOU ALL
COME TO BELIEVE AND LIVE ACCORDING TO THE CHRIST RULES OF GOD, YOU AREN’T
GOING ANYWHERE EXCEPT DOWN INTO THE PITS, AND I DON’T CARE WHAT YOU
CALL YOURSELVES.

I am labeled anti-this and anti-that.  NO, I am PRO-LIFE, PRO-LOVE, PRO-BROTHERHOOD OF
MAN WITHIN GOD.  I AM PRO-LIGHT, PRO-KNOWLEDGE, PRO-WISDOM, PRO-PEACE,
PRO-GIVING AND REGIVING.  YOU CALL YOURSELVES “HUMANITY” SO, ISN’T IT TIME
YOU BECAME PRO-HUMANE-ITY?
If I must “segregate” my evacuation ship on the day of “take-off”, how am I to decide which “color” to first
choose?  Well, mostly I can choose those White Elitists—to WAIT, and scorch their feet a bit.  When the
humanity of the world joins hands, it is OVER for the small Elite, physical worshiping things of the world.

I remind you of something: Qadhafi of Libya tried to give Minister Farrakhan a billion dollars to help feed
the starving people cast off U.S. Welfare—in an interim time of job creation, food production, etc.  The
U.S. disallowed a cent to flow.  What do you suppose the government has in MIND?  THERE IS NO
CUTTING OF GOVERNMENT PAYCHECKS OR INCOME FOR THE ELITE.  WAKE UP,
PEOPLE, THE LIVES YOU SAVE WILL BE YOUR OWN AND THAT OF THE BABIES YOU
BROUGHT FORTH.

Do you somehow think GOD will not answer the call and cry of the petitioning men upon your place to find
“a way”, a “light” to bring you through the dark times, and food to sustain enough life to last for regaining
of your lives?  GOD HEARS THE CALL AND PETITIONS—AND YES, BY GOLLY, SHOWS YOU
THE WAY—IF YOU TAKE IT WITHIN THE OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED.  IF IT IS CHOSEN
TO DISCARD THE VERY CONDUIT TO FREEDOM AND LIFE—THEN THOSE ARE YOUR
CHOICES AND YOU CAN STOP BLAMING GOD FOR YOUR DOWNFALL.

Minister Farrakhan, for instance, believes himself to be a very specially elect man for serving God and
bringing God’s people through this plight of Satanic times.  Indeed!  But he must reach out and seize the
moment and USE THE TOOLS GOD IS PROVIDING FOR THIS PURPOSE TO BE JOINED TO-
GETHER AND WITHIN THE WHOLE—TO ACCOMPLISH THE TASK AT HAND.

But, I hear the undertones of chatter: Would God actually use a couple of brothers from the Black Pan-
thers, a Native American from the Lakota Tribe, a set of grandparents from the “Paleface” arena—and on
and on.  You damned well betcha!  YOU ARE GOING TO COME TOGETHER AS HUMANE-ITY
AND WORK THIS TOGETHER—OR YOU ARE GOING DOWN.  You don’t need to destroy ANY-
THING, including the Elite Rulers—they will do that for themselves.  When you cut them out from their
transfusions of YOUR BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS, they will leave those seats of false power like the
rats they are from the sinking ships.

Come on down, O.J., it’s time you put that wondrous public recognition on the LINE—and march to the
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Common Law drummer who knows, now, the cadence of the march itself.  You GROW THROUGH and
BUILD FREEDOM—let the Elite Self-appointed Kings and executioners fall where they will in their own
evil and corruptness.

God GIVES, but you must ACCEPT, or the gift is not a gift, nor can it have any value whatsoever.  A gift
indicates TWO—one to give and one to accept.  Then, from the joining into such a negotiation, you can
regive and regive, add, multiply and divide—while subtracting greed, and there is NOTHING which can
stand against you.  Some must build; some must lead; some must GROW, simply put, that which will allow
survival when the welfare checks are no longer present or honored.

Does this mean that if we can acquire land for growing then people from the ghettos can move into the
villages and onto the farm and plant some food?  Yes.  But you cannot cause a “few” to take the burden of
the whole—YOU MUST TAKE UP YOUR PICK AND SHOVEL—AND DIG FOR SELVES.

Now, let us consider the great equalizer: When a human bleeds, the blood runs red and YOU cannot tell
the difference.  Scrape away the skin and melanin and you CAN NOT TELL DIFFERENCES.  UNTIL
YOU CAN MOVE BEYOND THE VISUAL STUPIDITY—YOU PERHAPS DO NOT DESERVE
BETTER THAN THE LOT YOU HAVE CHOSEN.  AND, BY THE WAY: WHEN THE STUDENTS
ARE READY, THE PROFESSOR APPEARS AND SO TOO DO THOSE YOU NEED TO FULFILL
THE MISSION.  MOREOVER, THE MORE QUICKLY YOU COME TO SEE YOUR OWN TASK
AND POSSIBILITIES, THE MORE RAPIDLY YOU CAN BECOME PREPARED FOR ANY CON-
TINGENCY.

It will behoove you who can make a bridge through and to those in other locations across the seas, to DO
IT NOW, because you can see from the writings of these two days—the uprising which can shut down our
own plans is IMMINENTLY AT HAND.

Let me continue to outlay that information for your consideration.  Whatever WAR starts out of the pa-
thetic chaos thrust upon you—will be great—and survival of nations will be all but impossible for many.
Take your assets NOW, join together, and get this terrible thing coming upon you—STOPPED!  It truly is
UP TO YOU.

To our Black brethren: Get those connections made, please—NOW.  We have little time to dance,
sniff and mongrelize.  Things are ready for the receiving, let us get on with the commitments so there
can be MORE “Women’s Days” and Children’s Days and Freedom Days.  THE GROWING SEA-
SON IS UPON US HERE AND MUCH LAND HAS BEEN WASHED AWAY BY THE MANMADE
DISASTERS.  WE MUST PLANT WHAT WE CAN LEST WE LOSE THE GROWING SEASON.
THIS DOES NOT MEAN, YOU HERE, TO BLAST OFF AND TRY TO SAVE THE WORLD—
THIS IS NOT MEANT FOR THAT TYPE OF “SALVATION” OF THE FEW FOR THE MANY.  DO
NOT LAY A HEAVIER BURDEN ON THE BACKS OF MY OWN MESSAGE-BRINGERS BE-
CAUSE YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND.  YOU must pay attention and attend your needs.  We are
NOT just another BIG WELFARE SYSTEM—we believe in “CHARITY”, NOT WELFARE!  Go look
up the difference in meaning of the words.  And where does “charity” begin?  Right—right at home.

Again, just who do you believe God will attend in the hour of need?  The ones from Beverly Hills in their
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greed-castles or the honorable and innocent child of goodness (or IGNORANCE) in the inner cities?
Which party loses the most when the castles crumble into the seas?  Ah, indeed, it is far less painful,
brothers, to lose the rented hovel so let us not overlook the positive attitudes during this miracle come upon
you.  You (WE) are THE MIRACLE, you must remember and being THE MIRACLE; we can CREATE
anything goodly we choose.

Now, back to the bad news:

[QUOTING, PART 2:]

CONTINUATION:  TASK  FORCE  ON
TERRORISM  &  UNCONVENTIONAL  WARFARE:

U.S.  HOUSE  OF  REPRESENTATIVES  12/10/96

THE  NUCLEAR  FACTOR

The nuclear factor has become a crucial element in any conflict in the Middle East.  Iran has nuclear
weapons, and so does Pakistan.  The supreme leaders in Tehran are convinced that the numerous war-
heads purchased from the former Soviet Central Asia are operational.  Irrespective of skeptic “expert
opinion” in the West, they—the decision-makers in Tehran—operate on the basis of their own conviction
that Iran has operational nuclear weapons.  Moreover, there are indications of a Pakistani agreement, with
Chinese consent, to “contribute” to the Muslim nuclear deterrence.  And there is no doubt that Pakistan
has operational nuclear weapons.

The Arabs have a well defined nuclear doctrine.  Already in the late 1970s, the Syrians introduced the
doctrinal tenet that since Israel cannot withstand even a few nuclear strikes while the Muslim World can
prevail a massive nuclear attack of the magnitude attributed to Israel’s capabilities, the nuclear factor is
essentially irrelevant for as long as Arab leaders can hold their position in a strategic nuclear brinkmanship.
While Tehran and Damascus are willing to gamble on such a brinkmanship, Jerusalem cannot afford to be
wrong—Israel will not survive as a viable country in the aftermath of a strike with the few tactical nuclear
warheads Iran has.

Therefore, the mere existence of a credible nuclear threat (on top of the known arsenals of chemical
and biological weapons) in effect neutralizes Israel’s “deterrence factor” at the very least for the strategi-
cally crucial initial period of war—the time frame in which the Arab-Iranian forces manage their strategic
grab, while the Israeli government agonizes over the decision how to react to the nuclear ultimatum and the
sudden war.  Moreover, Washington will be most reluctant to commit American forces and assets under
conditions of possible exposure to nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, particularly given the current
Gulf Syndrome crisis.  Hence, the Arabs and the Iranians can also deter an American cover for Israel.

The nuclear issue is not a theoretical academic or speculative issue.  In the last days of November,
Tehran “determined” that Israel already put its missiles on “atomic readiness”.  According to Iranian sources,
Tehran did so in part on the basis of intelligence data (such as satellite photographs and intercepts) ac-
quired in Russia and Central Asia.  On the basis of this “data” Tehran undertook the “appropriate counter-
measures”.  And it is under this umbrella of nuclear uncertainty that the Arab-Iranian non-nuclear war will
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be waged.

[H: I want you “Americans” to pay close attention to these writings.  I want you to reconsider
what Alan Dershowitz said about the Jewish supremacy now registered, especially in the U.S.,
and think HARD about what are the probabilities of war—when it strikes.  YOU IN THE U.S.
WILL BE PRIME TARGETS FOR THE FREE-WORLD ENEMIES ARE SEATED IN YOUR
HOUSES OF GOVERNMENT AND WITHIN YOUR POWER PLACES, I.E., BANKS, COM-
MERCIAL CITIES, ETC.  THE AMERICAS WILL NOT BE SPARED THE STRIKE-BACK
AGAINST THE SERPENTS.  WHERE WILL “YOU” BE?]

THE  WAR  SCENARIO

The Syrians and their allies have well defined contingency plans.  The basic Syrian approach to a major
war is based on the contingency plans prepared and exercised for the war that almost was in the Fall of
1992, while the plans for a strategic grab in a limited war are based on contingency plans prepared in
1994, and exercised since then.

Israeli security sources describe the 1994 contingency plan for a quick territorial grab on the Golan in
the context of a limited war.  The first step is the deployment of Commando forces to advance positions
near the Israeli border.  Then, once Damascus determines that hostilities are imminent, the Syrians will
begin the moving around of SSMs inside Syria to reduce vulnerability to Israeli preemption or retaliation.
The attack by the Commando forces on key objectives in the Israeli tactical depth will be followed imme-
diately by an offensive surge of tank heavy forces.  At the same time, other major Syrian units will be
rushing toward the Golan in order to deter Israel from escalation and a massive counter-attack.  Damascus
intends to complete all these moves within 24-48 hours.  Then, with Syrian forces still holding a small part
of the Golan and a few Israeli POWs, Damascus and the Arab World will call for international pressure on
Israel to impose cease fire, and to demonstrate “flexibility” and “realism” in negotiations with Syria.

Numerous Syrian, Iranian and Lebanese sources provided data that enables the reconstruction of the
Syrian contingency plans for a major war.  The first step will be a provocation launched from Lebanon—
a “Lebanese” attack on the SLA and/or a major HizbAllah operation against an Israeli strategic target and/
or a spectacular terrorist strike at the heart of Israel.  As planned, such a provocation is bound to instigate
a major Israeli “response” in Lebanon.  Since, because of the nature of the Syrian deployment in south
Lebanon, Syrian troops will be killed in any such Israeli retaliatory strike.  Damascus will thus be in a
position to call the Israeli actions an unacceptable aggression and threat to Damascus.

The Syrians will then have the “justification” to “retaliate” by launching a barrage of SSMs against
Israeli cities and key military facilities.  Meanwhile, in solidarity with Palestinian victims in south Lebanon,
the PLO’s 50,000 “police” and “auxiliaries” will launch a massive “intifadah” and a wave of terrorism from
their safe-havens in the territories.  Taken together, these activities will prove sufficient to prevent a timely
deployment of Israeli reserves to the Golan.

By then, however, the Syrian Armed Forces will have already launched a surprise surge largely based
on the 1994 contingency plan.  Given the Israeli inability to react, the Syrian forces will succeed in securing
limited grabs on the Golan.  Then, Damascus and its allies are convinced, international pressure—espe-
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cially, if there are also oil embargos and an Egyptian threat to intervene militarily—will compel Israel to
reach a political compromise on their terms.

Meanwhile, in case of an Israeli refusal to compromise, and hence a failure with the diplomatic initia-
tive, the Syrians will be in position to impose a major escalation with the arrival of the main Syrian forces,
as well as the sizeable Iraqi and Iranian expeditionary forces.  Now surging also through Jordan, these
forces will vastly expand and enlarge the Eastern front.

Given Badr-96, the mere war preparations in Egypt will, at the very least, compel the IDF [Israeli
Defense Force] to keep forces on the southern border, just to be safe.  Moreover, building pressure in the
Arab/Muslim World for all governments and peoples to join the Jihad or face popular uprisings because of
their “un-Islamic” posture will most likely entice such governments as Egypt’s and Jordan’s to join the war
rather than risk overthrow.  Meanwhile, led by Saudi Arabia, the Muslim World will declare an oil em-
bargo.  There are sufficient Islamic terrorists all over the West to launch a wave of terrorism in Europe and
the US in order to prevent (or delay) US assistance to Israel.

With the militarily debilitating winter weather coming very soon, this scenario is all the more tempting
from a strategic point of view.  Given the adverse opening conditions and initial period of war, as well as the
sudden escalation of the Arab-Iranian offensive, it is safe to assume that it will take the IDF more than a
few days to repel all the Arab-Iranian forces from Israeli territory.  Damascus, Tehran, Cairo and Baghdad
believe that it is not inconceivable that a marked deterioration in the weather will slow down the Israelis
before their counter-attacks could evict the Arab-Iranian forces from the Golan Heights.  The Arabs and
Iranians are convinced that the consequent virtual pause in the mobile war and severe limitations on the use
of the Israeli Air Force [H: Which is basically like stating “the U.S. Air Force”.] will create both an
opportunity and an incentive for the international community to pressure Israel into capitulation before the
spring weather creates proper conditions for the resumption of a major mobile war.

[H: What is happening right now in Jerusalem and basically in the Occupied Territory is a prime
example of “take the souls of man” and you win the WAR.  The point of the building by Israel
and the taking of Jerusalem inch by inch is to get rid of the Palestinian HOLY PLACES and, once
the places of worship are fallen, so too comes the recognition that probably the heart will be
taken from the enemy.  This is most serious, readers, you are now talking about the God-believ-
ing people of the world in direct conflict with the Christ-denying elements of your worldly take-
over.

But how, you close workers might ask, can you use such as bonus contracts, etc., to salvage
working funds and make it “work”?  Easy, and I will discuss it at the end of this writing.  You
don’t lodge those contracts UNTIL the time is appropriate and then the Treasury WILL BE
FORCED to accept the VALUE in the contract and simply close out the Federal Reserve Bank-
ing System!  There is plenty of VALUE to accomplish this right now, but too little understanding
of the mechanism and the failure of other utilizers to realize the reality of such backup.  Remem-
ber, the contract is based on GOLD—no matter where the Fed and Feds have stashed it.  The
U.S. “Treasury” is bankrupt—so to infuse such a massive amount of VALUE into the system will
supposedly collapse the economy AS IT IS NOW BUT WOULD ACTUALLY GIVE A NEW
FOUNDATION TO THE NATION ITSELF—WITHOUT NEED FOR COLLAPSE.]
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ASSESSMENT

When dealing with the Third World, and particularly the Middle East, one should leave the Crystal Ball
under lock and key.  Given the dominant power of the personality of individual leaders as the source of
decision-making—based on these leaders’ own reading of the situation on the basis of the information they
have and believe in—and given the penchant of these leaders for the “conspiracy” theories and susceptibil-
ity to the “straw factor” (a small and at the time relatively insignificant input pushes the leader into a major
decision he has been procrastinating on—the straw that breaks the camel’s back), it is virtually impossible
to accurately predict what any of the dominant leaders involved in this crisis will ultimately do.  However,
it is possible to point out two emerging and dominant trends in the crisis management.

Starting with the current crisis, the principal leaders may not have wanted war.  At the least, they were
wavering about it.  Since the late 1980s, Arab leaders have been reluctant to embark on major undertak-
ings against Israel.  However, these Arab leaders are also convinced that a major brinkmanship crisis, the
return to a no-war no-peace tense situation, and even the resumption of limited clashes, are a must to their
own survival.  These leaders also know that any of these measures can quickly escalate into a major war.
Hence, their undertaking these steps means that these Arab leaders are fully ready to meet the possibility of
a major war.  [H: Would it not be wondrous to simply accomplish the same results by GROWING
and establishing a value BASE under peaceful circumstances?  Oh yes indeed, it can be done
without war.  War is not of God!]

One reason for the readiness to face war, as opposed to the reluctance shown previously, is the
Muslim World’s reading of Israel.  Indeed, most senior leaders (especially in Damascus, Tehran, Baghdad
and Cairo) are convinced that Israel is falling apart—collapsing from within in a unique state of self-
confusion, of having lost the WILL to fight and survive.  Hence, the current crisis is unfolding in the context
of a historical window of opportunity to resolve the Zionist menace once and for good.  In this context, the
extent of the populist power of Islam—as reflected in the return to Islamic traditions in all aspects of life in
the Hub of Islam, in the increasing Islamic profile of the supreme leaders—over national security decisions,
is a major yet unquantifiable factor.  There should be no doubt that the most important leaders are strongly
influenced by their Islamic heritage and their own legacy and historical contribution to the Islamic “cause”.
Hence, the lure of the possibility to liberate al-Quds and destroy Israel may be a far stronger input to their
decision-making process than what cold logic would have.  Considering the building Islamic pressure to
destroy Israel under any conditions, the Arab and Iranian leaders who are determined to hold to power
may find these circumstances too tempting to be passed over.

Meanwhile, on a more pragmatic and realistic level, the fear of Israel’s military might has shrunk.
These leaders, particularly in Damascus, Baghdad and Tehran, are fully aware of the escalatory potential
of their move—the initiation of major brinkmanship and crisis.  They know that crisis of the magnitude and
potential strategic impact they are instigating can easily escalate to a major regional war.  But now, they
have the nuclear umbrella.  Arab strategic studies, as well as the unprecedented magnitude of development
and acquisition of SSMs and all types of weapons of mass destruction, show that this factor is high on the
leaders’ mind.  This newly found sense of self-confidence and the firm belief in the ability to succeed in the
initial phase of a war create a new, and worrisome, framework within which these leaders examine the
choices ahead of them.
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Furthermore, the higher political levels of the entire Arab World, and most significantly in Cairo, Amman
and other capitals considered relatively supportive of the “peace process”, there is a distinct and marked
change in the attitude towards Israel.  The present attitude is more hostile and confrontational, and the
resort to force is no longer ruled out as being anathema in the era of a “peace process”.  This widespread
acceptability of the possibility of war encourages these leaders who are committed to conflict.  The Egyp-
tians now talk about a state of “cold war” between Israel and its Arab partners to peace—a fundamental
change from the previous term of “cold peace”.  Other political-military forces in Egypt call for the pursuit
of policies of “armed peace” and even “confrontational peace” toward Israel.

Taken together, the multitude of political, strategic and tactical moves leave no doubt that the key
leaders in the Arab World and Iran have already determined to continue the escalatory brinkmanship even
as the likelihood of war is growing.  Moreover, the overall situation and dynamics in the Arab Middle East
contribute to a self-reinforcing escalation.  Hence, the three key leaderships in Damascus, Baghdad and
Tehran, as well as Cairo and the Abdallah faction in Riyadh, are increasingly convinced that war is essen-
tially inevitable.  Consequently, there is already a clear shift in these leaders’ deliberations and consulta-
tions.  They are now preoccupied mainly with strategic and military decisions—that is, determining the
optimal conditions for initiating the war, achieving surprise despite the protracted escalatory crisis and
Israel’s edginess, etc.

However, there is no hard evidence, yet, of a specific decision to start something on a fixed date.
Presently, the prevailing mood among the political, military and security elites in the Arab World is that of an
almost passive, though willing, acceptance of fate’s course.  As the region continues to deteriorate towards
an eruption of violence, they are waiting for the inevitable spark to emerge and “compel” them into taking
action.  Among the supreme leaders that really count, the “straw” seems to be still missing.  But for how
long?

Yossef Bodansky
Vaughn S. Forrest

[END OF QUOTING]

We are very grateful for this REPORT.  You will note that this was “LEAKED” but comes forth only after
December, 1996—right after the major elections in the U.S. so I can promise you—it went UNNO-
TICED!  I would also like to use this opportunity to give accolades to THE FREE AMERICAN, C/O
U.S. Highway 380 Box 2943, Bingham, New Mexico 87832.  GOD BLESSES THE DARING OF
SPIRIT—AND THANKS THE DARING IN ACTION.

The Free American newspaper uses a notice headline of: “Secret Senate Report Predicts WAR in the
Middle East”.  March 1997 issue.  They also deal further with “Mind Control from Within” so you will
want that information as well.

Readers, you certainly CAN change all of this mis-direction of humankind if you will but realize GOD.  I
did not say “RELIGION” OR “DOCTRINE”—I SAID “GOD”.

I am going to cause you to suffer even longer through some observations as also presented and this is
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regarding some Biblical discourse.  This is presented in the same paper and submitted by Alfred R. Martin.
It is entitled in such an attention grabbing way that I shall simply ask that Dharma type it as is and may your
wisdom match your input.

[QUOTING:]

ISRAEL’S  END

[From the Editors of THE FREE AMERICAN: “As a rule we rarely publish religious discourse.
However, the Bible DOES accurately foretell the advent of the New World Order, the Mark of the
Beast and the arrival of the Anti-Christ.  Therefore, in light of the preceding report, we thought this
essay to be interesting.]

“Americans are being FORCED to support the land of Israel, WHICH GOD HAS PROMISED
TO DESTROY!  Where are all the REAL Christian Ministers who are supposed to preach the
Word of God?” submitted by Alfred R. Martin.

Anyone who studies the seventh chapter of Ezekiel carefully will discover that it contains many impor-
tant facts about the coming END of the present state of Israel.  Ezekiel 7:2 states specifically, “An end, the
end is come upon the four corners of the land.” the land of Israel has had many “an end”, for she has been
invaded repeatedly through the centuries, but “the end” will occur, according to the Bible, in the soon-
coming great tribulation, a 3 1/2-year period of unprecedented turbulence, which is described both in the
Old and in the new Testament.  [H: ’97, ’98, ’99 and half of 2000 perhaps?]  That Ezekiel 7 indeed
relates to the still-coming great tribulation is further confirmed by Ezekiel 7:19, wherein the statement is
made,

“...Their silver and their gold shall not be able to deliver them in the day of the wrath of the
Lord.”

“The day of the wrath of the Lord” is a term used throughout Scripture to describe the great tribulation
(see Revelation 6:12-17).  To prove the complete fulfillment of Ezekiel 7 lies in the future, note some
important teachings in Ezekiel 7:24, “...I will bring the worst of the heathen, and they shall possess their
houses...”  Observe carefully who it is that is going to “bring the worst of the heathen” UPON ISRAEL—
”I WILL.”  The Lord God, the Lord Jesus Christ (John 1:1 and Hebrews 1:1-10 reveal that They are
both one and the same).  Hence, though Israel will be destroyed by the wrath of MEN, this will occur
according to the wise and infallible will of GOD.

Observe secondly whom it is that the Lord will use to destroy Israel, “the worst of the heathen”.  The
Hebrew word here is goyim, which, throughout the Old Testament, refers to the “gentiles”, or of the
“nations”, in short, to those who did not belong to the commonwealth of Israel.

It was to Israel that God entrusted His Word, the revelation of Himself.  It was to Israel that God came
in person, when He took on human flesh.  Yet when “He came unto His own and His own received Him
NOT” (John 1:11) so far from God has the nation wandered upon which the nations were dependent for
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the sharing of His revelation.  Having rejected its redeemer, the nation from that point on headed toward
“the end”, promised in Ezekiel 7:2.  As a nation, Israel has, of course, disbelieved or ignored God’s
revelation and that this end is coming.

God Himself will bring the cruelest, scummiest and most degraded heathen to trample Jerusalem under
their feet.  Thereby He will show that an Israel that rejects HIS SON and keeps the world in continual
turmoil is NOT the will of God.  He will use “the worst of the heathen” to effect “the end” of contemporary
Israel.  Then, as related in Zechariah 14:12, by special plagues, He will destroy the wicked heathen
whom He used to effect His Will, for the wicked heathen will not consciously have served Him.  They will
have been motivated by the most savage emotions that rage in the hearts of men that know God—revenge,
hate and greed.

We see that the story of what lies ahead for Israel is a very simple story, so simple that a child can
understand it.  Why is it then that so few children have ever heard the story?  Because there are so few
grown men who study and preach the Word of God, but so many who instead are willing to help spread
the Zionists’ propaganda that the present state of Israel is here to stay, but both Jerusalem and the state of
Israel are headed for complete destruction.

The Bible speaks specifically about the future of the present state of Israel, clearly foretelling that it is
a gloomy one.  When the Lord Jesus Christ was on Earth, He spoke to His disciples about the sad future
of the political entity that is today called Israel.  All men would do well to ponder the words of the Lord
Jesus Christ recorded in Luke 21:20-27 with their solemn warnings that:

Israel will be invaded by foreign armies.

Jerusalem will be left desolate.

Immigration and tourist trips to Israel will cease.

All things that have been written (by the Old Testament prophets) will be fulfilled.

Israel will enter an awful time of wrath.

Israeli armies will not be victorious.

There will be a new worldwide dispersion of Jews.

For a season, the non-Jews will rule over Jerusalem.

These days of horror for Israel and the subjugation of Jerusalem to the non Jews will continue until
Jesus returns.  [H: Could we make that, possibly “...until CHRIST returns?”]

The Bible is clear.  No man can disprove it.  Why then do so many prominent Christian ministers and
evangelists fail to preach it?  [H: Because you can’t separate TRUTH from other truth.  That which
you “Christians” call “the Bible” is but one reference book, readers, and you had BEST GET
THAT ONE STRAIGHT RIGHT NOW!]  No wonder so many Christians BLINDLY support a politi-
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cal state that God has promised to destroy.  [H: Well, for one thing, the political STATE “IS” “NOW”
THE ISRAEL OF WHICH YOU HEREIN SPEAK!]  Hosts of Christian “leaders” refuse to tell their
flocks what the Bible says about Israel.

Now read the prophecy of Amos 9:8.  Now look at Amos 9:8-15 and you see the Bible states
specifically that, in the day when Amos 9:8 is fulfilled, God will effect four miracles that [otherwise] could
never perform.  The four miracles are nowhere to be seen, so obviously Amos 9:8 still awaits fulfillment.
Note the four miracles that God will effect AFTER He has destroyed the sinful kingdom:

(1) There will be a divine restoration of the Davidic capital.
(2) There will be harmonious relations between Jews and believing non-Jews.
(3) There will be unheard of blessings on agricultural pursuits.
(4) Israel (again the believing remnant, not the Satan-worshipping members of the sinful kingdom) will

dwell there in the land and never again be scattered.

The present state of Israel is headed for ignominious destruction.  Read about Israel’s destruction in
Luke 21:20-27; Zechariah 14:1-2; Ezekiel 7 and Amos 9:8-15.

Loan guarantees by the U.S. Government to the state of Israel are a waste of U.S. taxpayers’ money.

God will Win!

Now, give careful attention to the first words of Isaiah 11:11, “And it shall come to pass in that day,
that the Lord shall set His hand again the second time to recover the remnant of His people...”  In what
day?

Isaiah 1:1-10 contains the clear answer, for it describes a coming age known as the millennium when
the curse will be removed from nature, when the lion will lie down with the lamb, and when the Lord Jesus
Christ will rule the whole world from Jerusalem.  It is in the coming day that God will use HIS angels to
gather in the promised land Jews who will have come to faith in the Lord Jesus Christ and who will have
been persecuted by their own race because of their faith in Him.  [H: Be very careful here for once
again I must remind you: “Jesus” is the name given by Paul (Saul of Tarsus, Christ’s worst
enemy) after the ‘crucifixion’ of the Man.  THE BIBLE was not put to writing until over 300
YEARS AFTER the passage of that Man.  So, I repeat—this can only, at best, BE ONE MAN’S
INTERPRETATION OF THOSE SCRIPTURE MEANINGS AND ONE ERROR WILL DO
YOU IN.]

Psalm 69:35-36 [H: Remember, Psalms was written by this same “Paul”.] throws interesting
light on all of this and reminds us that those whom God will gather to live in the promised land in peace in
the millennium will be those who love HIS name and serve Him.  They will not be the people who reject His
Son.  [H: Oh yes they will be—for where do you think the victors will be going?  USE YOUR
WISDOM, READERS!]  A true fundamentalist knows that before the Millennium can come, “the time
of Jacob’s trouble”, a 3 1/2-year era of unprecedented pain and chaos, the great tribulation, will sweep
over Israel and the entire world.  [H: WHO SAID?  And, does it HAVE TO BE THAT WAY?  OF
COURSE NOT!  IT IS UP TO YOU AND YOU AND YOU TO CREATE AN ENDING TO THIS
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STORY WHICH HAS PROMISE OF CREATION, PEACE, LOVE, TRUTH AND BALANCE
WHICH AUTOMATICALLY BRINGS “HARMONY”.  THIS PERSON BRINGS THE
“SAME” DESTRUCTION ONTO YOUR HEADS AS DOES YOUR WORST ENEMY.  IT
DOES NOT “HAVE TO BE THIS WAY”!]

[H: I ask that the remainder of this message be presented just for your insight into what “I
mean”.  If you continue to march to this drumbeat you are going NOWHERE EXCEPT DOWN.]

The great tribulation must pass before the Millennium can come.  [H: People, the “millennium” will
come right on schedule just as does every other year of your calendar.  Stop this nonsense.]  And
it will not be until the Millennium comes that God creates a Christ-honoring Israel, which will never be
destroyed.

“Religious Leaders” have managed to confuse millions of Americans with false Biblical prophecy [H:
Yes indeed, JUST LIKE THIS ONE!] concerning a foreign nation named “Israel”.  It is the bankrupt
aggressive nation of Israel which literally controls the American Congress through an army of agents and
“Israel firsters”.  [H: Now, the man DOES have this correct.]

It is the nation of Israel which is denying you representation while collecting your taxes.  Israel manages
to extort some $10 billion per year from Americans to support itself, but this is not the worst of it.  The
worst of it is that Israel has involved America—meaning YOU, your family, your future existence, in a
dangerously volatile geopolitical struggle which hardly concerns us.

[H: I think you parties interested in backing God through, let us loosely say, “the contract”—
you might be well-informed if you realize that it not only is valid, in fact, but that the Israelis fully
plan to back, and fund, through the conduit of the G-7 commercial entities, THAT CONTRACT
OF WHICH WE SPOKE EARLIER—YOU KNOW, THAT ONE THAT “COULD” SAVE YOUR
ASSETS!  WELL, GOD IS AN EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.  YOU GIVE AWAY
THE GIFTS HANDED FORTH UNTO YOU AND YOU GET WHAT YOU DESERVE—THE
ENEMY WILL GRAB IT WITH GUSTO.]

America has no business getting involved in the insoluble problems of the Mideast.  [H: Say what?
You have EVERY REASON to get involved.]  There is NO WAY we can solve these problems.  [H:
Oh wow, and what else does this idiot say?  There is every way that YOU can solve these prob-
lems—by recovering your own FREEDOM and other nations can follow—or lead, as the case
may well be.]

The worst offenders responsible for this tragedy are the Religious Charlatans and Bigots who say that
the Bible Commands Christians to help Israel.  These “FALSE PROPHETS” dare to use the name of
Jesus Christ to justify lawless aggression, mass murder and torture of human beings.  [H: Well, I detest
the use of “any Christ”, Jesus or otherwise, to further the blatant misunderstandings OF GOD.]

They use the Word of God to set up one group of people as superior to all others, the “God’s Chosen
People” INSANITY, a group which cannot be honestly criticized because it cannot make mistakes—a
nation which must be supported with OUR tax dollars and our blood in spite of all its crimes.  [H: Well, I
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see that this author omits the use of “our souls” and focuses on the always-present topic of
“money” and “blood”.  DO YOU NOT REALIZE YET, READERS, THAT BOTH BLOOD
AND MONEY—ARE OF THE PHYSICAL PLANE AND HAVE NO CONSEQUENCE EX-
CEPT AS PLACEMENT OF SOUL—TO ANY OTHER CREATION OR PLACE OF GOD?]

Americans are being FORCED to support the land of Israel, WHICH GOD HAS PROMISED TO
DESTROY!  [H: No, the FACTS are that God has never written anything and neither did that
“Jesus Christ”.  MAN WRITES and usually writes what is convenient to his own service.  GOD
DOES NOT DESTROY—GOD CREATES AND YOU HAD BETTER GET ON, MAN, WITH
KNOWING THE DIFFERENCE.  GOD DOES NOT DESTROY ANYTHING—HE CREATES
THAT WHICH IS BETTER ACCORDING TO HIS COMMANDMENTS OF GOODNESS
SO THAT MAN’S SOULS MAY PASS CLEARLY AND PERFECTLY INTO “HIS PERFEC-
TION”.]  Where are all the REAL Christian Ministers who are supposed to teach the Word of God?
(End)

[END OF QUOTING]

Oh indeed, where are the ones with BRAINS in REASON AND KNOWING ABOUT GOD who
COULD teach the WORD OF GOD—but continue to live in the dreary and oppressive misunderstanding
of some man’s printed word?  When you replace the errors of one man’s opinion with the errors of another
man’s opinion—what have you?  ERRORS from BOTH.

GOD IS A CREATOR—NOT A DESTROYER.  MAN IS UNABLE TO CREATE BECAUSE HE
HAS BECOME A DESTROYER—GET IT STRAIGHT.  HE HAS CLUNG TO HIS PERCEIVED
OPINIONS AS IF THEY ARE SUPER-GLUE AND REFUSES TO SEE THE CREATIVE GIFTS
AND OPPORTUNITIES OF GOD DUE TO MAN’S OWN FOOLISH LIMITATIONS REGARD-
ING GOD BECAUSE HE SO LIMITS HIMSELF TO OTHER MEN’S OPINIONS WHO HAVE
LONG SINCE GONE ON BEFORE.  If Saul of Tarsus (Paul) made nothing but heinous errors BE-
FORE his so-called blinding conversion—what makes YOU THINK, 2000 YEARS LATER—THAT
JUST MAYBE PAUL MIGHT “NOT” HAVE CONTINUED TO MAKE A FEW WRONG STATE-
MENTS LATER, OR DO YOU JUST CAST THAT ASIDE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE OF WAG-
GLING ALONG TO THE FALSE TRUMPETERS’ TUNE?

Would you, further, consider that THIS author above might just be a bit judgmental about “other” minis-
ters?  Two wrongs NEVER make a RIGHT, readers—NEVER.

Good morning and may the LIFE YOU SAVE, BE YOUR OWN.
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CHAPTER  6

REC  #1    HATONN

SAT., MAR. 22, 1997  7:14 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 217

SAT.,  MAR. 22,  1997

EACH  DAY  IS  A  NEW  AND  WONDROUS  THING

Seize the opportunities of the day as if they would be the last within your plane of experience.  Take each
moment and hold it preciously and gently in your hands that your days may hold memories of tenderness as
you reflect upon your journey.

Do all things in such a way as to have God and His Angels always attending (at your invitation) each thing,
and all things, to which you turn your attention.  God will be there anyway, and after all, HE IS THE ONE
YOU WOULD HIDE FROM.

Each thing you do in love and beauty—make it filled with love and give it the most beautiful setting and
associations that you can conjure for one day it will come to pass that you wish it had been treated with
such love and sharing for so many of your experiences take on true meaning because you shared, with
someone, your precious being.  But never choose to do a thing SIMPLY BECAUSE YOU EXPECT OR
DEMAND IT OF OTHERS.  YOUR DEMANDS, REMEMBER, ARE NOT ANOTHER’S COM-
MANDS.

Bruce and Valerie are joining “in commitment” this Sunday, the 23rd day of March, 1997—but I doubt
they are the ones who have enjoyed the festivities the most.  Doris has played in the flowers and bouquets,
candles and arches until she has felt human and “normal” again.  Rick considers his input to be a mem-
orable and valued bit of commentary as the Bride and Groom look upon this day as the meaningful day it
represents, that of joining into a journey together in the beauty of the moment and within the passages of all
time remembered.  Our wish for each of you is that, as you embark upon new adventures, walk down an
isle toward marriage, lie abed in your wished-for transition, or find others to share an unusual task and
simply “be”, may you always give thought to that which you are about so that memories are laid in a
foundation of wisdom, reason and, always, LOVE.  Things will not always be pleasant—but each venture
on the road of life is a beautiful and positive thing—IF YOU MAKE IT SO.

We sat with Zita yesterday in the dimness of evening dusk and looked out upon the garden outside her
window at the convalescent center and marveled at the beauty of Spring covering the trees with flowers
and the wonder of a quiet courtyard where one doesn’t even need go outside to be within it.

Her bones are so very fragile now and she has hurt herself so that she is more confined than is usual even
for these days of wondering if recovery can possibly be worthy of the pain and hurt of “getting there”.
Perhaps it isn’t, friends, if you look about and find peace in reflection, love and caring in your lives and have
a feeling of “finish” to a passage or a task.  Remember that leaving is only the embarking upon a far more
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wondrous journey and adventure IF you have lived, well, your time upon the adventures of living in this
“free-will” expression.

Doris and E.J. took her a gardenia plant for her nose and pink magnolias and ivory flowers so that on
Sunday she too can share a moment of presence at the time of the Tracys’ wedding.  A big thing?  No—a
precious moment in time to hold forever—in the hearts of the gifters—never mind the recipient.

If you stay embraced by the LIGHT every experience will be Genesis revisited and the Unseen Hand will
forever be reaching out to hold your own and show you the way for no one ever walks alone and certainly
no one ever makes large commitments to life, or death, or in-between, alone.  God walks there with you
and sends the rest of US to make sure you are consciously aware of US if you but choose to be.

Life is ever an ebb and flow of movement perceived, passages of ideas which sometimes are built into
seemingly wondrous things for you, (we), are creators walking in thought through our adventures.  The
actions are but the building exercises manifest.  Thoughts and words turn into something tangible if you but
allow it.  I am reminded of the many adversaries who say Doris could not write so much—she simply
xeroxes “stuff”.  Oh, then why are her keys on the board of her third keyboard worn away?  Why is there
a worn “dip” in the space bar where her thumb strikes between each word?  Why are people cruel and
unkind?  Because they long to be fulfilled to the same extent that you might seem to be at a given moment
when their own hearts are filled with unrest, a bit of envy (or a lot) or, simply because they perceive you
hold what they THINK they want.  But no, it cannot be, for if they wanted it badly enough, they would
have it.  Hold this truth in the uppermost reaches of your recognition.  If you wanted to be as is someone
else—you would be it.  Most, you see, do not know what it is they want and, even after they “get it”, it is
not what they had perceived.

And always, KNOW that LOVE is not that physical “anything” between people—it is that wondrous joy
within the breast as the heart beats in tune with that “other” with whom you choose to share and walk and
experience.  When you have grown into that realization of “LOVE” you will have arrived for you will not
longer conjure tricks to use against or for another in the physical arena of play and games.  And no, you will
not always beat “in tune” because you come from different drummers; EACH IS UNIQUE and it is, after
all, that very uniqueness which makes you “interesting” to the other.

For each gift, there must be a receiving to make it whole.  Many know far better how to “give” than to ever
be able to “receive”.  However, the only REAL “gift” is that which is embarrassed by the gratitude.  The joy
is in the giving, not the received thank you which is but an uncomfortable exchange of platitudes.  If couples
would remember this gracious bit of good manners would it not be a wondrous place upon which to dwell?

I am amused about how you people can get turned on by such as Women are from Venus, Men are from
Mars types of writings.  They express some “attitudes” but other than that they are quite dreary—FOR
OBVIOUSLY, YOU ARE OF EARTH!  And with that revelation settled, it is amazing how many
couples silently experience with her wishing he would go back to Mars or that she was still on Venus—you
know, where everything is perfect “FOR ME”.  When you forget the “me” you may well be on your way
to a good marriage or relationship.  People are so busy thinking about “me” that there is no way to be
thinking about “you” or certainly not “us”.  This is incorrect perception for when the days are numbered
and confrontation of self is nigh, you will measure your journey, not by “me” but by what you gave to “You”
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and “We”.  Selfishness for “my needs” is the downfall of every relationship—from the beginning of free-
choice mankind.

Surely life is strange for everything, every perception, must start within SELF.  But every experience
measured thereafter is what you DO with self—for OTHERS.  Wow, didn’t Creator make it interesting?
I can promise you, however, if you give happiness and offer “giving” to another, you will make two people,
at the least, happy.  Who do YOU think YOU ARE that you are so wondrous as to expect everyone to
make YOU HAPPY and serve YOU what you demand that YOU NEED.  Tantrums are but the childish
proclamation of immaturity—especially in marriages and adult relationships.  Putting another “down” is
even worse for it only reflects the foolish aspects of your own demands.  And remember something, good
buddies: you can’t be happy FOR ANOTHER and you cannot expect another to fill in your missing
emotions and wishes—TO MAKE YOU HAPPY.  Every man, woman, and child has a “right” to pursue
“happiness”—however, happiness comes in as many forms as there are individual persons.  So, actually
the being will move AWAY from PAIN and into the areas of emotional centers which will reduce the pain.
Therefore, if you issue “pain” in your own projections—YOU WILL PUSH THOSE “OTHER” “CHOOS-
ERS” AWAY FROM YOU.

Is this “marriage counseling”?  I certainly do hope so.
There is a song, Don’t let the stars get in your eyes; don’t let the moon break your heart... unless of
course, you are together and always looking up and beyond the moment in expression, time
perception—and the journey possibilities awaiting your perceived movement forward.  Some-
times, however, that perception is not shared and therefore relationships cannot endure, for one reason or
another.  If your very emotional foundation is not attuned to another and that “other” will not meet YOUR
NEEDS, BUT DEMANDS HER/HIS OWN WISHES, YOU ARE DESTINED TO MISERY AND
DESPERATION—FOR A PERSON CANNOT FORFEIT THEIR FOUNDATION OF SPIRITUAL
TRUTH ON THE ALTAR OF A DISSENTER FOR THE DISSENSION WILL DESTROY YOU
AND WORK AWAY AT YOUR VERY SOUL.  Know, dear ones, that if you are experiencing this kind
of relationship—that other person is not “in love” with you, for LOVE IS GIVING to bring joy and peace
within the other of the partnership.

You are going to leave that EGO at the door or you will fill your house with your own ego demands until
you cannot breathe.  Breath, remember, is the very truth and essence of living.  Remember this very crucial
point in relationships: you are supposed to be ascending into walking together and NOT descending into
some kind of slavery.  Appreciation and gratitude are the glue which holds the bond strong and secure.
These things, along with good manners, will cement a union into infinity.  Ah, but some will say—”I am
young and not so yet wise” or, “I am old and too much so to change.”  No, you are selfish and refuse to
change for whatever reasons you may present to self and/or others.  You will be what “you were trained to
be” UNTIL YOU CHANGE YOUR MIND AND CHANGE YOUR BEING.  YOU CANNOT
CHANGE ANOTHER—YOU CAN ONLY ACTUALLY CHANGE YOURSELF.  Now, what do you
suppose you saw in “that other” that now seems lost in annoyance?  Right, you THOUGHT someone else
was going to offer that which you needed—no go, friends, for so too was the “other” looking for YOU to
fulfill his/her lacking in self worth.

Will you remember all these wondrous statements?  No, but from time to time you will find opportunities
and circumstances in which you had BEST think upon these truths—and respond accordingly lest you be
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most lonely and unhappy while seeing to it that the “other” is equally unhappy.

And when it seems there is no meeting place, move away where objectivity can be entertained.  Go and
carefully look at what you ARE, what you HAVE, and the values placed on each, along with the bondage
of not being able to fulfill that which is your purpose.  Separation is often a very good thing and sometimes
permanent arrangements of separation are the most valid and wise decision.  You do not have to HATE to
remove self into separation from that “other” with whom the chasm has grown too wide.  Stop your
silliness, for every moment of your lives together will not be as a moment in a bowery of flowers, wedding
cakes and honeymoons whereat you actually usually begin to be disappointed in one another as you begin
to really get intimate in realization of such a step into unknowing.  You certainly do NOT need to be in
infatuation to be IN LOVE and responsible in your relationship.  If your relationship is nasty—you had
better carefully look at it and why you “think” you remain bound and shackled.  It is, by the way, not
failure if things “don’t work out”—it is WISDOM in ACTION when you confront the circumstances and
take actions to rectify whatever errors we make as individuals.  The ONE thing sure about living and
perceived passage of time—IS CHANGE IN PERCEPTIONS ABOUT ANYTHING AND EVERY-
THING.  That is also called “GROWTH”.  If you cease to grow and you stagnate—you will lose the
respect offered by that “other” and you may as well rebuild that respect instantly or LET IT GO.  RE-
SPECT is the valued commodity “secret” of good relationships.  “In love” can go, but if “respect” goes—
it is over.  You MUST respect another for the individual value for which he/she stands and if the ideals be
in opposition—release the other to their own journey.  LIFE is one series of releasing after another and
when you think of it as growth and releasing that other, you can look at your own wise actions as positive
rather than as failure.  Who knows, perhaps that one action of positive strength is what the other is
searching for in YOU.

There is another rather interesting observation which bears repeating, about things or beings: If you release
it and it comes back to you—it is yours.  If you release it and it never returns to you—IT WAS NEVER
YOURS IN THE FIRST PLACE.

Marriage and commitments to join a journey together are commitments—not contracts of bondage.  When
the commitment becomes otherwise—it is prison, not freedom.  When within these often-too-close rela-
tionships there is smothering and imprisoning—be careful!  This is a pitfall which requires COMMUNI-
CATION.  But WISDOM requires that COMMUNICATION be the uppermost point of relationships.
Physical things are but forms of COMMUNICATION so make sure YOURS are worthy of the “giving”
and not the “using” or “taking”—lest you end up walking alone down that road of selfishness.

May you each arise each new day in thoughts of how you might cause the day to be worthy of “another”
so that, as you continue to pray always for “another”, the response in prayer of good things flows always
right back unto YOU for it cannot be otherwise so abundant.  But you just can’t do that?  Well, prepare for
much “lacking” in your travels for to CREATE you must GIVE and REGIVE and you always Create that
which YOU ARE.

Moreover, if you readers of this message think it to be simply for Valerie and Bruce and perhaps Zita,
please do a bit more thinking for they, on this particular day—don’t need it nearly as much as the rest of
you wishing to find some harmony and balance.
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Again, may the life and love you save, be your own.  Remember that LOVE can only add, multiply and
divide—when you share it with others.

Good morning and please, keep those “stars” in your mind even if not in your eyes!

Salu,
Dad
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CHAPTER  7

REC  #1    HATONN

WED., MAR. 26, 1997  8:14 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 222

WED.,  MAR. 26,  1997

IT’S  A  GLOBAL  COMMUNITY
WHETHER  OR  NOT  YOU  MIGHT  LIKE  IT!

Where are we today?  Are you waiting for me to tell you?  I am doing my appointed job—what are you
waiting for?  Am I in some type of irritation?  No, are YOU?  I simply have myriads of topics on my plate
while more pile up awaiting physical fingers to express my information.  And my “fingers” are not well so I
am somewhat hamstrung which, of course, is exactly what the adversary demands.

So, just get the fingers well?  Not so simple, is it, when the barrage from everyone everywhere is at her?
Readers read exactly what they want to see and perceive from anything and everything.  I can’t help that
attitude for misinterpretation is your prerogative.  I ask you (again) not to inquire of Dharma for personal
information for she is NOT A PSYCHIC READER.  However, we just get more and more requests as
more and more of TRUTH is recognized from this resource.  Get informed and you will be as psychic as
is anyone else—especially regarding yourself.  If you want something to happen—MAKE IT HAPPEN
for it certainly does not require my input or Dharma’s.  If you are doing the right things—YOU KNOW IT!
If not, you KNOW THAT ALSO.

I do, however, have to speak to some of these topics for S. Africa.  Further, I don’t have time or backup
hands to respond to personal inquiries and, more specifically, to personal/personal psychic readings or
medical regimens.  I weary of the continual onslaught of people wanting me to fix their lives, straighten their
“inner children” and, especially, practice medicine without a license.  As with “Lana”, for goodness sakes,
someone send the lady a note and explain that we CANNOT answer her questions for nothing has changed
except more of her inner body has been removed and she is basically stuck with medical treatments.  Her
body is so out of balance as to be unable to achieve “healing” unless she attends 100% the program as
outlined.  I can’t cause people to do the things they don’t want to do, and on again, off again, to suit the
whims of the experiencer, will not cut the sickness or the symptoms.  She (Lana) can’t get well until her
body is brought back into some kind of alkaline stability.  She is literally eating herself alive with the acid
unbalance.  When organs and portions of the body itself are removed, there is no ability to readjust to the
original operating of anything, be it motor or body.  But, when people, for whatever the excuse, do not fully
comply with any program, you cannot expect a good outcome.  If you are supposed to eat nothing save
carrot juice and you decide you prefer hamburgers and french fires—so be it.  It is YOUR life, reader, and
you will do what you will do and therefore, it will be EXACTLY AS IT WILL BE.

However, let me tell you something—IF AND WHEN you eat those KNOWN destroyers in the face of
“could be” healing programs of intake, YOU ARE MAKING YOUR CHOICE AS SURELY AS YOU
PRETEND TO BE DOING OTHERWISE FOR WHEN YOU WANT SOMETHING BADLY
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ENOUGH YOU WILL ACHIEVE IT.

When we get the Spiritual questions, same thing—we have written thousands upon thousands of pages of
information.  People simply must read the material if they wish responses for there is not longer going to be
individual responses for I do not plan to lose my scribe and speaker because people want her to do their
homework for them.  If they find this invidious or less than satisfactory, then it is their problem, not ours.

This is not a lack of appreciation to anyone—it is just that people seem to relate only to themselves and we
are trying to survive as a species, and individuals are simply looking at themselves instead of thinking for
selves.

Everyone has to look within and decide what it is they WANT to have happen, and neither then make it
happen and I nor anyone else can do that for anyone else.  Even Zita, do you see?  She has to release the
past from her existence as IS.  She has to forgive self and others for their parts in her “play” before she can
grow beyond that which she is and has become.  She says one thing—but is half-living the very things
which are killing her body.  She wants things to happen which are NOT GOING TO HAPPEN with
people (individuals) IN HER LIFE, PAST OR PRESENT.  There is no reason physically that she can’t
heal—but she harbors inner longings for something and for ones who simply have to be released, and the
attention being gleaned is NOT SATISFYING BUT IS FURTHER GUILT PRODUCING.  I only use
this as an example for it FITS EVERYONE’S FEET.  Soon, however, people allow the assault on the
body to pass the point of no return.  By this I mean that people dwell in the illness to the extent, without
release of the problems “eating them”, that the body can no longer reverse the damages acquired.  When
this happens, the assumption is that the individual “mind” does not wish to do other than what it is doing—
killing the body physical.  This does NOT mean that everyone around has to also die to suit the wishes,
albeit they are quite hidden from “some” intentionally, behind the facade of pretense (reported by the lips)
of the transitioning party in point.

Remember, please, that illness is the PRIMARY cop-out of ones who don’t want to do other than what
they consider their limited tasks.  I concern because the diseases are so potent as to slop over onto those
who are debilitated by the daily responsibilities accepted and then you pour on more from the weaker
players and we have partial failure of our missions—through sidetracking.

It is extremely important to consider self and what self is going to do—for it will be exactly what is chosen.
You people do, however, seem to have a penchant and propensity for laying too much onto already
overburdened ones because you think they somehow can take “anything”, keep on taking a licking and
then come right back, ticking.  But, readers, life has to also be “lived” to some “normal” extent or the very
purpose of living becomes dimmed and warped.  Everyone seems to consider themselves to somehow be
an EXCEPTION to every petition I have, especially as regards my speakers and writers.  If I ask Dharma
to NOT SPEAK today except when absolutely necessary until we can heal those lungs, what do I get
back?  Everyone and their puppy dog shows up to talk to her and if she doesn’t respond it comes back,
“Well, what’s wrong with you today?”, “What’s eating you that makes you cross?”—and after this hap-
pens a dozen times, the talking resumes and I am without a speaker.

By the way, good friends, YOU DO NOT NEED DAVID MILLER to accomplish what you need to do.
I asked that Ray Bilger and Bruce, along with any who WILL WORK SOLIDLY WITH THEM, formu-
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late probable court filings so we can begin to look at them, tune them up and USE THEM.  This means that
the “teachers” have to KNOW THEIR SUBJECT, organize and get with it.  People don’t come here to do
what somebody else is already doing—we need people who gather up the goodies and develop them.
What you want is SOMEONE ELSE to take you by the hands and pull you along—no more and certainly
never less.

What hope do YOU think O.J. Simpson has with that program his lawyers have now dreamt up, of an
appeal—to, first of all, the same judge yet?  Well, if he is wanting a mistrial, he is going to the wrong cat,
isn’t he?  What are his choices?  Well, he is, for one thing, building up cases to USE AGAINST THE
SCOUNDRELS WHEN HE GETS AROUND TO ACCEPTING THE COMMON LAW REENTRY
WHERE HE CAN GET SOMETHING ACCOMPLISHED.  DOES EVERYONE HAVE TO GO
COMPLETELY “BROKE” TO UNDERSTAND THE MISERABLE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH
YOU RESIDE?

If you keep waiting, and yes I mean local parties also, you are going to find that the repayment is going to
be zilch as others wake up before you do and get your own survival goodies while you continue to pay the
bad debts and feed the sharks.  Here, you wait for Gene to see the light and build the program——WHY?
He doesn’t know as much about COMMON LAW as do any one of you who have been too busy to
study the Constitution and LAW.  He is a dedicated attorney in practice, and knows nothing about other
alternatives except what is accepted and taught.  He is trying his hardest to catch up, but doing things
WRONG is not an answer either.  This is especially true when the system has you trapped within its very
shackles.

What to do, say, about such as the gold held by the court (hopefully still held)?  Well, I would have a
COMMON LAW filing ready to file immediately BY EKKER-EKKER.  Until you stop playing according
to THEIR GAME PLAN, you can’t hope to pull out the gold from their clutches and, moreover, get it
released for use.  It doesn’t matter which or what attorneys are on your side or against you—the SYS-
TEM is geared to CAPTURE THE PRIZE—EVERY TIME.  You can either do something about this or
you can wait until HELL freezes and then still lose to the corrupted system.

Well, can Dharma do it?  Yes, and I suppose that is what we might have to do—while the funds you need
for survival and the programs underway are given no attention further, from myself or her? (????)  You nice
people can’t have it EVERY WAY for she is simply HUMAN and she is pedaling as fast as she can.

“But,” I get back, “I don’t know what to write to such as D. Campbell and others who...”  Why don’t you?
Is there some miracle in the brain of Dharma?  Let me explain to you, however, that it is important enough
for me to attend IT and, therefore, the rest of you get on with figuring out COMMON LAW because I do
not intend to let this mission explode because others are too timid to get on with getting on.  If you don’t
know what to do: GO ASK GOD AND THEN LISTEN!

Even though I continually tell you that “I am not going to do this or that, for you,” you still WAIT for me to
do it.  No thank you.  If you want some reasonable laws BACK into your judicial systems—you go do it
for I don’t need your system changed.  “Oh—but Dharma does?”  Does she?  Well, a funny thing
happened on the way to Dharma’s graduation—she chose to write and speak for God and there-
fore is not actually too concerned about the judicial system except as directly keeps her from her
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appointed tasks.  Isn’t that what lawyers and attorneys are for—to protect the people PAYING
for their services?

People come to this place and then announce they are “ready for anything...”  Oh?  Then why aren’t YOU
doing what you are here to do?  Or, is it—”I will serve anywhere EXCEPT here, there or elsewhere?”
Why did you come if you are not meaning sincerely what you said in the first place?

I am continually amazed at the attitudes of you who have chased rainbows all over the world, claiming you
want TRUTH.  What do you REALLY want?  Certainly it is NOT “truth”.  If you were doing what was
worthy of your level of production—you would be doing—not searching—so, in natural sequence, you
were NOT being fulfilled successfully OR YOU WOULD NOT HAVE COME TO THIS PLACE!  It is
foolish to claim otherwise for you ARE what you PRESENT SELF TO BE.

If you can’t fit into a mold in service—then why do you expect us to make you fit?  We have neither the
time nor the inclination for causing YOU to do anything.  I am constantly badgered by the call for funds,
etc.  “Just send me the money so I can get there, and I’ll be there to serve...”  Why? And Say What?  If you
can’t succeed WHERE YOU ARE why think you that some miracle will happen HERE?  If you, for
instance, come to farm but cannot farm because you know nothing of farming, in fact, is that not a lie on the
very face of it?  If you insist on running the message factory computer but can’t type—what are we doing
here?  Ah, but everyone could, if they chose to do so, wash a window.  Ah, but that is evidently not in your
job description?  Or, you are allergic to the wash solution?  So be it.  What most want to do is simply lay
back and say: “Look how hard I tried... but...”  Oh, I say—I don’t see where you did anything more than
“try” which is a demand for accomplishment of nothing.  “Try” is to “deny”.  “Trying” is a word that
indicates intentional failure.  It specifically “says” that you will “try” but you won’t succeed.  “Doing”
indicates accomplishment.  And, you have to “make an effort toward, directly, the act of doing and accom-
plishment”.  Want to argue about it?  Fine, “arguments” are the same thing as “trying” so it fits the pattern,
doesn’t it?

Opportunity knocks—you answer the door or you do not.  This seems simple enough doesn’t it?  Oppor-
tunity and alternatives are CONSTANTLY banging on your door—but it doesn’t SEEM to fit your cir-
cumstances?  Nothing will ever fit your circumstances until you grab the gusto and run with it.  I can also
promise you, further, that until you can prove you can wash, WELL, a window, you shall most certainly
NOT BE THE CHIEF IN CHARGE OF THE WINDOWS—nor, as far as I am concerned, ANY-
THING ELSE I HAVE GOING BECAUSE TELLING ME YOU ARE WILLING IS NOT THE SAME
THING AS PROVING TO ME THAT YOU ARE CAPABLE.

Every individual has to LEARN everything—from suckling to walking—except the concept of right and
wrong!  So, if you wish to play with us, you must learn to do whatever it is you want to do—and LEARN
IT WELL, or you will simply wait forever for your life to pass on by.

There are over 7 billion people on your globe now and half as many corporations (artificial persons) and
yet NOT EVEN ONE OF YOU HAS PRECIPITATED EVEN ONE CALL FROM SUCH A FA-
MOUS AND EASY-TO-FIND MAN AS O.J. SIMPSON TO THE PEOPLE WHO CAN SOLVE
HIS PROBLEM.  Oh, you are waiting for ME to get him so he can lead some march for you, to change the
judicial system?  Perish the thought—for him also—for he either is real in his presentation—or he is a
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captive liar to himself.  His problems are not my commands for performance and certainly are NOT
Dharma’s.

I find it most interesting that you can move in any direction and the “waiting” is present—except in the New
World Order.  No moss is growing under the feet of those would-be Kings.  There is a concerted effort
afoot to take the very empires of such as DeBeers, Oppenheimers, and on and on down the old world
empire lines.  However, those people also WAIT for “what”?  They have in front of them their own
solutions—even unto funding and building—and they wait because they can’t “be sure” of who “I” might
be.  Well, I am TRUTH and their waiting is not my command, either.  Nor is their plight the problem of
others around them who HAVE OFFERED THEM A WAY THROUGH.

I will tell you right now, AGAIN, for I told you at least nine years ago—that TRUSTS are fixed instruments
for take-over.  Foreign trusts in the hands of major financial wizards are even more vulnerable.  THE
PLAN FOR FINANCING THE REST OF THE TAKEOVER BY THE NEW WORLD ORDER—IS
TO CONFISCATE THE TRUSTS—ESPECIALLY THE OVERSEAS, OFF-SHORE TRUSTS.  It is
going to be far more severe than the Savings and Loan debacles.

In addition, the banks are so “oversold out” of gold reserves as to be in teeter-totter circumstances
regarding total demise of both currency and reserves—even if you leave out, altogether, the “collateral”
reserves.

Do you realize that it doesn’t matter WHO IS GOD OR WHAT IS GOD?  The point is, what are YOU
and who are YOU?

People wait until something “is proven” or “somebody else makes it work...or...”  No, people, YOU
CREATE THE WAY TO MAKE A THING WORK and you will win—purely and simply.  After SOME-
ONE ELSE discovers the way to make a thing work—IT BECOMES TOO LATE FOR YOU.  Are
some of you going to sit and say that George Bush can make a thing work—but Nicky Oppenheimer
CAN’T?  It is the SAME THING, so if it works for one—IT CAN WORK EVEN BETTER FOR THE
OTHER!

Moreover, whoever is going to tarry forever over Light, Russell, Ashtley, or Hortense Hopperdink—is
going to still be “waiting” when the dying trumpet sound evaporates from the face of the Earth.  You live in
a physical plane of manifestation and THAT IS WHERE IT IS AT!  You can quibble over Spiritual aspects
of possibilities until that Hell you froze above, is melted and frozen again.  But TRUTH IS—and TRUTH
IS WHAT IT IS.  There is simply NO WAY that you can make the LIE—TRUTH!  Therefore, is it not
wise to work toward securing the physical aspects of moving sequences toward what you believe to be
GOODLY, or even BADLY, THAN TO SIT ON YOUR RUMP AND LOSE EVERYTHING YOU
“THINK” YOU NEED?  Percentage-wise you risk more than this, relatively, every minute of your days.

You want us—who offer something in exchange for your help and participation—TO PROVE SOME-
THING AS REGARDS WHAT WE CLAIM.  WHY?  YOU DON’T EXPECT ANY “BUSINESS
KING-PIN” TO OFFER YOU ANYTHING OTHER THAN CERTAIN LOSS.  We offer you Truth,
the Light, and the Way—and you want PROOF?  You’ve got it!  You just don’t want to bother to change
an iota of either your opinions or your ways.
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I have been told that these attitudes don’t endear me to people.  I am not here to be endearing to people.
I have no wish to “endear” myself to anyone or any thing.  Most of your attitudes don’t endear you to me—
either.  In this very instance I can repeat what I have noted prior to now:  it is as with money or gold—
neither are good or bad.  Men can be good or bad in intent, nothing more.  Money (gold) simply IS AND
IT IS, FURTHER, ONLY IMPORTANT TO THE EXTENT YOU DON’T HAVE IT.  I am interested
PERSONALLY in that which is TRUTH—but not particularly relative to the School of Truth, the Univer-
sity of Science and Philosophy, Southern Methodist University, Baylor Baptist University, Notre Dame, or
any other ENTITY.  No matter what they believe or espouse—it doesn’t make an iota of difference IN
TRUTH.  On the other hand, neither does the working of the world, especially financially, revolve around
their attitudes or mine about Spirituality.  I need to make contacts—and I use the appropriate conduits to
make those contacts.  Those with whom I eventually communicate—offer service, or simply interchange,
and have nothing to do with one corporation entity or another—other than as a joint venture to accomplish
our necessary working tools.  Whoever works with me, however, IS GOING TO MERIT GREAT RE-
WARDS because that is the way God returns service.  If you plan to misuse, as you might perceive a
personal attitude, the abundance—THAT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN IS BETWEEN YOU AND
GOD AND IS NONE OF MY BUSINESS.  More bluntly put: If you fund a contract of the money
variety—I have absolutely NO INTEREST in what you do with your earnings.  I am NOT here
to save the world and if you think YOU ARE, then perhaps you had best reconsider very care-
fully your self-appointed positioning.  I DO NOT HAVE TO BECOME MY ADVERSARY TO
WORK WITH MY ADVERSARY FOR I HAVE ALREADY ACHIEVED THAT WHICH IS
MINE AND THEREFORE WE CAN TALK COMMITMENTS AND AGREEMENTS—WITH-
OUT SPIRITUAL INTRIGUE OF ONE KIND OR OTHER.

You who go forth and demand that “my way is the only way”—ERR.  Your way, at best, is only one 7-
billionth of THE way.  The problem at present is that only about one hundredth of one percent even knows
what in the heck IS THE GAME.  I even go further in that I don’t need to argue or debate THE way.  What
you think of me or my teachings IS NONE OF MY BUSINESS.  Would I, for instance, help raise funds
for such as, say, Native American Gaming?  Of course, for I have no appointment with the destiny of
deciding man’s mind-set—I AM, simply that and nothing more.  You have to deal with your attitudes
because YOU don’t really have “time” to deal with only MINE.  What do YOU want?  Never mind what
it is that I WANT.  And remember that usually what you CLAIM you want has nothing to do with what you
REALLY WANT.

Another point I would like to make is that I suggest you not TREAT ME as some kind of “Holy Grail” for
your filling so that I somehow dump back on you the contents of my cup.  You need to make up your minds
that which you ARE and then, only then, will what I AM be acceptable unto you.  You want some pious
miracle-worker to spout goodies like water from the endless fountain.  That is your problem, readers,
NOT MINE.  God provides a pure and wondrous fountain of endless sweet water for your taking—but
HE is not going to hold you down and pour it down your gullet.  HE IS NOT GOING TO OFFER YOU
A COP-OUT EXCUSE FOR IRRESPONSIBILITY LIKE A RAPTURE TO HEAVEN FOR POOR
EXPRESSION IN YOUR JOURNEY.  YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOURSELF AND YOUR
DIRECTION WITH SOUL, AND SOME MURDERED MAN IS NOT GOING TO SAVE ANY-
THING OF YOURS.  Being responsible or irresponsible is your singular choice in behavior AND IN-
TENT.  I have no business bending your “will” into being “my will”.  We can work and glean from the same
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field—without becoming either THE field or the product of the growings in the field.
I can only remind you and remind you and, again, remind you: Man is what he has become because he has
become faint of heart in spirit.  And as Esu “Jesus” Sananda said so well, “If man is faint of heart in spirit,
so are his laws faint-hearted and are like heresy.  If man is presumptuous and disregards the Command-
ments and Laws of The Creation and of God, he is forced to bring forth his own laws which are full of
mistakes and lead him astray.  Laws and commandments made according to men produce murder and evil,
and evil will spread and gain control, and man no longer has any power over it.  Commandments and
laws are valid only if they are derived from wisdom and logic.  But logic requires wisdom and
perception.”

So be it, and may you be given to realize that there is a difference in YOUR OPINION and that which IS.
And, furthermore, when you tire of that which “is”, then and only then will you take actions in precipitating
change in any direction you so choose that change to reflect—GOOD OR BAD.  YOUR ACTIONS
AND INTENTIONS ARE, HOWEVER, NOT MY INTENTIONS OR ACTIONS—OR MY BUSI-
NESS.  I have NOTHING to PROVE—but perhaps it is time for you to prove your intentions for, until
you activate your GOOD INTENTIONS, you reflect nothing save possibly the negative aspects of your
intent.

Is it hard to fathom that which I spiel out here for your breakfast cereal?  Why?  Mankind does NOT
WANT TO KNOW TRUTH, for with Truth comes acts of responsibility and it appears that mankind only
wishes to hide from responsibility.  So be it for it is your life, friend, NOT MINE.  You can go whereto ye
shall—but your demand is not my command—and I do not have to GO WITH YOU.  Furthermore, until
you assume responsibility for self and getting informed—I don’t need you in my space, and when you
understand that YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOU, only then will you begin to stop your blathering
and start your creating that which is glorious.  If you want to die—die.  If you want to live—live.  But don’t
dump your living or dying onto MY PLATE.  I offer; it is up to you to take and use as you will.  Respon-
sibility is the name of GOD’S primary game and you can make it or blow it—that is the SECRET of the
game.

Dharma feels so bad within when she can’t seem to get every individual answered, even to the most absurd
requests.  Why?  Because she feels that if ones write to her to get something to me, it somehow involves
her.  The facts are that she is correct for if a person writes to me through her—the assumption is that the
ANSWER WILL ALSO COME VIA HER.  Sorry about that for if this offends you—then you haven’t
done your homework and that simply is the way it is.

So, with these things in uppermost mind, we need to close this for our treadmill continues to run and drag
us along.  I choose to not allow it to further damage our gains.

Wherefrom, as a good problem for consideration, do YOU intend or “think” will come your next pay-
check?  Oh?  How do you perceive that?  If you are depending on ME, I suggest you get busy and find a
way to get to work on “getting” and stop waiting for me to find YOUR WAY FOR YOU.  What have
YOU done to continue this journey as is?  No, others cannot and SHOULD NOT continue to shoulder
YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES.  And by the way, people, don’t have waited three to nine years to produce
a positive turn of an event—when the original event should never have been allowed to HAPPEN in the
first place.  You are not a success if it takes you years to accomplish that which should have been handled
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in the first place.  If you wait long enough, people, to do your job—everyone will be dead and gone—
including you.

I am sick of excuses of why you “didn’t win”.  I want a win in every category—and why would I want or
expect less?  You expect production and continuation of input from me—is it less I should ask of YOU?
THERE IS NO FREE RIDE AND IT IS JUST ABOUT TIME FOR THE TRAVELERS TO START
PAYING FOR THEIR RIDES UP TO NOW.  PERHAPS ALL THOSE FREE LUNCHES YOU
THOUGHT YOU WERE GETTING—ARE GOING TO DEMAND A LOT OF YOU NOW!!

“Well,” you say, “...it takes time and I just haven’t quite got it yet...!”  So, why don’t you have it yet?  The
information and way to go has been dumped all over you and you haven’t seen fit to gather it unto selves.
So, again, that is YOUR problem, not mine, for there is no magic cure for what ails you.  Another’s miracle
IS NOT YOUR CURE.  Now, you who understand what I mean—God bless you.  You who don’t seem
to get it, God forgive you for your lies unto self.  And, if I seem to insult you—remember something
important: It is intentional.

Salu.
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CHAPTER  8

THU.,  APR. 3, 1997

ANONYMOUS  LETTER

I, Doris J. Ekker, heard the cell-phone in the bedroom ringing and, thinking it probably to be E.J. who
sometimes uses that phone as an “intercom” when he knows I’m upstairs, I answered it.  It was a male
voice I didn’t recognize and, when he asked if I were Mrs. Ekker, still thinking it to be E.J., I said, “Yeah,
E.J., what do you need?”  He said that he was not E.J. and that I might be well advised to just keep quiet
while he explained a few things to me.  In view of the recent calls due to the publicity and trashing on TV
programs I told him tell me something different from what was on the news real quick or he would be
talking to a dial tone.

He said, “I was present during a telephone conversation that included Jason Brent concerning how to
discredit the Ekkers.  I haven’t seen that on the news—is that different enough?

I said, “I’m suddenly all ears, but I want to record this so I don’t forget or misquote anything you say.  Wait
a minute while I get the recorder over to this phone.”

After I was all fixed and ready I said, “OK, I’m ready.”  He then said I could record the call only if I would
agree to transcribe the conversation verbatim from the tape and then burn the tape since he did not wish to
be identified yet and his voice might be recognized.  He also said he could possibly be more useful “under
cover” a bit longer but that when the time was right he was willing to sign an affidavit.

TRANSCRIPTION

C: Is your recorder on?

D: Yes, and I put in a fresh tape so I can throw it away.
C: No.  Our agreement is that you will burn it.  Is that agreed?  I know enough about you to know that you
will do what you agree to do.  Is that agreed?

D. Yes, I agree to burn it.

C: OK, now, when I was invited to a meeting I didn’t focus very well on the objective of the meeting, if it
was mentioned at all.  It turned out to be a “planning” session to set you and Mr. Ekker and the Phoenix
Institute up as a “cult” just like the “Heaven’s Gate” group with the same orientation toward ETs and “lift
off” or “beam up”.  My reward for my participation in this was that, once the Ekkers and Phoenix Institute
are neutralized, the Phoenix Institute will go into involuntary bankruptcy and the several million dollars that
it has in gold could be “earned” by doing certain chores for the bankruptcy trustees.  I have never partici-
pated in such an arrangement although I have heard that it is done.

D: Who—or—what are you—what could you do for them?
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C: I won’t comment on that now; it would provide clues to my identity.  Are you aware of the EXTRA and
other TV broadcasts of a couple of days ago?

D: Of course.  What do you know about them?

C: Do you know how long the interviews were?

D. No, I guess not because there were only sound-bites, out of context, undoubtedly, and on TV 29 there
were only a very, very few minutes with Leon Fort and his mistress, Ann Beam.  She is a self-proclaimed
witch from an Arizona coven.  Betty Tuten STOLE, did you get that, sir, STOLE three corporations on
two separate occasions, right in Nevada.  I understand the programs were worse the following morning on
TV 29 as to showing our house which they referred to as a “compound”, but I didn’t find too much except
total lies the evening of the airing.  EXTRA was different; that is grounds for a law-suit.

But what really ticks me off the most is that Miles Muzio of TV 29 lives directly across the street from us
and I hear he even came to the cars by our drive to talk to the reporters.  We were not home, unfortunately.
One of the first things on Extra was a picture of where we live, we rent this house, with the statement that
the “whole cult is holed up in this huge compound...”  This is grounds for a law-suit.

It appears that the other local channels had sense enough to not involve themselves in this slander so we
know that someone had an “in” and could pull strings with Channel 29—it would have to be that way.

C: Sure, and the very one pulling the strings was your local ex-Judge—that one that still plans to run you
out of town or lock you away.

D: And Rod Ence/Enz—you know he changed his name—what did he have to do with this?  While he was
President of the Institute he stole about $50,000 in funds and equipment.  He also sabotaged stuff.

C: Do you have any idea how much he sabotaged?

D: Well, I guess probably not, but we do know and have proof and/or witnesses who know that he and/or
his sister-in-law were responsible for breaking up the irrigation system, and breaking a gas line in Mr.
Turner’s trailer and an explosion and fire ensued that could have killed Ray Bilger who was occupying the
place, and could easily have burned all the buildings if Ray had not been out there.

We know that they stole the birds, farm chickens, tools and other things.  He and his family’s income
amounted to about $50,000 a year and, at the same time, got welfare and Food Stamps.  He was let go
because he was always cheating on his expenses and lying about all the work he was doing on the farm.
After he left we learned that he had embezzled some $23,000 from the Institute while he was its President
and a Director.

On TV, even the kids recognized the nut.  And even more incredibly, he went over to Bob Turner and told
him to watch EXTRA, that there was going to be a whole lot of stuff coming out in that program.  This is
after he stole some of Bob Turner’s stuff and turned Bob in to the Planning Commission for some old, and
piddling, violations of the building code—which weren’t violations at the time years ago when Bob moved
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the trailer to the farm.  And after Bob gave the Ence kids one of the nicest Christmases they ever had, the
first year they were on the farm.

C: No, I didn’t know all that.  And I must have missed something.  Who is Bob Turner?

D: Oh, sorry.  He owns the farm and one of the companies financed by the Institute leases it from him.  He
is really a nice person—used to play professional football and baseball, both.

C: Did you know he has ruined your tractors?

D: No, you have to be kidding me.

C: No, I am not kidding you, and he involves somebody by the name of Rob Davis.

D: I don’t think I want to hear this.

C: I think you should.  He says he “has Rob Davis” so that he has to cooperate. Says something about
knowing Rob took funds from your house for which he was accused.

D: Who, Rod Enz?

C: Yes mam—the same.  I believe I recall him saying that the fuel used to ruin the tractor was taken out of
an airplane hanger where you keep your planes.

D: That can’t be.  We don’t have any planes but Mr. Bob James does... and you’re correct in that, yes
indeed, gas was stolen from two planes in the hanger.

C: Ummnnn huh... begins to make sense, doesn’t it?

You need to know that the Ence interview lasted nearly four hours.  He didn’t just name your place... that
is, your home and your son’s place—but said there is a full arsenal out at that farm.  He made them not use
this material on the air lest he be “identified” and he “feared for his life”.  The FBI was, however, notified
and there will probably be a major investigation of everything out at the farm.  He thinks this is a big game
and just went on and on and on until it was so obviously all lies that even the TV people said they couldn’t
use most of the information anyway.  Apparently he was so nervous and palsied that the TV crew had
trouble getting what they got to use.

D:  Sir, I know you are telling me the truth but I have to say that this really breaks my heart and I can’t
believe there could be such evil.

C: Well, Mrs. Ekker, let me assure you—this little conspiracy of do-badders runs all the way from Idaho,
Colorado, Montana, Nevada, Los Angeles—and right to Jason Brent’s office.  After a few days you can
expect this to show up on the Associated Press but they were too nervous to get involved until they saw
how it would fly on the TV.
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D: Well, how do we fight this sort of thing?

C: Easy—they are terrified of exactly “this”.  There are so many “mouths”, and I mean talkers, that they
know the bragging will get done and they will tattle on each other.  It already has happened.  Green is on
the phone every ten minutes and so is that imbecile Abbott.  They are scared to death you will simply do
some interviews and bring out the ongoing cases and link them together and they will all fall down—and it
is so, isn’t it?

D: I don’t think anything we will say will be used and therefore an interview just gives credence to them.

C: Wrong.  And I want you to know that the FBI is already connecting with people—everybody is NOT
against you—and I am one of them.  Moreover, I am accepted and trusted by them and I tell you again, I
was present for the phone calls, the planning.

You can check out something else—the attack against your daughter, Kathy, and the raid on her children.
Those records are ordered sealed; Jason Brent got the deeds done and you are going to find the officers
were ALSO, get this, ALSO from Stallion Springs.  This involves Brent and a woman called Tammy.  She
must be a real ally-cat, that one.

D: Wow.  So go on and make the rest of my day.  But Kathy is not my “daughter”—she is my daughter-in-
law and this has and will really hurt her family and her business for she just helps us out because she loves
us and we do consider her “ours”.

C: Yes, you get the picture—bust up every family member they can find!  Now you can think about this—
you can go for blood and this time you will get it—or you can sit and be destroyed, but it seems a real
shame to me to let it go because this is about as disgusting a thing as I have ever had the misfortune of
witnessing, and as you will learn, I have witnessed a lot.

There was talk of getting the tapes of the programs entered into the court as EVIDENCE by somebody
named Binder.  Also, the attorney Horn is entering papers without proper permission with Chapin to get
this stuff on file against you.  I suggest you listen and don’t wait around to take some action because by
now they probably already have the information to the courts.

D: Well, where can I reach you?  I have to sit and consider this and, frankly, I don’t have any reason to trust
you.  Well, I guess I apologize for that nasty statement, as you have apparently gone out on a limb—I
mean... oh please, you know what I mean.  Is this Mark Williams?

C: No, and I think you know that I wouldn’t tell you if it were.  I can only tell you again that you can trust
my information and go with it—and by the time you need the back-up—I’ll make sure you have it... but I
don’t want to ruin my cover for nothing, either.  So, I’ll have to contact you and I won’t tell you here on
which line I will call.  I have all your numbers, FAX number and both cell-phones.  Be cautious but get
some publicity because they don’t plan to stop here if they aren’t stopped by publicity.  Ence is crazy as a
loon and could be dangerous.

It is a sure thing that investigators will show up to look around and Ence has told them that you people have
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tons of wheat and beans stored.  He says it is bunker stuff to keep you during a “hole up” in your bunkers
where you keep some of the stash of weapons—the rest are stored under things at the farm.  Mrs. Ekker,
I suggest that you get some seed stored inside the basement of your house—FOR SAFE KEEPING OF
SEEDS FOR PLANTING, out of the reach of “vermin”.  And I can warn you now—they are NOT going
to let you grow any crops this year so you could save your work and money—and equipment—by just
holding up, and that gives you even more reason to be storing seeds away from vermin.

If you inform Turner of every move it can get talked up and documented.  I am not here to scare you
more—just help you out a bit.  If some of us don’t do something we aren’t going to make it because these
bastards will use and destroy anybody—not just you nice people.

D: Thank you, I think... please let me deal with this and, yes, I’m sure I do thank you, but....

C: Never mind.  I’ll be back in touch and can only depend on you to keep your bargain as I can promise
you that I will keep mine, even if you can’t realize it yet.  I think this is enough for this sitting for I don’t really
want to be on this phone any longer anyway.

D: Sure, I understand that and, no, I won’t try to track and will ask that no one else interfere.  I can’t just
sit on this though, I’ll have to share.

C: That’s OK.  You folks really do have a lot more friends than you know and if we all play our cards right
you can get rid of a whole bunch of deadbeats at one swing.  God bless.

D: Thank you, and good bye.

C:  Bye now.

End of conversation

I hope this man is “for real”.  After a while it sounded like everybody and nobody we knew—slightly
familiar but not enough to even guess as I guessed the only one I suspected.  Please,  E.J., this is what was
said and I just don’t want a bunch of questions from anyone—I am so tired of this.
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CHAPTER  9

REC  #1    HATONN

SAT., APR. 5, 1997  7:29 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 232

SAT.,  APR. 5,  1997

THINGS  ARE  GETTING  INTERESTING

No, I don’t want you to run The Universal One in the paper until it is more suitable than now.  I am not in
the mood for teasing nor tempting anybody and especially Judges of the Federal Court.  EVEN THOUGH
IT IS ABSOLUTELY WITHIN ALL GUIDELINES OF RIGHT AND LAW.  But I want it in the
package that you give off to the EXTRA crew.  Further, however, you cannot wait and WAIT to do the
things that are appropriate at THE MOMENT.  DO NOT LET CHANNEL 29 REST.  YOU NOW
HAVE ADDED INFORMATION REGARDING ROD ENCE, SO GET WITH IT.  WHAT DOES IT
TAKE TO MAKE YOU ACT?  E.J., IF YOU DON’T WANT TO PERSONALLY MAKE THOSE
CONTACTS WITH MUZIO AND SHOOP—THEN ASK CHARLES OR RICK TO GET WITH
IT—TODAY.  I WANT DORIS TO POUT A BIT LONGER—BUT I DON’T WANT THOSE GUYS
AT “29” TO SET LONGER.  REPORTERS DON’T HAVE ANY REAL INPUT SO DON’T EXPECT
GREAT THINGS—BUT YOU MIGHT WELL FIND OUT WHO IS JASON BRENT’S INSIDER.
MAKE SURE YOUR INFORMATION, HOWEVER, IS CORRECT.  GAIN YOUR REPORTERS’
ATTENTION AND DON’T JUST WAIT AROUND UNTIL NEXT WEEK TO GET WITH THE
PROGRAM.  I THINK PAUL CAN ATTEST TO THE FACT THAT JUST BEING NICE AND CO-
OPERATIVE IS NOT THE ANSWER—ACTUALLY WE LOOK WORSE NOW THAN WHEN
THE BLATHERING MOUTHS WERE SPEWING BECAUSE THE IDEA OF “GOLD” IS REPLAC-
ING THE POSSIBILITY OF THE PLAINTIFFS BEING NIT-WITS, AND THE “IDEA” OF MIL-
LIONS OF $$$ REPLACES THE ONE SILLY CONCEPT WITH, NOW, YET ANOTHER.  DO
NOT GIVE YOUR TRUST OR INTELLIGENCE TO YOUR SENSATIONAL BOTTOM-FEED-
ERS.

Now, I have other instructions as to the nosy Extra people and anyone else.  This house is NOT A
COMPOUND and nobody is going to go through closets, basements, take pictures or anything else
WITHOUT FORMAL WARRANTS.  You are welcome to bring the crew into the house—without
cameras, to RESPECT the privacy of all concerned.  If you run anything on public TV, note that everything
looks better (or worse) according to the “slant” given the information and pictures.  The pictures would lay
bare everything you have to keep privaet—everything—right to your bathroom toilet paper.  NO!

In addition, we keep to the “NO PICTURES” of Dharma—IS THIS UNDERSTOOD?  I HAVE PROM-
ISED THAT NEVER WILL SHE BE A FOCUS SO THAT EVERYONE CAN POUNCE ON HER
FOR “MY” TRUTH AND SUFFER CONSEQUENCES FOR INDISCRETION OF CAMERA
CREWS—PERIOD.  IF THEY WISH TO PARTICIPATE THEN THEY WILL KINDLY FOLLOW
OUR REQUESTS.  THE TRUTH IS THE FOCUS—NOT A LITTLE OLD LADY IN HOUSESHOES.
THIS IS EXACTLY WHY WE HAVE NEVER ALLOWED PHOTOGRAPHS—TO AVOID EX-
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ACTLY WHAT HAS COME TO PASS.

THE PICTURES THEY USED ON EXTRA CAME DIRECTLY FROM DIANE’S AND JACK’S
WEDDING WHERE EVERYONE PRESENT PROMISED TO NOT TAKE PICTURES OF DORIS
OR E.J.  SOMEONE COULDN’T EVEN FOLLOW THROUGH ON THEIR OWN PROMISE OF
THAT DAY, COULD THEY?  DORIS AND E.J. COULDN’T EVEN BE IN PICTURES WITH
THEIR CHILDREN WHEN THEY HAD SUCH A SPLENDID SETTING AS TO LONG FOR MEMO-
RIES OF THE WONDERFUL TIME.  WILL WE NOW PAY FOR THE FEW TAKEN AT TRACYS’
WEDDING?

AGAIN, NO WAY, FOR WE FOCUS ON FACTS AND TRUTH—NOT THE RADIO THAT HAS
KNOBS AND SOUND SYSTEM.  UNTIL YOU WHO SHARE RIGHT HERE WITH US GET THIS
STRAIGHT, YOU ARE NOT GOING TO BE TRUSTED TO HANDLE OUR IMPORTANT BUSI-
NESS.  I’M SORRY, PAUL AND GENE, YOU HAD TO HAVE THAT ONE MORE LESSON!
HOW STUPID AND SILLY DO YOU PEOPLE WANT TO END UP BEING AND LOOKING?
CAN’T YOU SEE WHAT THE ASSES DO TO EVERYONE WHO ALLOW THE SPIES WITHIN?
THERE IS NOTHING HERE NOW—AND NEVER SHALL BE, OTHER THAN WHAT IS RIGHT
HERE AS PRESENTED RIGHT NOW AS TO WEIRD, INVISIBLE, STRANGE OR SILLY PRE-
SENTATIONS.  AND, UNTIL YOU GET THIS STRAIGHT WE ARE NOT GOING TO SHARE
AND TELL MUCH OF ANYTHING AND, FINALLY, THERE ARE GETTING TO BE SOME REAL
DANDY THINGS TO SHARE AND TELL.

Nobody here is a member of anything associated with ME—IS THAT CLEAR?  You choose to be what
you want and call yourselves what you wish.  I HAVE NO CULT AND NO RELIGIOUS CHURCH
BUILDING.  YOU ARE WELCOME TO BE WITH US ANY TIME IT IS APPROPRIATE—BUT
NOT BECAUSE YOU EITHER DEMAND NOR ARE SOMEHOW A MEMBER.  IT IS BECAUSE
YOU ARE “WELCOME”—NO MORE AND NO LESS.

If the crew is nice and respectful we will MAKE THEIR CAREERS—indeed, with a splash unfelt prior to
now.  We will introduce them to Icke, O’Brien, Phillips, Hayakawa, Mullins, Miller and on and on and
on—and ask them to attend just like the important persons they are.

What are you going to do on Monday?  You are going to introduce ones around a bit and then you are
going to come right down to the multi-purpose room with anyone who wishes to come, with cameras off
when they get to Ekkers—and “I” WILL TAKE THE MEETING.  YOU DON’T BELIEVE IN ME—
SO JUST AS WELL YOU SUFFER A BIT MORE DISCOMFORT THAN BLOW MY PROGRAM—
AGAIN.  I CAN MAKE IT DAMNED CLEAR IN JUST A FEW MINUTES HOW SERIOUS I AM
REGARDING THIS, SO IF YOU DISAGREE—STAY AWAY OR JUST “MAKE MY DAY”.  THESE
ARE NO LONGER “GAMES” WHEN THEY IMPACT THE MOST IMPORTANT THINGS WE
ARE ABOUT IN THIS LATTER TIME.  AND YES, YOU ARE VERY WELCOME TO RUN EVERY
WORD OF THIS MESSAGE ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD AND IT IS TIME THAT YOU
SHOULD DO SO.  BUT YOU ARE NOT GOING TO MAKE DHARMA, ME!

SIMILAR  TO  HEAVEN’S  GATE  GROUP?
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What a stupid thing to say.  There is NOTHING remotely similar to anything.  There is no group here, no
ideas remotely resembling such stupid assumptions as cast off onto foolish human brains and there is no
way, except through total lack of your own understanding, that you can attach any statement, idea or fact
to similarity.  UFOs?  What mean you, UFOs?  Unidentified?  How many of you can actually IDENTIFY
much of anything either floating around or running around?  Stop the garbage.  Are there aliens in those
UFOs?  Of course, unless it, the UFO, comes out of your own manufacture and then you may or may not
have “aliens” aboard.  You trash your own language to the point of becoming unrecognizable.

Compound?  What is a “compound”?  And readers, you will find that stupid is as stupid does—and those
“mouths”, so far, are totally STUPID.  They think they have set you up so Brent, Horn, Green, Abbott,
Horton, Tuten, Fort, Beam, Ence, et al.—gain some advantage?  Well, if you get busy—this is the VERY
THING HAVING HAPPENED THAT WILL DESTROY THEM BEFORE YOUR EYES.  YOU NOW
KNOW THEY ARE INVOLVED AND THIS GIVES “YOU” THE RIGHT TO ENTER INFORMA-
TION IN EVERY COURT CASE YOU HAVE GOING—AS TO THE TRICKS AND DIRTY DEAL-
INGS.  BUT YOUR LAWYERS HAVE TO DO IT, DON’T THEY?  AND/OR “YOU” HAVE TO
GET IT DONE—DON’T YOU?  LIKE NOW, NOW, NOW, NOW, NOW—DO NOT PASS GO
AND DO NOT DRAG YOUR ENGINES, GET WITH IT NOW, NOW, NOW, NOW.

Do you think the adversaries aren’t concerned about the Common Law?  Get the information on the
Judges’ “stand” against it and scatter it far and wide—over the river and through the woods—and yes,
even get it to grandmother’s house.  Make sure you load that Extra crew to their ears in current sensation-
alism of the worthy kind.  And, when you think that you know better than me—think again because YOU
DO NOT!  YOU are playing in MY SAND BOX!

Death and destruction, as according to prophecies, are NOTHING if you choose to not have it that way.
Nobody is going to snatch you up and save your ass—hear me well.  WE DO NOT resemble anyone else
who is spouted about in your world today.  No rapture, no saviors—JUST YOU AND GOD, BABY!
When YOU get ready to change your MIND, you can change the play.  HOWEVER, you are going to do
it within the LAWS OF GOD ACCORDING TO RIGHTEOUSNESS (NOT RELIGION OF ANY
KIND) OR YOU ARE NOT GOING TO PLAY WITH ME OR MY COMPATRIOTS.

Is somebody going to do this for you?  Perish the thought, good buddies.  Nobody is going to do anything
FOR YOU.  If you want to swim when the water is deep—better get on with learning to swim.

Can the people such as Ence hurt you if you are in truth?  Silly thoughts—Ence has just been allegedly
dismissed from his job for stealing over the past tenure with the Apple Shed where he has been working.
I remind you that crime and ill-intent will get you one way or another and there is no blame except to SELF.
He who continues in the lie, moreover, will be left dangling in his own lies.  I don’t care what you or anyone
else does to, or for, Rod Ence and his band of hoodlums-in-training—BUT YOU HAD BETTER CARE
ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR ATTITUDE ABOUT, EVEN YEA, THE PERCEIVED ENEMY.
THAT POOR SOUL JUST MADE YOUR FUTURE.  THANK HIM, FOR YOU DON’T HAVE TO
CONCERN OVER HIS JUST CONSEQUENCES—THEY WILL COME AS SURELY AS HE HAS
SENT OUT THE SLINGS, ARROWS, LIES AND THIEVING.  HE HAS ALSO, FURTHER, DE-
LIVERED JASON BRENT INTO YOUR HANDS.  THE WHOLE EXTRA “CONSPIRACY” IS
EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEEDED, SO APPRECIATE GOD AND APPRECIATE YOUR ENEMY.
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But, if, for instance, the Extra crew won’t agree to discretion and privacy—then simply ask them to leave,
insist they go, AND THEN, finish your paper work and go right on with filing your legal charges.  I want
Ekkers to be “remaining in anger” long enough to file those papers—is this understood?  You are on a roll
now, team, and platitudes will NOT wipe out the original assaults—that is simply manipulation.  Turn the
other cheek?  Sure—right AFTER you do your duty and call the responsible parties to attention.  I can do
a lot of things and you can do a lot of things—and the “things” will most likely be totally, 100% DIFFER-
ENT.  I am NOT Dharma and SHE is NOT ME—so stop your silliness—even though we are both a
magnificent PART OF THE ONE WHOLE REPRESENTED HERE.

These people who pound on you are NOT nice people—nor are they nasty people—they are corrupted
individuals and don’t care whether they maim, murder or help anyone, anything or whatever—they are
grabbers and snatchers—so give them something in TRUTH to grab and go after with the gusto they first
afforded YOU.  THE DAMAGE TO EKKERS CANNOT BE REPAIRED—EVER.  IT DOESN’T,
HOWEVER, MATTER FOR MORE GOOD CAN FLOW FROM THE FOOLISHNESS OF THE
ADVERSARY—AND YES INDEED, FOR THE EKKERS, IT IS ENOUGH—BUT FOR THE HU-
MAN RECOGNITION—THERE ISN’T ENOUGH IN THE WORLD OF “THINGS” OR “MONEY”
TO REPAIR WHAT HAS BEEN DONE TO THEM BY THESE VILE PLANNERS OF THE ACTS
IN THE FIRST PLACE.  SO, GO STRAIGHT TO THE GUILTY CULPRITS AND HIT WITH UN-
BENDING POWER—EVEN A BIT OF FORCE IF YOU CAN GET IT PROPERLY FOCUSED
THROUGH THE TRUTH—NOT THE WEAPONS USUALLY UTILIZED BY THE KNOWN
THUGS.  IT IS TIME TO WRITE, AGAIN, A FULL DISCLOSURE ON JASON BRENT—AND
INSIST THAT IT BE RUN ON CHANNEL 29 AND EXTRA.  MAKE THE LEMON WORK FOR
YOU—NOT AGAINST YOU ANY LONGER.

I want those people at EXTRA to know just how really upset you ARE.  Don’t err in making them feel you
are just puppies with wagging tails.  THEY KNOW THEY MADE A BIG MISTAKE, SO JUST LET
THEM REPAIR IT AS BEST THEY CAN—WITHOUT USING YOUR GLUE OR BANDAIDS.

Oh indeed, we will feed them cookies and, please, some Gaialyte, but walk gently while holding on to the
BIG STICK.  NOBODY else will speak FOR ME, ladies and gentlemen, so if you don’t want egg and
McMuffins on your chin—don’t sell me out because the one “out” will not be “me”.

The Ekkers are going to make sure the people they know from Channel 29 realize that there will be legal
actions—so that they understand the circumstances a bit better than they did a few days ago.  I think it is
time for ME to be able to meet with both Rusty and Miles and let us find out WHO did the job on us right
here in lovely, loving, Tehatchet, Californication.  How do you know it was a “fixed” job?  Well, other than
the obvious—no other channel touched it and neither have the major cult coverers of the week.  Channel
29 people spent a lot of time at Jason Brent’s office and refuse to admit it?  Oh?  Then we do what they
did—ASSUME THE NASTY WORST AND SPILL IT ALL OVER THE GLOBE!!  As your friendly
TEACHER said: “What I can do (or they can do) you (we) can do much better!”  I really don’t want
Ekkers being very agreeable with anyone about any of this trashing.  And, moreover, the rest of you
soothers and water calmers—don’t link me into your salesmanship games.  I generally don’t like “sales-
men” because they aren’t truthful—they just try to sell something—and we do NOT sell God or Truth.

And lawyers?  Well, they are going to protect every quarter-inch of their own backsides and then the
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backsides of anyone in the oldest profession in the world, prostitution—and never will they first protect
either CLIENT OR RIGHT unless it is forced upon them—also by the law.  Every “ticketed” attorney of
the BAR is at major risk from here on in—they will be the losers and it is as sure as breathing.  The system
is falling to pieces and the “ticket” carriers are going to be the first to GO DOWN.

And as to the liars club of waggling mouths on those TV programs?  They just lied themselves into TOTAL
LOSS.  They had lost not one farthing or thing—UNTIL THEY DID THIS, AND NOW IT JUST ISN’T
GOING TO BE SO GREAT FOR THEM, IS IT?  How dare sweet little Betty Tuten act offended and
hurt.  She was going to have been paid off in increments of $200,000 each to make up her input—BUT
SHE REFUSED AS SHE WANTED THE WHOLE THING ON THE SPOT—JUST AS GEORGE
GREEN INSTRUCTED HER.  Yes indeed, the whole thing is brainwashing—but NOT FROM HERE—
people HERE, THINK!  And do you really think a former Coven WITCH from Tucson, who claims to be
the “emissary” of George Green, is going to hold much water when the chips are all laid forth in the proper
media reruns?  When are you nice people going to utilize the letter from Jason Brent to George Green with
the information that Brent DENIED any coalition?  What are you waiting for?  Is it the loss of the cases for
which you WAIT?  Well, I am weary of your games AND their games—for we have far larger IMPOR-
TANT games waiting.

Betty Tuten, for goodness sakes, comes on like little Mother Hubbard—NO, she stole three corporations
to corner them for GEORGE GREEN wherein another person would lose everything she had, and not
only did it ONCE—she did it TWO TIMES AND EVEN HAD TO MOVE TO LAS VEGAS TO PULL
OFF THE “AGENT” BIT.  THIS IS NOT NICE BEHAVIOR, PEOPLE.

Well, just when are we going to get on with “our other jobs”?  When you get on with yours!  We aren’t
waiting for anything to save us.

And for YOU who allow people to steal, even FROM YOURSELF, and then back them against the very
people they thieved from—are pretty foolish in your expectation that you will simply run back to this
Mother Hen and cackle and squawk and think you’ll find the cozy down feathers comforting your silly
backsides.  The winters are going to get more and more frigid, ladies and gentlemen, but your bad choices
are not our business—please remember it.  Even if I can be a bit lackadaisical about the whole thing—the
Ekkers are fed up and in THAT tale you can read whatever you choose.  They have gotten stuck with the
mess left by these thieving robbers and lying cheats—and they have had enough and don’t give a hoot or
holler any longer, about the outcome of each of the little devil’s “druthers”.  Ekkers stayed and have done
everything in their power against ALL ODDS to protect that with which they had enough responsibility to
remain strong and cover.  Don’t misunderstand that it is MY BUSINESS for it is a very human thing—
THEIR BUSINESS.  AND STILL SOME OF YOU WANT TO APPEASE THE VERY ENEMY—
WHILE EXPECTING EKKERS TO TURN OVER AND PLAY DEAD.  NO THANK YOU, AND IF
EKKERS WON’T STAND STRONG AND CONFRONT—THEN WE AREN’T GOING TO GET
VERY FAR, EITHER.  YOU ALL WANT TO LEAVE IT TO DHARMA?  WRONG IDEA!!  SHE
HAS HAD ENOUGH FOR IT IS SOMEBODY ELSE’S TURN IN THE POKER BARREL.  Further-
more: She is not going to longer sit while nobody “thinks” and just waggles, “Well, Hatonn said...”

I ask that things be done and, as yet—nothing about this “thing” of publicity has been handled
as I ASKED!?!  So be it—we are going to start turning the fingers and sending the adversary to YOUR
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DOOR AS THE DECISION-MAKING “LEADER”.  I DO NOT APPEASE MY ADVERSARY—I
GIVE THEM TRUTH AND STAND ON IT RIGHT ACROSS THEIR NECKS.  I DON’T HAVE TO
BE MEAN, NASTY OR CROSS ABOUT IT—BUT THEY MOST CERTAINLY KNOW THAT I
AM STANDING THERE.

We will, for instance, be gracious and have good manners with both Channel 29 people and the EXTRA
crew—BUT WE WILL NOT BEND A CONFOUNDED INCH!

And, do I dare take on the world?  Of course—I always have and always will.  I have absolutely NO
CONCERN OR CARE what these insignificant puppets think or do.  The important world players in the
final outcome of this game KNOW ME, KNOW ME WELL, and we are getting on right well these days.
The Green-Abbott, etc., team is desperate in their losing stance and are doing most stupid things—which
I find not only amusing but very beneficial, while they look like idiots among their own peers—INCLUD-
ING SUCH AS EXTRA who bit on a bastard’s lies.

And what of the “positions” of any who “change” and take a stand for that which is RIGHT?  They get the
pick of the jobs when the new studios are operable—and oh yes indeed, they will be.  They may very well
be able, in fact, to buy and sell such as Channel 29.

So be it, enough for now as I think Dharma needs an afternoon to do some of her piled-up things.  Salu.
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CHAPTER  10

REC  #1    HATONN

WED., APR. 9, 1997  8:38 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 236

WED.,  APR. 9,  1997

YOU  ARE  A  SPIRITUAL  BEING
HAVING  A  HUMAN  EXPERIENCE

In the facts of living it will always come to be that if you are a souled being you WILL come, at some time,
seeking consciousness in TRUTH of your very existence.  In finding various elements which reassure you
or bring you to thought possibilities of this direction or that direction, you begin to fit pieces to your life
purpose, direction, and “knowing” together into the motion picture called life physical.  Always, however,
is present the inner searching and reaching out for that greatest of all root structures, the very source of our
beings back into and within the Heart and Lighted Soul Essence of our Creator SOURCE from whence
we come forth in allowance of experiencing in a free-will, logical thought sequence of presentation.  Fur-
ther, every reasonably thought-sound mind already “knows” that for which they search.  However, upon
finding that which IS in reality of knowing, the mind searches for escape and excuses to allow a continu-
ance of functioning in the world of physical shackles or satisfaction of SELF—even if that very pathway
leads to total destruction and loss to the individual.  Why?  Because with finding TRUTH in self and that
which IS, comes the need beyond all needs for RESPONSIBILITY IN ACTIONS.

CONTRACTS

Individuals have come recently and caused great pain within the hearts and souls of “others”.  What they
actually have done, however, is NOT that which they planned to have evolve.  They spew half-lies and lies
and then expect others to do what?  They say that all they want is to protect “others”?  Come now, who
believes that lie?  How can “thinking” individuals come up with such distorted thought structures?  These
people take their guidance from a George Green, as a for instance, and propose that their “contract” is
somehow valid while George Green does every evil act he can structure to deceive and FAIL TO HONOR
THE CONTRACT HE MADE WHICH WOULD HAVE ALLOWED FULL FUNDING TO REPAY
THE OUTSTANDING DEBTS TO THE VERY PEOPLE WHO SPOUT WRONG-DOING AGAINST
THEMSELVES.

Now, I shall point out in simplistic terms—so all can understand—what has happened here and let us tie
booties onto seemingly ignorant feet.  Let us example Leon Fort and his claimed due-and-owing notes.
Where are the notes, Leon?  “Who” has tied up funds?  Who is actively, every day, doing everything
possible to get the very resource of your repayment into receivership, i.e. forced liquidation?  Above and
beyond that legal entanglement, George Abbott has stated his fees are now well over 85 thousand dol-
lars—that with the already utilized, unlawfully, $40,000 paid to you and used by your attorney Abbott,
comes to some $125,000 dollars.  Now THAT is just “your” side of the trashing taking place.  Ann says
that you are wronged and just want to protect “others”?  How does THIS protect anyone?
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Now for Tuten who has literally done unconscionable and, yes indeed, criminal actions to gain another’s
corporations and therefore, assets—also claims she was simply brainwashed or “mind controlled”—and
“just doesn’t want this to happen to anyone else” ...the same silly excuse for further foolish stance.  George
Green STOLE $400,000 plus a lot more.  He owes the Institute in notes (promissory on demand) now
well over $200,000—that adds up to over $600,000 any way you add.  Why didn’t he pay you off rather
than bury the loot in his backyard or send it to Puerto Rico and Costa Rica?  And oh yes, he did send it
away—to roll over gold without tax consequences.  If, as Tuten says, she is owed $400,000 and Leon is
owed $125,000 as he says—well, add and subtract for yourselves and then we ask you again: why, at the
instructions of George Green, Abbott and Horton, et al., do you continue to internationally BLAME
people for your misery who simply are fulfilling their LEGAL FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY TO A
CORPORATION SERVING MANY OTHERS?

I will further example this.  No gold ever belonged to anyone save the collateral held by banks—period.
There was NEVER, and both of you know it, any personal expression offered for use of loans as drawn by
the Institute for projects.  Ann Beam held NOTHING save Leon’s own corporation and enticed him into
the trap of all traps—physical confusion.  So, to get beyond personal confrontation we will use code letters
so that objectivity can be gained.  But before we do this—you had best start finding those SIDE AGREE-
MENTS because you do selves in as to credibility by keeping them hidden.  Betty Tuten, for instance,
drew large sums of INTEREST PAYMENTS regularly on her loans and those interest agreements WERE
IN THE SIDE AGREEMENTS!  YOU KNOW IT AND WE ALL KNOW IT—INCLUDING THE
ATTORNEYS.

So, we will look at fiduciary responsibility.  George Green set up the program of loans, etc., and was
instrumental in forming the Institute utilizing same.  HE went forth and spoke and sold and did whatever he
did.  Ekkers went nowhere and did nothing save assign all of everything written to the Institute.  George
went forth as an Officer and Director of the Institute, which he later, under oath, lied about—in addition to
stealing cash and other assets.  People, this is against the law and is CRIMINAL in both intent and action.

Now to get down to business: You, as an officer of a corporation, go loan a bank money for their use in
business, let us say, so that they can build collateral by purchasing gold.  And, you bring in the funds
agreeing to not call the note until certain conditions exist, where are you now?  Well, secure and safe in this
instance because “you” have acted in behalf of “a corporation”, made a loan, signed and processed side
agreements with the conditions and instructions for such as interest, call, etc., and the assumption is that
when you did this business transaction you were of sound mind for, after all, you were protected by a
corporation with working structures under the law.

Now, you claim you are “mind controlled”?  WHEN DID YOU BECOME MIND CONTROLLED BY
SUCH AS ME, HATONN?  When you came into the “circle” in any way at all—you had only been
exposed to one or two people—NEITHER OF WHICH WERE EKKERS.  Ekkers never went any-
where soliciting anything—much the less, money or gold.  We stated on numerous occasions that we have
no interest or business in metals dealing of ANY KIND.  People bringing loans were always told to attend
self’s needs, that until gold prices would double from input date and/or projects would pay for them-
selves—the agreement was to NOT CALL ANY NOTES.  That was YOUR decision—not anyone
else’s.  So, consider that you were doing business with a bank—whose name do you suppose would be
affixed to YOUR NOTE?  That’s right, the Treasurer or Comptroller of the bank (or corporation).  Does
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that mean that the Treasurer or Comptroller got the money?  Does it mean that the secretary got the
money?  You go down and do business with the bank, say, Sierra National, and does Mr. Connally, the
“banker”, get your money?  Well, he is not supposed to get it.

Then, to say that somehow Ekkers forced you to get a corporation, etc., is totally ludicrous—nobody
forced anyone to do anything—especially mind control you.  So, were you mind controlled by Green?
Were you mind controlled by Satan?  Were you mind controlled by one another?  Who, exactly, placed
you under total mind control?  You, after all, were under that “control” prior to meeting Ekkers and/or
myself.  Did the kiss of the Ann Beams of the world suddenly allow you to see something or other?  What
might that have been that she, AS THE EMISSARY (her term, not mine) of George Green, taught you to
so awaken you as to allowing you to LOSE YOUR SIDE AGREEMENTS AND HAVE TOTAL LAPSES
IN YOUR MEMORIES?  I see, you claim to serve GOD of Light and Ann Beam was a practicing
member of a Witches’ Coven in Tucson, Arizona.  So, certainly, good friends, who would YOU listen to—
a newcomer with NO INFORMATION OF ANYTHING ABOUT WHICH SHE SPOKE—or what
you KNEW at the time of your taking action of any kind prior to her input along with Green’s cover for his
CRIMINAL THEFTS?

I can give you another one which will “ouch” you.  George Abbott claimed to have used part of Fort’s
money to INVEST in a business opportunity.  THAT IS AS ILLEGAL AN ACTION AS AN ATTOR-
NEY CAN PERPETRATE.  But what happens?  You go right on building Abbott’s support system while
he has drained every drop of blood and money from your assets.

CORPORATE  RESPONSIBILITY—CALLED:
FIDUCIARY  RESPONSIBILITY

The officers and directors left holding the sack after the thieves have come and run, are the ones who must
lawfully take action to protect the corporation AND the business transactions of those other participants,
so let us look at that in a personal focus for a minute.

EVERYONE in this corporation participation—not only KNEW but somehow still have THEIR SIDE
AGREEMENTS to not make a call except in dire emergencies and then they would have to accept a
payment schedule, UNTIL GOLD DOUBLED IN PRICE, ETC.  Well, gold has NOT doubled in price
and therefore if liquidation of enough gold to pay off your notes is made, then the gold left is even more
compromised for all parties involved.  FURTHER, any time forced liquidation is being actively sought—by
you yourselves, then the law says responsible fiduciary actions must be taken to protect ALL PARTIES
and to hold attacking parties in abeyance (state of inactivity).  Nothing has happened to THE NOTES in
point, except that they are held pending settlement.  If you are able to push the Institute into receivership—
you will lose greatly because liquidation will be a LOSS, not a gain.  Then, you will have all the expenses
incurred by the Corporation in defending itself from your assaults—and of course it is doubtful if your
attorneys are working for free—for if they are, they certainly do continue to address the bills to the courts
and you are further being deluded by your own team of misfits.  HOW MUCH DO YOUR ATTORNEYS
TELL YOU WHO HAVE SIGNED AWAY YOUR RIGHTS UNDER POWERS OF ATTORNEY, TO
THESE STICKY-FINGERED GUMBALLS?

And I repeat: WHEN DID YOU BECOME BRAIN-DEADED BY MIND CONTROL?  Did Doris
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actually do that to you?  She didn’t even know your names NOR THE NAMES OF YOUR CORPORA-
TIONS.  She did, however, know that she was an officer and director of the THREE CORPORATIONS
Betty STOLE from the Agent in Nevada.  By the way, the parties who turned over those corporations into
Betty’s hands are now in a terrible criminal circumstance in Nevada.  And how could Betty just somehow,
the second time, become the considered Nevada Agent for the corporations?  The person she claimed to
“serve” said she wanted nothing more to do with those corporations, emptied bank accounts unlawfully,
and has said she wants nothing to do with any such thing as receivership—because obviously she is NOT
BRAIN-DEAD THROUGH MIND CONTROL AND REALIZES THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH
STUPID ACTIONS.  She can play at ignorance and never producing any valid “stuff” until Hell freezes
and she KNOWS that her involvement is fully protected because the Institute will not allow you to break
the very legal protection of the Institute.  You have “bought the farm”, people, and you have associated
with, now, known thieves and cheats—and there is little anyone can do about it except hold strong.  All the
publicity on such as EXTRA, etc., is only making you look like total fools.  And, yes indeed, they have told
exactly who did what to whom—and BETTY, you don’t look so hot, lady.  Right on the airwaves they told
exactly who did what to whom.  Why?  Because they were the only ones who “bit” on the “bait” and I can
promise you that never again will anyone from Jason Brent’s clan get even a glance from such as Channel
29.  They have been left to open legal actions and they know that they are in the light of terrible misguid-
ance and they are NOT HAPPY CAMPERS.

How dare I speak in this manner?  Because the facts are in, the documentation is here, the truth is present
for all to see and hear—and Mr. Ence even went further to discredit himself—publicly.  There are reports
that he stole from his more recent employer and it doesn’t look so good for his integrity which makes a
total laughing stock of the EXTRA crew.  Moreover, the police were brought in for search and welcome
seizure of any firearms and other stashed non-legitimate “anything” from anywhere touched by the people
here—and they wouldn’t even do Ence the honor of writing on a paper and said they wanted nothing to do
with searching anything—especially anything brought out by such “nuts”.  Further, now the Stallion Springs
police look like worse idiots in their follow-up of being “under the control of” (according to Jason Brent)
Jason Brent.  They have been caught now with poop on their paws.

Now the WORLD has met Doris Ekker and the consensus of opinion is that she can’t “mind-control”
anything—much less people with intelligence.  So who, again, is the idiot involved?

Since you people have joined with Green and did from onset of your acquaintanceship, YOU BECOME
THE “CULT”, dear ones.  YOU are the followers of something or other having formed a coalition to do
something (called a conspiracy) and sucked into the fray even the media, in intent of bringing harm to
others.  This is unlawful!  I suspect that EXTRA could probably bring charges against you as individuals or
as the group cult you have become.

We teach that suicide is wrong, theft is wrong, dishonoring parents is wrong, lying is wrong and on and
on—so the crews found NOTHING save embarrassment upon receiving me as relative to the lies you
caused them to put to picture and words.  Similar to San Diego Heaven’s Gate whatever?  No thank
you—your group may be similar; nothing here even resembles, in your wildest dreams, any such bunch of
poor MURDERED beings.

By the way, the people who stole and set up operations right in among Nevada Corporate Headquar-
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ters—are singing like the choir.  Their melodious harmony, in concert, sings the lyrics of input by your “cult”
of Green, Abbott, Horton, and you nice guys.

There were people present who witnessed the entire conspiratorial PLAN and are spewing out the infor-
mation as fast as they can “beat their gums”, I believe is the term they are using.  It has also been a most
unfortunate thing that the courts with ongoing cases have been drawn into the fiasco of your lies—because
it gives opportunity now for TRUTH to be entered and it gets really touchy-gooey as to such as Horn,
Brent, Green, et al.  We find it more interesting that the “hounds” of the newsbeat are now REALLY
INTERESTED IN GETTING TO THE BOTTOM OF THE TRUTH OF THIS SITUATION COM-
EDY.

What did the crew find?  Good business!  They found angry and hurt individuals impacted by the lies of
adversarial false-speakers who did, in fact, appear to be idiots personified in embodiment.  The entire
crew became totally respectful of MYSELF and my translator and, regardless of what is printed or put to
picture—they were quite sincerely grateful for the experience.

You see, people, I spoke on responsibility and individual truth and, once KNOWING truth—you can
never again UNKNOW TRUTH.  You can take every swing at us that you please—BUT YOU KNOW
OTHERWISE THAN WHAT YOU CLAIM.  If you were RESPONSIBLE in TRUTH, you would go
against the ones who have damaged you—the Green Brigade—IF YOU HAVE TO BLAME SOME-
ONE OTHER THAN SELF.  SOMETHING REALLY IMPORTANT: THE NOTES HAVE GONE
NOWHERE—THEY SIMPLY SIT.  WHEN THE PRICE OF GOLD DOUBLES FROM PURCHASE
DATE OR PROJECTS PAY BACK INVESTMENTS—THEY WILL BE HONORED.  MY QUES-
TION MIGHT BE, HOWEVER, “WILL THERE BE ANY ASSETS LEFT BY YOUR ATTORNEYS?”

The interviewer flashed a bunch of papers in Doris’ face and said what do you know about these?  They
were to do with something or other called Bethel something.  “Who is that?” was the next question and
punctured the big balloon of wind froth.  “Well, these are Betty Tuten’s corporation(s)?”  “Oh, what does
that have to do with Tuten’s claims—if those are corporations?”  “Well, they are Betty Tuten’s corpora-
tions,” came the reply.  So, does Betty have a claim or does Bethel whatever have a claim—and what does
that have to do WITH ME?  The man had the camera turned off and mumbled, “apparently nothing,” in
total embarrassment.
“Where are the side agreements?” was asked.  “Oh, there aren’t any,” was the reply.  “Ah, but she
received a LOT of interest payments—so there have to be side agreements, DON’T THERE?”  Those
papers disappeared more quickly than Merlin’s vapor trail.

What really seemed to strike home, however, was when Doris referred to EXTRA as a “tabloid”.  “Wow,
we surely don’t want to hear that and, please, no, not a tabloid.”  Well??  Sometimes eating crow sticks in
the teeth.

At one time while editing structure was taking place, as would be in an interview of switching camera
focus—he asked what is meant by TRUTH and why do you do this?  After the third time he asked again
for the camera to be turned off and stated while shaking his head again in embarrassment, “I can’t do
this...”
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Anyone and everyone was welcome, just as would have been a town meeting, but even with invitations to
attend—none of the adversarial complainers came to the show-and-tell.  Isn’t that interesting?  Jason
Brent is located less than a block from the interview room.

It seems to be that actions against deliberate liars will be held to see what WE WILL DO, if anything.  The
private talk was that they knew there was a major case available, to the Ekkers, if they so-choose to act.
If they act, then the liars will be pulled in and there would be no “alternative in actions” other than to charge
the speakers with libel.  What a nice day this has turned out to be, for a change of legal pacing.  Perhaps
COMMON LAW?

Together we all looked at the press reports in sequence and seeming interchange of pictures and re-
sources.  Wow, does it look bad because you can’t tell when the speech is about Tehachapi or San Diego
and THEY SAW IT IN THEIR OWN VIVID COLOR PRINTS IN LIVING MOTION.  One comment
in response to widespread coverage even to foreign nations—was “I think we aren’t happy today about
such wide distribution...”

You see, friends, when you speak false statements it reflects, always, onto others and they are not generally
pleased with the outcome.  Further, you can ridicule about E.T.s, etc., but God is an E.T. and when you
ridicule the word of God—you ERR.  If ANY MAN believes there is a God—he has just declared that he
believes in E.T.s.  IT IS THE MESSAGE, PEOPLE, PURELY AND SIMPLY PUT:THE TRUTH IS
IN THE MESSAGE!

Even Leon followed the “siren’s call”—and turned from the Lighted TRUTH OF GOD.  This is his, like
every individual’s, prerogative in action and intent.  But it rarely brings joy within the soul when the truth is
laid forth in open format for that SAME world of curious watchers to witness.

The point becomes: “Were you infirm of mind when you came upon these individuals?”  Then at what point
did you become “mind controlled”?  And then the obvious: “What is wrong with you now, as you are in the
clutches of the witches and warlocks?”

Since our message is pointedly to honor, respect, serve and have integrity in all things, and yours is to
destroy your brothers to gain for self—through force of the lies—who actually appears to be the wronged
or the ones who bring wrong upon another?  It reminds me of the Waco holocaust: “We just wanted to
save the children from abuse, so we burned them all alive...”

So, should I plead for mercy upon your souls or what?  Why?  Whatever you do, individual person, is
YOUR BUSINESS—not mine!  And further, I don’t have to judge or punish or do anything other than
speak truth and you work it out however you will—WITH GOD—for NO MAN has right or privilege of
doing more than inserting an opinion or perception.  If they listen to the lies, then their own perception is as
warped as the original lie-bringer.

Nobody “made” anyone do anything in the PLANNING of this fiasco—so who do you blame other than
selves?  Everyone, of course, that you can find.  Well, so WHY DON’T YOU THEN, AT LEAST,
BLAME THE ONES RESPONSIBLE?
You people tried to link “nothing” to a “suicide cult”?  Oh my, it appears that your cult just committed a bit
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of suicide in your own behalf.

So it comes right back to the first thought of the writing: YOU are A SPIRITUAL Being Having A
HUMAN EXPERIENCE!  But the INTENT, while making this Human Experience reality, is what it is all
about!  If you feel thwarted or wronged—are there not wiser ways to go about settlement than through
already known disciplined attorneys as a better possible alternative?  Can you not see your loss is Greens’
gain?

Doris had always pleaded for privacy and in five minutes she was stripped of any possible privacy—
FOREVER.  Does this make you adversarial attackers happy?  Do you feel somehow better for your
vengeful and false accusations?  I hope so, for shame is your rightful reward and GOD IS JUST—not
necessarily “fair” as to YOUR DRUTHERS.

Remember, readers, that when you align yourself with liars, cheats and deceivers—you will be placed
among them in attitudes and perception.

I note that Annie stated that we somehow weirdly “make a place for...”  Well, I guess she doesn’t want her
place in our security vessel so we have room for one more, readers.  She and “her” followers can go within
whomever and whatever they find floating around.  But, it didn’t work out well for Heaven’s Gate seekers,
did it?  They all looked pretty murdered to me and since there was no ship at all—it looks even more
ridiculous.  And you just want to “save others”?  Wow; double whammy WOW!  Just look what all you
have saved Leon!  Leon spoke the most nearly truthful statements of any of you.  Leon is one of the most
pure in intent within his heart of any of you and you have taken advantage and even used his over 90-year-
old mother to further the lies.  May Leon have mercy on you—never mind God.

When all is said and done, and any individual person looks to see what has stood in the way of fulfillment
and achievement—it will always be as Pogo said: “I looked to see what was in my way—and found it to
be myself!”  When you GET OUT OF YOUR OWN WAY—perhaps you will again see and hear the
music of God and see the abundance of TRUTH surrounding you—while you chose the wrong directions
and pathways in blindness.  When you go to a cheat, liar or thief for your support and instructions—
GUESS WHAT!

And, to YOU who applauded the “getcha-gotcha” show on TV—better wait a while to publicly sing “we
did it”—because no other, not even tabloids, would touch the thing and believe me, EXTRA and Channel
29 WISH THEY HAD NOT DONE SO, AND NOBODY HAS EVEN COMPLAINED TO THEM
ABOUT IT—FROM THIS SIDE OF THE TRIBAL PASSENGERS.  The “isolation” speaks for it-
self—along with the players being parked for hours at Jason Brent’s office.

Did any of the players here run away and hide?  Oh indeed—and it is not lost on our attention just which
ones were missing!  We learn a lot when trouble seems to strike, don’t we?  Well, it is just the way it IS,
and in KNOWING those who will hide, it becomes obvious they didn’t, and DON’T, have any idea what
the real purpose or intention is HERE.  Believe me, several people MADE THEIR CHOICES in these
days and, even though they claim otherwise—the CHOICE IS OBVIOUS.

Green has always said a few of you still work for him—and now the suspicion falls dead upon your heads
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because he has said it again while bucking up the courage of the “innocent” speakers to do their job on us.
We now have a Constitutional Law Center which is of little value any longer—Green claimed it, claims it,
and points out that the parties involved serve him.  And we have nothing upon which to base other specu-
lation as no one came with support from there when the play was underway.

There is no guilty party here—so no, we will not spend one cent on making up platitudes to anything or
anyone.  If you wish retractions in papers, etc., then the guilty parties might well want to do that, but
Channel 29 is running response every half-hour in apology.  And, in their behalf I would thank them for
doing what they could without taking more than “newsworthy” viewings.  We have heard from many in the
neighborhood with positive and marvelous acceptance and requests to be included if there are other
interesting opportunities to come and share and decide for selves.  This is what truth is about!  Better you
should run a full page ad and invite anyone to come and witness whatever is happening than to play into the
pricey hands of the local news Editor—because you had best go back and read the letter from Jason Brent
to George Green wherein he speaks to shutting down fair hearing or play from local papers, etc.  Just
publish that letter again right here and right now and then ask the lawyers WHY this letter has not been
used prior to now for defense of the Ekkers in ANY suit ongoing?  This seems like MALPRACTICE to
my simple brain.

Ah indeed, you need some common-sense Common Law!

Spring cleaning is always a nasty job, people, but eventually it has to be done, doesn’t it?  And, when you
assume you know more than GOD, for goodness sakes, you are in serious trouble in your life’s journey
through this maze of complications and misdirections.

There is not ANYONE who would up and follow our chubby little old grannie—so whoever does share,
shares only because TRUTH IN THE WORD is flowing.  It is made absolutely clear that nobody is going
to do anything FOR anyone—but only responsibility for SELF is uppermost in importance.  You who hide
as IF there is wrongdoing or to protect SELF while the brother is torn to bits—is not exactly on my list-top
for honors or medals.  And, by the way, DO NOT TELL ME IT WAS FOR “OUR GOOD” FOR THAT
IS AN OUTRIGHT LIE.

May you always hold strong within the GRACE of GOD as we walk through seemingly dark passages—
for once through the testing by the fires in those dark passages comes the LIGHT that will bring abundance
in reward for offering abundance—the giving and regiving of that which is good and bountiful.  May you
always deserve the goodness which will surely flow and not be caught hiding from God or Satan when the
stance must be taken and the gauntlet run.  Meet Satan head-on and you will prevail for he is a coward and
a fool buffoon.  How many fools and buffoons do YOU know this day?

Do I call someone a fool or a coward?  Of course—does the shoe fit the foot?  It is none of my, or “our”,
business what YOU choose to do and we will see our other tasks through to ending—but cowards tell on
selves—more clearly than almost any other shroud of covering.  Make your excuses to men, ladies and
gentlemen—because GOD SEES THROUGH YOUR COWARDLY EXCUSES.  And you thought it
unfortunate that so-called “friends” turned from Esu in his hour of need?  Oh, but the hour of need is
different in every circumstance, is it not?  Ponder on this, please, each of you who might see this bit of
writing and see if you would stand with God in HIS hour of offering opportunity—or did you, would you,
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or have you, fled into hiding to protect your sorry physical ass-end?

Pain and hurt do not come upon ones from the so-called “enemy”, for that is expectation in fact.  The Pain
of Realization comes from being faced squarely by the betrayal in hiding of the ones calling themselves
steadfast friends.  Ekkers are certainly wiser this day than yesterday and that in itself is GOOD.

I am here to tell you watchers, however: EKKERS WILL FOREVER BE HONORED BY THOSE
PEOPLE WHO CAME AT THE BIDDING OF THE OFFENDERS—FOR THE WOULD-BE DE-
STROYERS WERE AWED BY THE TRUTH THEY FOUND AND STATED THAT THEY “DREADED
SHARING ANYTHING WITH THE HACKERS AND EDITORS WHEN THEY WOULD GET
BACK”.  THE INTERVIEWER WAS STRUCK DUMB WITH THE “TASK OF TAKING 2 MIN-
UTES OUT OF FIVE HOURS OF INCREDIBLE INFORMATION”.  DON’T UNDERSELL GOD,
MY GOOD FRIENDS—EVER!  And the one they called “their commander” in the room was absolutely
blown away and wants to know everything about everything he found here.  I ask that you pull the informa-
tion on DRIAS and get it to Mr. “X” ASAP.  Yes, I mean the TECHNICAL write-up I did for Dr. Young
and Dr. Hoffmann.  We will need to protect the privacy of that gentleman in particular.  I repeat something:
NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE WONDERS OF GOD HIS MIRACLES TO PERFORM!

Good morning, and Dharma, I hope this brings some peace into your being for this has been a difficult
time—but one of the most worthy and best times you shall ever have earned in this passage.  I do need you
to take care, now that there is “time”, to attend the illness lest we push too far in need to catch up days of
non-writing.  Please use the tapes of the encounters as “Word” tapes—it is the message each of YOU have
been demanding.  And, Dharma, go quietly and listen to them yourself for it makes the poison they dished
out against you more palatable in the realization that it was a feast of nurturing goodness instead of that
which was intended by the adversary.

As we walk steadfastly onward, it will be that those things needed for greater service will be able to flow
secure in the recognition of being capable of our tasks.

This last edition of CONTACT is a MASTERPIECE—USE IT!  Use this new set of circumstances in
every ongoing suit because the idiots have already used their lies and put them on record—you have every
legal right to rebut and just the Jason Brent letter SHOULD DO IT.

Do we expect to win or lose?  Neither—but that is not what IT IS ABOUT, is it?  “THEY” have outdone
themselves, even to Horn and Chapin—USE IT.

Salu!
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CHAPTER  11

REC  #1    HATONN
THU., APR. 10, 1997  8:11 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 237

THU.,  APR. 10, 1997

HALE-BOPP  BOO  BOO

Ok, Dreamers, it is time to open your eyes and see the “real thing”, or is it the “right stuff”?

In this morning’s Bakersfield Californian the first sentence under the picture of the MASSIVE energy
ball flinging itself to Earth yesterday reads: “This is a photo of the Sun taken Monday by the joint Euro-
pean Space Agency—NASA solar and Heliospheric Observatory spacecraft...”  Are you ever being
set up?  Of course, and where have you been the last hundred years?

So, what do you look for and how much should you “put yourself out” to insure a bit of protection?

Until they get through manipulating your minds through the absurd things in “space”, I suggest you keep
some eye-shelter handy, some good sunblocker cream on you at ALL times when you have exposure—
even at NIGHT—and pay attention because the clues of what is taking place are all about you.  Heed the
old-hats in their commentaries, i.e., Chuck Yeager on missing planes WITH BOMBS ABOARD and
Wendelle Stevens, Operation Blue Book, Air Force officer and also UFO researcher of world respected
reports.  Good old George Green got to Stevens and to Stevens’ partner at one time, Lee Elders.

BUT  WHAT  OF  HALE-BOPP  AND  CONNECTIONS?

Do any of you even notice that a COMET as large as Hale-Bopp is named for a couple of people who
happened upon it in the distant star-gazing one night?  Are you kidding us all, innocent sleepers?
That very comet comes around only every 2400 years they say?  Oh, perish the thought.  And if you have
a regularly appearing organ of the Cosmos of that size, can’t you realize that something is terribly wrong
with the fabricated story?  Moreover, any astronomer worthy of the salt on his breakfast eggs sees some-
thing wrong here.  So is “that Be-Bopp ‘thing’ going to hit you or what?”  Well, if it does, it will have its
lights turned off—won’t it?  My, isn’t it even a concern to you that you are fed such trash and, more
embarrassing, you believe it?  Well, DO BE CONCERNED BECAUSE the things with which “they” are
now tampering can kill YOU.

I have tried to give you clues as to what is taking place and let’s see if you have gathered any information
from our past writings to look at what “has to be” taking place here and now.

Let us go first of all to YESTERDAY.  This massive Sun-flare energy-mass was coming to you at millions
of miles per hour and was due to strike Earth’s magnetosphere at exactly 5:10 P.M. P.D.S.T.  Ah, but what
happened?  Nothing?  No, a LOT HAPPENED and once again you ate it up like candy and cursed the
people who warned you to take some precautions enough to unplug your precious computers.
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SPACE  SHUTTLE  SHORT  TRIP

What was that Shuttle supposed to be doing in the first place that had to have an emergency bring-back?
What happened that excused the short trip?  Pay attention lest you miss your graduation.  Was there truly
a shut down of a power generator?  Or, did they have to bring the Shuttle back to MISS the event
scheduled for yesterday?  You will find TODAY that several of the non-New World Order satellites are
OUT and totally non-functional.  It is called “selective demolition”.  But, you might be comforted to realize
that some of your own nasty toys are ALSO OUT TODAY—AND THEY CAN’T EVEN COMPLAIN
BECAUSE YOU NEVER KNEW THEY WERE “UP THERE”.

MISSING  BOMBER,  WITH  BOMBS  YET!

Now readers, how do you LOSE a multi-million $$$ aircraft with four (non-nuclear, of course) bombs
aboard along with ARMED MACHINE GUNS AND MISSILES READY FOR LAUNCH?  By the
way, the aircraft was later caught changing course before vanishing into the thin air of invisibility.  Is this a
common happening except in the movies?  Yes.

Look at the story and then WAKE UP for the second snooze alarm should be annoying you about now.
Why do they tell you the bombs are “non-nuclear” and even on impact “can’t detonate”?  Bombs are
MADE TO DETONATE ON IMPACT TO ANYTHING—IF THEY ARE NON-NUCLEAR.  So,
you now know that that plane carried nuclear armed warheads on the four missiles.  Also the aircraft was
“later” caught “circling” over parts of Arizona and Colorado.  Did the aircraft become a drone without a
pilot or what?  And, that was three days ago AFTER having used up its fuel supply many hours before
being sighted.  Miracles never seem to cease.

ROCKET  TO  HALE-BOPP?

Does anyone find it stranger yet that just an hour or so prior to the supposed and expected HIT to Earth of
the Sun-energy ball, that a camera-armed (sure, and your dog has no fleas) missile rocket was launched
(from White Sands?) to go take a six-second, or something equally silly, picture of Hale-Bopp and gently
send the camera back to Earth in a protective cone or something!

Ok, let’s look more closely!

Since when do you NAME a regularly occurring comet for two amateur astronomers?  Is this actually the
expected “Wormwood” or “Herculobus”?  No, can’t be for it is not yet DUE—but you have to figure out
what to do about it when it DOES show up, don’t you?  Or, it will simply wipe out all life-forms on your
planet—and yes, it has happened on the moons of Jupiter, Mars, Venus and thus and so right through your
solar system.

More clues: How is it that up until less than an hour of STRIKE time yesterday, the energy ball was
MASSIVE and suddenly it was unimportant and far less in size than “thought”.  Are you telling me that you
can EXACTLY time impact but you can’t tell what size is the object?  Moreover, the energy mass suddenly
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wasn’t going to cause any noticeable damage or interference?  But this was only discerned just minutes
prior to hit?

SO  WHY  DID  “I”  WARN  YOU  TO
TAKE  PRECAUTIONS?

I asked you to be urgently warned because the energy mass was already in your Stratosphere and was
igniting large areas of the radiation belt—you know, like sending off duplicates of the Sun-flares and of the
same energy frequency.  With each strike it was still possible to extinguish the hot spots but it almost got
completely out of control in a chain reaction.  Your scientists were NOT having a good afternoon.  And
NO, you will not have regular warnings every time the scientists hick-up (these are scientists who have no
more brains than to be hicks playing “up” there where they can wipe out a planet).

HOW  MANY  OF  YOU  REMEMBER
THE  LIGHT  SHOW?

Remember the last holographic light show-and-tell of the other so-called comet which somehow faded out
of the sky and already out of memory?  Nobody even remembers what silly charade name you called it.
Well join the crowd of famous amateur comets’ friends.

Blue vapor trails represent man-made gasses and LIGHT colors.  Orange trails represent particles in a
FRICTION-capable atmosphere and a ROUND BALL in front represents a simple ball of gasses or
LIGHT projection.

We inspected the thing early on, were photographed inspecting the thing, and have sat back and watched
you silly people at your games.  You know what?  Hardly anyone even takes the time to LOOK UP at the
show.  Are you dead?  Are you accustomed now to the tricks?  What is it that a RARE happening
commands NO ATTENTION WORTHY OF NOTE?  Who cares??

On the front page of the above-referred-to Bakersfield Californian, there is a picture of the so-called
“mass”.  But, there is no headline or article referencing it at all on the front page.  The headlines start with
“Gingrich favors capital gains, estate tax cuts” and “City votes to build new arena”, “Kidnap victim returns
home; husband sought”, “SSI stops Internet service”, and “Panel agrees to probe gifts”.

Does this really seem like something that COULD WIPE OUT A PLANET AND SHUT DOWN EV-
ERY ELECTRONIC DEVICE ON YOUR GLOBE AS BEING “REAL”—TO THE MEDIA?

If you feel like Pollyanna on the Primrose Path—you ARE!  And, you better listen to Chuck Yeager when
he says that when these things happen—the government is always covering up SOMETHING.

I finally find something worthy of repeating from the politician Bob Dole: “You can always get the truth
from an American statesman (oh, he really means politician) after he has turned 70—or given up all
hope of the presidency.”  This was also printed in the same paper of this date.

So, back to HALE-BOPP:
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How many of you regular readers REMEMBER the lectures on “sight” as in “eyes” and recognition of
location of moving objects in, or out of, the atmosphere?  We measure “distance” and projection by
frequency and particle friction.  A sharp silver-white movement with no “TRAIL” is the movement of
something of such speed that it is but a flicker in eyesight recognition but represents millions, or at the least
thousands, of miles of location shift—no orange vapor trail.  IN THE ATMOSPHERE there will always be
a trail of golden or orange after-burn.  In “Hale-Bopp” you have both a blue trail AND an orange after-
burn—but actually DO YOU HAVE EITHER?  No, you do not.

Now, let us look at eyes and how you “see”.  When you look at, say, bright stars, you “see” by looking at
them with the “cones” of the eye which better “see” bright and high-frequency “wave pulses”.  When you
look to the more lower-frequency light emitters, good example Pleiades FROM Earth, you “see” better in
the peripheral vision fields—the eye “rods”.  This is equally true of reverse imaging.  So, if you do not
directly look AT the galaxy OR HALE-BOPP, but focus off-center, and now, actually, between the “comet”
and Pleiades, almost directly across from one another—you will find you can better “see” BOTH.  If you
have any common sense—you can now KNOW that one is a total FAKE.

The other way you KNOW it is a total FAKE is by its lame-brain NAME.  You do not name anything so
magnificent as this so-called COMET by some overt project title—like the new project “Hale-Bopp”.

But is this dangerous?  Oh indeed, because any game in town is now having the capability of creating
anything heinous and blaming it on Sun flares or Hale-BeBopp.  You can even murder whole cults of
people who just happen to be expert COMPUTER HACKERS AND INTERNET GURUS WHO
HAD FOUND THE PROJECT CODES.

By the way, for those of you who have followed the local Channel 29 tale of cults and gurus—I DID NOT
SAY THE PEOPLE IN SAN DIEGO HAD BULLET HOLES IN THEM—I SAID THE PEOPLE,
ALL OF THEM, IN JONESTOWN HAD BULLET HOLES IN THEM.  It came out through the media
that I said those in San Diego were murdered and had bullet holes in all of them.  Please correct that—the
ones in San Diego were killed and then finished off with plastic bag suffocation—a beautifully executed
project of such as Delta Force, U.S.A.

PREPARE  TO  GET  RADIATED

Pay attention and keep your “emergency” stuff pretty handy.  You are going to find, over and over again—
until you stop paying any attention whatsoever—that you will be threatened with computer and electronic
break-downs—until the government can clean out your computers of unwanted “memories”.  You are
also, at the same time, being RADIATED with high-frequency LIGHT rays with very damaging capabili-
ties.

By the way, a LIGHT ball of the size created for Hale-Bopp can also wipe out large portions of a planet
through simple radiation and particle strikes.  Remember that photons are charged light particles.  This
means that THIS HOLOGRAM IS MADE UP OF CHARGED LIGHT PARTICLES IN A
CONGLOMERATION OF VERY DANGEROUS FREQUENCIES.  The “cult” in San Diego just
happened to find out that little piece of information and was beginning to scatter the truth to the world on
their Internet integration transmissions.
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And so, why am I left alone to prattle the TRUTH?  Easy answer—I am of the Hosts of GOD and the
assumption is that not very many people will even listen to such as myself.  Moreover, it is not wise to
tamper and tinker with “Mother Nature’s” game players.

WHO  IS  DHARMA?

Dharma (dharma) is simply a term MEANING truth-bringer or speaker, messenger, etc.  It is for identifi-
cation.  So who is, then, Doris Ekker?  Simply a receiver and translator—just as is anybody who can hear
and translate Cosmic frequency waves, i.e., hears and speaks to God, et al.  Psychic?  No, whatever the
term might mean—because all have access to all else.

So, in all the recent hype on international television presentations, what happens to her?  Well, the FACTS
are, good people, that anybody not knowing this person will not EVER recognize the presented image and
the REAL DORIS EKKER!  Already the calls are rushing back from people who saw that travesty of
presentation, saying it is NOT the same “Doris”.  Doris didn’t even recognize herself and that is EX-
ACTLY THE WAY WE PLANNED IT.  IT IS CALLED ON-SITE PROTECTION COVER.  I prom-
ise you, little friend, that when the “Big Nasty Boys” come looking—they won’t recognize the REAL
product.  Doris, in fact, was and is relieved, but considers that we could have been a bit more flattering.
No, when representing “me” we will not make it flattering because the truth is what is necessary—not the
“radio”.  WE WANT NO ATTENTION TO THE “RADIO” WHATSOEVER!

We are NOT in the world entertainment business although that is about what the regularity of information
has become in the paper—as people just wait for the next series presentation of the soap-opera.  So be it.
Our job is to put the information there for whoever wants it—and you can do whatever you will with it.

Remember the old prophecies, dear readers.  The directly told prophecy is that there will be miracles and
wonders unseen ever in history in these days just prior to the millennium change, and you are now witness-
ing what appear to be miracles BUT ARE ACTUALLY ONLY MAGIC TRICKS.  You are also told to
beware false prophets and those who claim to be THE messiah but are counterfeits.  You do that which
you will as you try for gusto in some measure of your now boring lives in your stuporous sleep—but these
false things will utterly destroy you and, if not careful—will destroy the globe AND THE SPECIES OF
HUMAN INHABITING SAME.

CONTRADICTIONS

Everywhere you look you will find contradiction piled upon contradiction.  It is only a part of the dumbing
down of mankind in general measure.  If people are not given truth in historic documentation, then only the
LIES are retained.

I wonder how many of you even notice, much the less analyze, little presentations and articles in anything
you read or are offered in the media.  Example?  Well, here is one from The Orlando Sentinel, April 9,
1997 (yesterday):
[QUOTING:]

YELTSIN  WANTS  RUSSIAN  FLAG,
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EAGLE  AS  NATIONAL  SYMBOLS

MOSCOW—President Boris Yeltsin asked Parliament Tuesday to formally adopt Russia’s red, white
and blue flag and double-headed eagle as the country’s national symbols.  The proposed law, submitted to
parliament on Tuesday, apparently would stave off attempts by the Communist Party and other hard-liners
to reinstate the Soviet anthem, flag and hammer-and-sickle emblem.

[END OF QUOTING]

Say what?  Is not the eagle, red, white and blue the symbolic things of the U.S.?  Not the same, good
friends, so don’t get distracted.  THE DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE is the logo and “flag” of the House of
Romanoff—or the Czar of Russia prior to being put down by the Communist Jews in the Russian Revolu-
tion in 1917-19.  The double-headed eagle is also the symbol of, say, the Lakota Sioux indians (native
Americans).  It is also, believe it or not (shock coming), the sign often used as the “highest of the Phoenix
logos”.  So what are “they” doing?  Well, obviously games are afoot if nothing else—right?  So what?
Well, people, a FLAG is basically the “color of the turban” of national symbols.  Just as tribes have certain
colors or costume, including turbans, so too are these represented in the FLAGS of identification and
recognition.

Ah, but what do you get fed back to you if you ask what is a “turban”?  Well, you will usually be told it is
something those weird Indians (from India) and Turkey and New York wear on their heads.  Or, you will
immediately get the “towel” trick answer regarding the Muslims and Arafat of Palestine.  You know: the
cute reply of the Israeli and Palestinian conflict—”the towel heads vs. the chosen”.  My goodness, do you
people ever have a LOT TO LEARN.

WHAT  TO  DO?

What do YOU mean by “what is to be done”?  By WHOM?  You suggest I do something or other?  Forget
it—I am not going TO DO ANYTHING.  If you don’t like what is happening, then I SUGGEST YOU DO
SOMETHING ABOUT IT TO CHANGE THINGS.

You think to “go back” to something or other will do it?  Go back to WHAT?  WHEN WAS THERE
EVER A PERFECT AND WONDERFUL SOCIETY ON YOUR GLOBE?  The evil guys were mur-
dering and misleading whole masses of people with their lies—all the way back to ancient Egypt and early
Holy Land escapades.  Or, perhaps you don’t object to feeding Christians to lions, etc., as being a bit
weirdly sacrificial in actual practice?  Is YOUR form of entertainment better these days?  Or your “choices”
better?

I have been asked these past days about silly things of Earth-content in societal perceptions and one of
those is “freedom of choice” as to “women” and “abortion”.  What has one to do with the other?  Abortion
is MURDER in any definition from conception to whenever!  What mean you by WOMAN’S CHOICE?
THE WOMAN HAD HER “CHOICE” WHEN SHE CHOSE TO LAY DOWN AND ACCEPT
THE MALE PROTUBERANCE!  WHY MURDER INNOCENT REPRODUCTION OF THAT
UNION TO COVER THE LACK OF ANY COMMON SENSE IN THE CHOICE TO TAKE
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SUCH PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES?  Even if a woman is raped by force—it does NOT require a “late
term abortion” or murder of any life-form.  Remember: “Thou shall not kill.”  BUT, readers, it is not my
problem to judge or do anything else—IT IS YOUR TASK TO DISCERN AND CONSIDER JUST
WHAT IS THE INTENT OF THESE ATROCITIES AND WHAT IS THE IMPACT UPON YOUR-
SELVES, THAT IS, YOUR SOULS—THE REAL “YOU” OF YOUR PRESENTATION.  Mine is to
not interfere with free-will choices.  God’s one cause of demanding responsibility as individual—is through
YOUR choices and intents, as those individual fragments of GOD’S PERFECT THOUGHT.  When you
call evil, good, you have dropped off the bottom of the measuring scale, readers.  That is not MY PROB-
LEM—THAT is YOUR problem.  These attitudes and choices are THE measure of individual intent and
are NOT any of my business other than to be quite saddened by such massively conspired acceptance of
evil which turns you AWAY FROM THE WONDROUS REWARDS OF GOODNESS AS LIMITS
THE SOUL’S PURPOSE OF FULFILLMENT.  “ME” “KNOWING” IS NOT THE SAME AS “YOU”
“KNOWING”.  I CAN ONLY “KNOW” FOR MYSELF—AND YOU FOR YOURSELF—PERIOD.

TRUTH  AND  WHAT  IS  TRUTH?

Anything and everything is “truth” but this is not the question usually being asked.  What is really asked, is
what is meant by THE TRUTH?

In “things” it is that which REALLY happened or happens rather than the revised and false presentations by
manipulators and would-be kings.

THE TRUTH OF MAN is that which represents INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY in both intent and
actions regarding that which is come into your attention as factual TRUTH.  It is THAT CONDITION
WHICH EXISTS when you KNOW what is RIGHT and act according to responsible intent within that
KNOWING.  Man individual is BORN (BIRTHED) KNOWING RIGHT FROM WRONG—IT IS
THE BASIC IMPLANT OF GOD CREATOR UPON SOUL (CONSCIENCE).  ONCE YOU
“KNOW”, THERE IS NEVER AGAIN “UNKNOWING”, ONLY INTENTIONAL MANIPULA-
TION OF EGO CHOICES TO REFUSE OR ACCEPT THE FACTUAL TRUTH OF ANY CIR-
CUMSTANCE.

“Evil”, I must remind you, is simply the deliberate action of pulling self or another from the path toward
God in right intent.  “Sin” is error of intent or action—while moving toward the perfection of God.  So, IS
there evil and is there sin?  Of course, but what else is new or shocking to your limited perceptions?  AND
WHAT DOES GOD DEMAND OF YOU?  NOTHING.  I might remind you, however, that until you
move in intent worthy of righteousness you are NOT going to flip over and be snatched into the perfection
of God’s reality in that perfection.  Who wants a murderer in the living room while he tinkers with ways of
stealing whatever is of value in that living room?  YOU WILL LEARN YOUR LESSONS OR YOU
WILL BE DESTINED TO KEEP WORKING AT THE CLASSROOM LEVEL UNTIL YOU GET
WISE.  I did NOT say “smart”—I said “WISE”.  Wisdom in Knowing and Wisdom in Actions is the
GOAL, friends, WITHIN THE LAWS OF GOD AND THE CREATION.  “Smart” usually should be
followed by the term “aleck” which is a self-acclaimed ego trip to non-wisdom.

Let me also point out that even the term “right stuff” tells it all.  “Stuff” is a physical something.  So at best
you can only have the “correct” “physical something” if your terminology be correct in definition.  Right
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WISDOM, however, defines instantly:  Mind knowing in right intent—and is usually followed by physical
action which reflects that right intent.  Right “stuff” usually means we are going to get shown some really
idiot actions as a result of pride and ego of the actor.

And just what purpose does the perpetuation of these stupid antics serve?  DISTRACTORS from the
REALITY of what is taking place at the very basic level of survival.  While you watch Hale-BeBopp for
instance, you are NOT seeing the glazed-eyed stare of death from starvation and plague in your neighbor-
hood, and much the less in Zaire, a world around the opposite side of your globe.  And WHY the death
and torment?  Depopulation at the hands of the depopulator politicians who would own and enslave your
world.

How callous can you get?  Well, one quote from a politician was: “Why don’t those people just eat the flies
that swarm on them and they would be well-fed.”—chuckle chuckle???  I think your Ted Turner said
something in response to being asked about the San Diego suicides: “Good, that gets rid of 39 more nuts.”
Would he feel more interested over 39 Delta Force murders?  It is all in perception, isn’t it?  Human
(HIGHER UNIVERSAL man) has lost his compassion, his direction, and his very HUmanity.  No self-
respecting ALIEN entity would even want to walk on your place in this stench of rotting degradation, so
perish the thought about war of the space cadets, readers.  And guess what: the war of the players is that
of good and evil, while evil tries to smack down all goodness.  It is working so far—BUT, THE FACTS
ARE THAT GOD WINS, so obviously the days of the evil brigade are somewhat numbered, aren’t they?
Or, GOOD intent can begin to come to the surface and evil can be put to pasture—and THAT is directly
up to YOU.  Force can’t do it.  War can’t do it.  “Another” can’t do it.  YOU HAVE TO DO IT!  And
THAT brings you right back around to TRUTH.  Responsibility in knowing!

“Why were YOU assigned to do this?” asked the interviewer.  And then “I” was asked: “Why did you
choose her?”  My response is and was: “WHO ELSE DO YOU SUGGEST?”  WHO ELSE DO YOU
SUGGEST SERVE THE HOSTS AND GOD?  WOULD YOU CHOOSE THE LOCAL INDOCTRI-
NATED BAPTIST OR METHODIST OR MUSLIM?  THOSE ARE MANMADE RULES AND REGU-
LATIONS FOR RUNNING A PHYSICAL CULT—AND CULT IS SUITABLE IN EVERY DETAIL
AND DEFINITION.  With GOD there is only a “cult” or “group” of individual ONE to THE UNIVER-
SAL ONE.  ALL ELSE IS PHYSICAL LIMITATION OF THE HIGHEST FORM—MANIPULA-
TION THROUGH RELIGIOUS EDICTS.

Dharma doesn’t make any changes nor does she “edit” what is brought forth.  She has no obligation to
anyone else, no intent or desire for recognition—in fact, is angered and dismayed at publicity or recogni-
tion.  So, YOU would choose someone else?  WHY?  Do YOU want entertainment and warped truth—
AGAIN?  Man does NOT want TRUTH—even though he claims otherwise—for TRUTH DEMANDS
RESPONSIBILITY and “let somebody else do it” just doesn’t cut it.

I’m going to change the topic a bit—but it does not change the focus, as we offer a letter from a reader
which seems to have been sent around the middle of March, this year.

[QUOTING:]
A  LETTER

16 March 1997
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HATONN:

It seems writing to you is a waste of time because if you don’t agree with it, you won’t print it.  [H:
This infers that I decide what is printed and what is not—in WHAT?  And there is the pre-
assumption that it is a waste of time, especially sharing time, if someone disagrees with me.  So
be it—almost everyone disagrees with me because they certainly do NOT want to hear truth.]

Your latest about “Control of Black Community...” pats the BLACK PANTHERS on the back.

I worked for Oakland Police Dept. when these bastards were passing out blatant Communist litera-
ture.  [H: Do you suppose this man also worked for the Oakland Police Dept. while beatings and
murders by the police were being perpetrated on both college campuses and within the Black
community?  Does this make YOU guilty of what “they” did?]  If my memory serves me correctly
[H: And this is important enough in troubled intent to have checked out your memory, Sir.], Black
Panther Party leader, Dr. Huey P. Newton (as you reverently refer to him) murdered a police officer in that
city in the 60s.  Why not call him for the “Cop Killer” that he is?

You failed to tell us about the attempt by Communist Negroes who attempted to establish a Soviet
Negro Republic in America carved out of 6-7 states in the South.  [H: Well, the major Communist
centers I find are right in Hollywood, U.S.A., the police enforcement teams and your own present
Government, Sir.]

I have a copy of “AMERICAN NEGRO PROBLEMS” by the Communist John Pepper if you would
care to read it.  [H: WHO is this dude, John Pepper, that makes him anything—especially an
authority?]

And I do believe all help possible should be given to victims like O.J. Simpson and any other victim of
this tyrannical government we have.

[END OF QUOTING]

This person is from Oregon and otherwise I will protect his identity—for he is a “good person” and I want
in no way to belittle or be sarcastic in a personal manner.  This is offered as an example and, I hope, for
thought provocation.

While you hate one another, be you White, Black, Little Gray, Green, or Amber-Purple, you CANNOT
OVERCOME YOUR BIGOTRY AND/OR YOUR PROBLEMS AS A PEOPLE.

What was in 1960 while the Negroes desperately tried to find a center of ability to improve their lot—they
tried every doctrine, INCLUDING but not limited to “Communism”.  They simply tried to find a workable
solution through guidance of the higher (claimed) authors of the day.

I made no personal reference to a man named Huey P. Newton but, yes indeed, I respect and revere the
person in point.  I don’t know Huey P. Newton—BUT EVERY MAN, EVERY THING, OF CREATOR/
CREATION IS SACRED AND PRECIOUS AND REVERENCE IS A SMALL ENOUGH RE-
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SPECT TO BE SHOWN FOR GOD’S PRESENTATION.

You also state you “have a copy of COLOR, COMMUNISM AND COMMON SENSE by Manning
Johnson, a Negro who was a communist for ten years and then told the truth.  Would you care to read it?”

Me read it?  Or do you mean that should you send these books to Doris to read?  She has rooms full of
books which people send FOR ME TO READ.

If I am to PUT DOWN one group against another—then I am no better than the worst lying thief or killer
on the globe!  I would not be worthy to touch my FATHER’S toe if I would be bigoted and selective of one
of HIS creations over another.  Why should I serve you of dark brooding hatred of the Blacks just because
you were a “cop” and you, “if your memory serves you” believe a Huey P. Newton was a “cop killer”?
Perhaps some cops deserve other than gentle attention in simple SELF-DEFENSE of the underprivi-
leged?

I QUOTED A LOT FROM A PAPER OFFERED ME SO I MIGHT COMMENT BUT I DO
NOT JUDGE, SIR.  YOU ARE IN A MESS NOW AND THEREIN LIES THE POINT—WHAT
ARE YOU PEOPLE GOING TO DO RIGHT NOW?

If you live in the past and hold hatred and grudges from the past—you are destined to doom from the past.
Every effort politically and judicially is being focused on racial strife, genocide and to precipitate racial riots
and finally, WAR.  WHAT MAKES YOU “BETTER”?  Well you are NOT “BETTER” OR “WORSE”
OR “IN-BETWEEN”, EXCEPT IN YOUR LACK OF WISDOM.  Or, are you Black in racial color—
for you do not say—but I note everyone ASSUMES that you are quite WHITE—or at the least of neutral
tone to pinkish hue.

I also remind all of you—that I RESPECT AND REVERE all things for ALL THINGS ARE SACRED.
I fully respect my most avowed ENEMY and it is time you begin to respect yours.  I disagree with God’s
adversaries and therefore I do not BECOME them to deal with them.  Are my enemies LESS than myself?
No.  Surprise?  They are simply not yet living in TRUTH and WISDOM and therefore I am “more
advanced in knowledge” than they—not either better or worse.  The POTENTIAL is exactly THE SAME.

I am not interested in such as “Islam” or “Muslim” or Moslem or Christian or Jewish Talmudic.  I am only
interested in the soul of mankind as a WHOLE.  I would suggest you stop being bigoted and LISTEN to
Mr. Farrakhan.  Is he a perfect something or other—other, that is, than a perfect Louis Farrakhan?  No,
and to become somehow stronger to be a replacement tyrant is not suitable either—BUT, in presenting the
TRUTH OF GOD ALLAH—ATON, HE IS ‘RIGHT ON’—no more and no less.  Man issues are not
suitable here as comparison, for in every RELIGION—there is gross error and purely destructive attitudes
as established by MAN physical.

As long as lineage and racial colors are the focus instead of MAN GOD ISNESS, there shall be no
GREAT society worthy of taking note.  As long as you work on “better” or “lesser” ideas as prototypes
and lump all into the diseases of the one or few—you can’t change into a FREE society of anything.

Will anyone listen to me?  Yes, at least ONE and one is actually all that is necessary, right?  RIGHT!
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And will this corresponding man listen to me?  Yes, he already has done so or he would not have taken his
time to write to me.  And THAT is why I mean no offense to his perceptions for HE AT LEAST TOOK
THE TIME TO READ AND THINK AND RESPOND.  I am grateful in my thanks.

Let us close this writing lest we drag on into boredom.  Thank you for sharing with me for a while and may
the wisdom we CAN gain be reflected in our actions this, and every, moment of the gift of living experience
offered us by God.

Salu.
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CHAPTER  12

REC  #1    HATONN

FRI., APR. 11, 1997  8:31 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 238

FRI.,  APR. 11,  1997

CONTRADICTIONS

“But, you said...!”  What, EXACTLY, did I say?  Are you sure?  I was quoted on the news as having said
all the people who perished in the Heaven’s Gate now depreciated property had bullet holes in them.  No,
I did NOT say that—I said the “Jonestown” “suicided” people had bullet holes in them—a big difference!
However, I think I should point out some very strange things as I am reminded of the “suicides” in San
Diego.

If the people ate phenobarbital and apple sauce chased by a lot of vodka—then WHY were there syringes
(well noted by the media) in the beds?

By the way, how many of you people remember that a first-choice death weapon of the CIA and Mossad
is injected Castor Bean extract—because it can’t be traced?  But then, nobody cares because “it was just
a cult” after all, who were nuts enough to even castrate themselves.  When EXTRA showed up here, the
men offered to drop their drawers—but the camera crew declined the offer.

EXTRA has had to note that ONLY they, and Jason Brent’s Ch. 29, even showed up, bit on the stupid
story—and still nobody even calls to discuss anything like cults and/or UFOs.  The only calls received
around here or at the paper—are from people, known and unknown, apologizing for the idiocy of the
media and not even the local paper so much as mentioned anything about it—not even in Bakersfield.

Wow, the news team you sucked into your trap—are totally aggravated.  Ch. 29 were right out front about
being down to Brent’s office getting information, but declined to give details—YET, depending on our
chosen actions against them.  They were shown how their own tapes were utilized and integrated into the
EXTRA material—and in the viewing sequence—they become guilty simply by circumstances.  They may
not come the next time Brent hollers “wolf”!  The “scoop” they thought they had, turned out to be full of
dog-poop and bull-droppings.

Back to the people in San Diego Heaven’s Gate:  if these people were suffocated with plastic sacks—why
were the bags left remaining on the heads—INFLATED (!!!) instead of sucked down like shrink wrap?
Don’t you watch the television violence enough to know that plastic sucks to the orifices as the victim
continues to, or tries to, breathe?  Evil ALWAYS leaves plenty of CLUES—intentionally.

This is about the same stupid error as having a painter or a sculptor depicting run-away horses with
riders—and the reins are hanging limply from the neck of the horse.  It doesn’t SELL, people—if anyone
is awake.
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And how much attention did all that get?  Really?  No, everyone just sluffed it off, compared it to others
who might think there is possibly something “out there” and hyped to suit the individual destroyer needs of
individuals who are already in criminal activities in a media feeding frenzy.  Nobody really gave a damn
about those “suicide” victims of their own foolish thoughts.  No, the Internet is full of their input on very,
very serious things hacked from other “Big Boy” computers!

The further silly assumption was made by our adversaries that somehow Dharma can hack anything and
gets her plagiarized information from such sources.  B.S.; if her keyboard is not plugged into the usual
outlet controlled by an extension on-off switch—she can’t even get it turned on.

She is hooked onto nothing—but several government and intelligence sources are plugged into her com-
puter.
Are you people brain-DEAD or just pretending nanu-land invisible insects invaded, somehow?  If so, then
it must have been “spongy-celled brain eaters”.  Yes, and a $9 million jet plane with armed bombs and
machine guns just somehow vanishes in thin air—while all radar, locator beacons, tracking systems and
other secure devices JUST MALFUNCTION—SOMEHOW?  So be it, and may your vision be im-
proved BEFORE they burn your eyes out with light lasers.

ASHTHROATED  FLYCATCHER

How many of you will even miss the little ashthroated flycatcher birds this spring and summer—in the
Dakotas?  Would you miss the cardinal or the goldfinch, the colorful birds of the continent?  Well, a lot of
little flycatchers have gone on back north expecting Spring and Summer—and are now caught in deadly
freezes—right along with the people.  IS THIS NORMAL APRIL WEATHER BEHAVIOR?  Since
when?

The little flycatchers are the most effective, next to the swallows, at getting mosquitos and eating them for
lunch and dinner.  You WILL have a lot of infecting mosquitos, you know—and now, few flycatchers.  I
just use this as a notice of other interesting things ahead as the very seasons themselves are being manipu-
lated to meet the needs of the political magistrates.

By the way, whole great fields of carrots, summer wheat, and other summer crops have been wiped out in
CALIFORNIA and hardly anyone other than the farmers even took note.  Why?  Because the cold didn’t
have much to kill except fruit, nuts and wildflower crops in this particular area.  But you WILL notice
because you have no reserve for bread or larder.  THIS IS ANOTHER REASON SPELTA IS SO
GOOD—IT HAS TO “WINTER” AND SPRING FREEZES ONLY BOOST ITS QUALITY.  You
perhaps WILL come, someday, to believe me.  It is also “poison smut”-resistant and radiation-resistant
along with having the invisible SOLAR rays enhance the grain quality for combatting carcinogens.  But
NO, Dharma is NOT in the teach agriculture business.  If you want to grow these things of which I write—
go demand that your county agent (government) show you how.  They won’t know?  So be it.  And, please
stop asking these people for Drias for it will not be sent—we have had enough traitors and betrayors
among us.

By the way, Betty T., you are herein being forewarned:  the EXTRA people gave a full rundown about your
demand for airing, along with your ADVISORS.  The people found nothing here except interesting, inter-
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esting people with exceptional business records and NO GROUP—SORRY!

Also, the entanglement in Las Vegas with the corporation thefts (TWICE) is all as open books now—with
the culprits running right back to Abbott, Horton and Green as their advisors.  One of these days the
political buffoons are going to cross their OWN judges—because the lies really are NOT SELLING
WELL—OUT THERE!

Further discredit to self?  Well, the camouflaged Rod Ence/Enz was a total laugh and I wonder if you
people are aware that Rod not only stole while President of the Phoenix Institute—great sums of “your”
money, just as did Green, but it also appears that he was currently FIRED from the Apple Shed employ-
ment because of his alleged THEFTS.  It puts you into a category of suspicious prattlers.  Further, if you
people didn’t get SIDE-AGREEMENTS and full understanding regarding loans—how is it that you,
Betty, received a GREAT BIG BUNCH of interest payments regularly.  Those agreements were on the
“side agreements” you misfits claim were nonexistent.

And little Annie Beam—relax, for you surely realize that no right-minded angel is going to snatch you up to
the secure places of God.  We don’t like cheats, liars and thieves among us.  What you and Abbott, along
with Green, have done to Leon is unthinkable—but certainly his business.

Ekkers talked no one out of anything—you came, you did whatever you did and you went—because of
George Green.  E.J. simply signed papers because HE WAS THE TREASURER—no more to it than
THAT.  Then when your “leader of your cult” left and ran with the assets in hard cold cash—why didn’t he
return your loans?  WHY DON’T YOU PEOPLE GO WHERE THE MONEY WENT AND THE
CRIMINALS ARE—BEFORE THEY MAKE YOU INTO GREATER CRIMINALS THAN YOU
ARE NOW LABELED?  It is most certainly YOUR BUSINESS but I think an International media
program is not going to sit still answering for that which YOU PEOPLE set them up to catch in flak as
facts—right from documents and Jason Brent—come to living confrontation.  Jason Brent’s full con-
spiratorial role with no less than Green is now in full LIGHT by none other than Jason Brent HIMSELF.

When you are ready to protect your own interests and go after the guilty parties—things will look a lot
better to you—for the lies and liars will not continue to win and they will leave you wasted and destitute!

And Leon?  $40,000 plus the $18,000 for the summer away from Circus doesn’t make your tale of woe
so credible in the face of the other things Abbott has done to you—OR DIDN’T YOU KNOW ABOUT
ALL THAT?  Can’t you see that Abbott and Horton are STILL USING POOR DEAD-AND-GONE
JOHN SCHROEPFER IN THEIR FILINGS—OR DON’T YOU KNOW WHAT IS GOING ON?
You said you didn’t keep up—and my doubts are great that no one ever shows you anything.  You
have been “had” every way from Sunday and upside down—AND IT IS NOT FROM EKKERS OR
ANYONE ON THIS MAT.  HOW DARE YOU CONTINUE THIS ATROCITY OF MISINFOR-
MATION WHILE THE BOUNDERS ARE EVEN UNDER YOUR OWN ROOF?  Annie told you to
stay away from the Light—and it is well noted that you have followed her ill-begotten instructions to the
letter.  How dare you blame others!  Check the onset of your mal-content, and Betty do likewise, and see
if it REALLY was Ekkers or anyone here who “did it to you”.  OPEN YOUR EYES AND LOOK
AROUND—YOU HAVE BEEN HOODWINKED BY YOUR OWN CHOSEN TEAM-MATIES.
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You overshot with the documents, Betty, for when Phil flashed the Bethel papers in Doris’ face—all she
could do was ask, “What is that?”  After he explained, with totally empty sails, who Bethel is, her response
was, “Where are the side agreements?”  He was stunned when it was noted that there are side agreements
(somehow neglected in the document offerings) because Betty, if that is Bethel, received a LOT OF
INTEREST and that is on the side agreement documents...!  You left these people with egg dripping from
their chins—on international television.  One of the “in charge” parties said, “I wish we didn’t have such a
large audience.”  The idiocy was witnessed in New Zealand, France, Greece, Africa, Australia—and these
are just ones heard from.  They literally had to bury their heads when they now become lumped into
TABLOID television.  Golly gee whiz.

What do I think about the court wins and losses at your hands, guilty cheats?  I think you need to know
when to hold them, know when to fold them, and know when to walk away long enough to draw another
HAND, having learned how to play the game while letting the cheaters in the game hang themselves.

After today the colleagues who gave you, Betty, the corporation books are in very hot water—and if one
name is used by them henceforth, from the stolen data discs—they will be arrested.  So, if you have them
set up to get those corporations again INTO YOUR HANDS, BETTY—IT WILL HIT THE NATIONAL
PRESS.

You guys certainly did improve our circulation and attention focus so we do thank you for your added
services to God’s work and TRUTH.  But, personal damages are irreversible in this case and several
people feel personally damaged beyond repair.

It is most obvious you were NOT brain-deaded HERE because all you have to do is simply READ THE
MATERIAL, for any similarity to the San Diego cult is that they had some deadly vipers among them,
PRETENDING TO BE FRIENDS (I did NOT say “believers” for you can believe anything you choose).
YOU BELONG TO A CULT AND HAVE PUBLICLY ACKNOWLEDGED YOUR PARTICIPA-
TION AND CONSPIRATORIAL EFFORTS TO DESTROY OTHERS THROUGH THAT CON-
SPIRACY.  THERE IS NOTHING “HERE” SIMILAR TO ANYTHING YOU HAVE CLAIMED
INTERNATIONALLY—BUT YOU HAVE PROVEN THE CULT ON YOUR SIDE AND YOUR
OWN SO-CALLED BROTHERS HAVE OFFERED THE EVIDENCE AND DOCUMENTATION
OF THE FACT OF THIS STATEMENT.  ENCE AND GREEN JUST CAN’T SEEM TO GET THEIR
STORIES RIGHT, OR EVEN THE SAME, WITHIN TEN SECONDS OF THEIR FIRST LIE.  This
fact has been nicely DOCUMENTED by a Judge in Nevada—sitting on the BENCH.

George Abbott said right in front of a roomful of people that he planned to “retire on this case”—and that
was probably some $50,000 ago.  He also noted that he and Horton were joining forces and that meant
that both would be retiring—ON YOUR FUNDS!  Have YOU guys any idea how many stupid filings
these nuts have put into court?  Well, to the extent that the JUDGE ORDERED THEM TO STOP
WITH THE GARBAGE.

They have been tossed out of the U.S. Supreme Court and twice OUT OF the Nevada Supreme Court.
What does it take?  We know they don’t share with you, their clients, so what else is new?  They didn’t
even acknowledge John’s DEATH and continue right on using him and Eleanor—now an invalid in an old
folks’ home having been put OUT by her wondrous son.
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When you deliberately set forth to destroy your OWN PROTECTION, how do you expect to gain?  I
find that if one destroys his own investment banker—there is nothing left for anyone—including the de-
stroyer.  Of course this IS simple COMMON SENSE.  Your notes have gone nowhere so how is it that
you continue at all costs to destroy your very security?  Abbott, Horton and Green have “eaten your lunch”
and you never even seemed to notice.  And furthermore, Sharri is not nearly as “slow” as you seem to
credit her.  It is noted that she has managed to let you manipulate and think you control—while she just sits
knowing she is in good hands.  YOU are made the “fool”.  “Stupid is as stupid does” and so too “evil is as
evil does”.  George Green plays to your greed and overrides your intelligence—aided and abetted by your
closest advisors and friends.  Well, they claim friendship but it is just like the turncoats who flap in the wind
of their own greed.  You guys really SHOULD have provided the side agreements!  You should also look
up the LAWS on “fiduciary responsibility” as regards corporations ANYWHERE—not just in the “loose”,
liberal regulations of Nevada as you presented to the media.  It certainly appears that you have shot
yourselves in both feet.

We find it interesting that even Col. Bo Gritz is suggesting in public to having to consider apologies to
“Hatonn, the lizard god”.  He also is eating a bit of crow because Green claimed Bo took no funds from the
Institute?  Wow—and right here is the wire-transfer paperwork.  My, my—isn’t it a small world?  I
wonder if GREEN ever told you people even ONE TRUTH?

Well, Green also told several parties that Horton was a fool and, “I have to do my own legal work,”—eh,
Mr. Lienthall?  How about that, Mr. Williams?  This is amusing since Abbott and Horton have just bur-
rowed in deeper and deeper into the mire of lies and trashing.

Why do I continue to write about these things in this manner, and Dr. Young publishes them?  Because, of
all the readers on the globe—we KNOW that you little cult members of the Green following, UFO
researcher and viewer, read every WORD with a magnifying glass—which may have just set your whole
house afire from the refraction heat.  Also important to you who have worked so hard to also destroy Cort
Christie, even through his and Jenny’s parents, with your lies trying to aid and abet Green.  You will never
breathe a joyful breath again, I can assure you, for you have betrayed yourselves and now the jig is up—
you have been uncovered.  Life-long friendships have been betrayed for your almighty hope of gaining
money, and that for your very ENEMY.  Do you REALLY believe that George Green is going to pay you
something?  What?  With what?  He is a ponzi-scheme con-man at best and a total criminal in fact.  YOU
CANNOT GO ABOUT DESTROYING REPUTATIONS WITHOUT HAVING YOUR OWN OBLIT-
ERATED!  IT IS THE UNIVERSAL LAW OF RETURN—CAUSE AND EFFECT, YOU KNOW.
You all may well have been “brainwashed”—but it certainly WAS NOT HERE THAT YOU LEARNED
YOUR FELONIOUS ATTITUDES.

Is it now too late to consider possible intelligent review and insight?  NO, with God and Hosts it is NEVER
too late to consider change and action within rightness.  But don’t expect people here who are still in casts
from your bone-breaking tactics to fall at your feet—it will take actions, not words, to rectify this kettle of
fish set on “burn”.

Or, do you think it only that God has pious fools for his friends?  It certainly appears the fools continue to
serve God’s adversary even to their own detriment and destruction.  You have now just lost your propa-
ganda attack and never again will these people you lied to—longer serve you and will, in fact, probably sue
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the daylights out of you for the false information tossed off on them.

And Channel 29 and Jason Brent?  Well, an interesting thing has happened on the way to the forum at
Channel 29 who, by the way, was seen at Jason Brent’s for a long period of time getting instructions, which
are all now blasted into the dump-heap.  Ekkers’ kids grew up with Rusty Shoop and lived less than four
blocks from the lead producer of Channel 29.  They ALL KNEW AND KNOW Ekkers as the ones who
raised everybody’s children, took them riding, took them camping—and acted as parent any time they
were needed.  Miles Muzio, weather man of Channel 29, lives directly ACROSS THE STREET, RIGHT
NOW, from Ekkers, and funny things happen—he hasn’t noted any eight-foot aliens, space ships or any
other nonsense taking place—except the garbage you served onto his hotplate.  Not good, guys.  ONLY
TRUTH STANDS INTO INFINITY—YOUR LIES ARE SO SHORT-LIVED AS TO BE HUMOR-
OUS.  Please more carefully read last week’s CONTACT.

Obviously Jason tried his tactics as outlined in his letter to Green [See pgs. 10-11 of the 4/8/97 CON-
TACT] as how to destroy the Ekkers—but wow, has that ever backfired.  And you naughty people—you
didn’t cough up 10% of your notes to pay off the greedy appearing shark.  Doesn’t it make you feel cozy
and in good hands when he is sucking more “warchest” funds from your blood banks?  I hope you realize
that sharks are now an endangered species as they get caught in their own nets and used for such as
shark’s fin soup.  The nasty thing is, however, that they pull you unsuspecting followers of the cult leaders,
i.e., the legal eagles with Green, into the soup with them and when it is over—only you fish are left sticking
to the hot pot.

Isn’t it time you started telling the truth, protect your loans and check out the GUILTY parties?  Do what
you will but time slips by and one of these days the “shark’s” pond is going to dry up—but they will have
eaten you already!

How can you blame others—WHEN YOU KEPT NONE OF YOUR COMMITMENTS TO GOD?
We don’t care what you do with mankind, but YOU KNOW YOU HAVE TRIED TO SCREW GOD,
and a funny thing happens with liars—they get caught in their own trap.

And by the way, it was awfully embarrassing to EXTRA to have called the Ekkers’ house a “PALATIAL
COMPOUND” to realize that it is rented, number one, and under such atrocious miscarriage of justice as
dealt by YOU in coalition with the judges and Steven Horn, number two.

They, by the way, didn’t find any arsenal—anywhere—and the police are irritated as heck because Ence/
Enz made them look like worse fools when an investigation was demanded—by Ekkers—and that in-
cluded the FARM of Enz fame, etc.  They also found they had to account for and note sealed police
records and reports from Stallion Springs, etc.  What were Jason Brent’s friends doing in Tehachapi in
their squad cars?  What of those 911 calls to the farm that the police have NOW released the information
and found Ences and relatives to their eyes in involvement?  Tricks only work for a very short while until the
magicians, who are idiots in the first place, get caught.  Dirty tricks used to be for politicians—and, well,
we have to admit Jason Brent is still a politician who would depopulate the place through his Mensa
intelligence programs—which I might wonder if I were his informers—might well be YOU?

You who claim now to be “loyal to the end” to these deceivers and liars—what ever happened to the
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“loyalty you swore to God”?  Intelligence is a gift of God through study and learning—and it appears the
gifts of intelligence were never earned in large enough quantity to avoid the pitfalls of the adversaries’ greed
and blinding suck-in games.  To each his own but when you grab the iron ring, thinking it to be gold—you
are going to get rusted-out leftovers.  But even now I feel I must warn you, especially you, Betty: the
people involved in the NCH debacle and the people around this place—are going to dump the blame for
their own indiscretions ON YOU!  IT SEEMS A BIT UNFAIR, ESPECIALLY SINCE THE “BIG
MIND” CONSIDERS YOU ONLY A DUMB AND STUPID “BROAD”.  How complimentary can he
get to the fair sex and supporter while he uses your funds and has the ability to saddle YOU with the whole
load of his actions?  Wake up time perhaps?  I think EXTRA might like to recover somewhat by hearing the
TRUTH from you, Betty.  They aren’t too happy right now!  Or, perhaps you didn’t know that Enz went
forth ADVERTISING the programs so all in town wouldn’t miss his performance.  The other people who
aren’t too happy are the ones who rushed to get this trash off to the courts.  Wow, not TOO SMART, and
it’s now too late to withdraw the mess—so, they will ALSO BLAME YOU FOR THE FALSE INFOR-
MATION!  Lawyers are really GOOD at that game of blame-somebody-ELSE for their “innocent” filing
of information and getting caught with their pants down in public.

The courts may not have hearings—BUT THE PUBLIC DOES!  Thank you for precipitating an opportu-
nity TO BE HEARD.  Everybody involved from the media has loved having ability to search through all the
cases and papers in open forum with all welcome to attend—and they are considering doing whole series
investigations.  Sounds good to us.

Funny other thing happened.  We just opened the meetings as in “townhall” type—and none of your
buddies showed up after being especially invited to attend.  Do you feel lonely out there on that wash-line
to drip dry?

It is a strange thing even in this day and time—when you go for BIGGER GETCHA media and press
coverage—you really are expected to tell the truth to the journalists because you are going to find that
THEY CARRY A GRUDGE.

Well, another day and another experience and what you learn from the activities is measured in INTENT
within.  May your intent always be in movement toward intelligence and WISDOM so that your actions do
not incriminate you.  By the way, the crews also wondered why you people who set them up knew so
much about that San Diego group and they suggested YOU might be associated with that somehow, for
they found no association here.  They left looking into UFO stuff as regards Green and you nice people of
his following.  Even Dr. Carlson was here to attend this—from Hawaii where in one of his seminars Green
explained his ability to “create the illusion of money”.  How interesting, and in living color yet.  Might I
suggest that you might well consider that the assets you save might better be your own?  Mr. Abbott’s own
Associated Press refused to touch this tale of stupidity.  Hatred makes you do very foolish things, friends—
every time.  And yet, there is something very obvious about Satan and his followers—they always seem to
deserve one another and the lack of peace and joy within that always comes from ill-intent and wrong
actions.  And, further, sticking pins in voo-doo dolls doesn’t do a thing save prick the fingers of the pin
pokers.  And Betty, it might be wise to tuck a bit of your funds aside—to pay EXTRA for their inconve-
nience—since they only can finger YOU because YOU WROTE THE LIES WHEN YOU CONTACTED
THEM—ACCORDING TO THEM!  Good luck, because they can afford better attorneys than the
“good old boys” network of Northern Nevada.  What they do, further, seems to revolve around what is
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done here but they certainly DO acknowledge that “we” have a dandy case and they would have little or
NO legal defense.  Salu.
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SAT., APR. 12, 1997  8:08 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 239

SAT.,  APR. 12,  1997

WHEN  LIFE
DEALS  YOU  THE  PITS—
PLANT  A  CHERRY  TREE

Why me?  Why us?  The cry comes bursting forth from hearts in despair, hurt, disappointment and yea,
even “I give up; Uncle”.

Each morning falls a new set of seemingly endless and actually unanswerable inquiries attached to: “I pray
and ask for answers but I get none.”  I wait and find that you not only got the answer but just find yourself
unsure as to whether or not you got the CORRECT answer.

I have a couple of things this morning to address and in both instances you actually do already know the
answers.

WHAT  TO  ADVISE  JANET

Each one who reads the CONTACT knows of whom we speak—our Christmas miracle.  But ah, there is
more to the dark side and the relationships with Janet, are there not?  Let’s see where we are this morning.
Some are wondering why I would point out Janet even on the EXTRA interviews?  Why?  Because the Evil
Empire is trying to kill her—no more and no less.  She knows that and can our team be there every time
they prod her or disable her auto?  The hounds of hell will take out the children also, if it is convenient to get
Janet while she is with them.

Why would this be?  Because buried in her mind are some of their top secret observations.  She doesn’t
have any wish to speak of those things and certainly bodes no danger to their quirky and kinky plans, but
that never seems to matter when the game is “getcha”.  There are no coincidences and there are no
accidents so what else can we discuss?  Advice?  Sometimes advice without understanding is silly non-
sense, so if we discuss this a minute perhaps we can find some understanding.

I spoke directly of and to Janet at the meeting with EXTRA to make very SURE the adversary knows that
she is now OFF LIMITS!  Further trauma will only merit the “bad guys” a whole lot of trouble.  However,
you-the-people must use wisdom in your decisions and actions or there is NOTHING I can do about you.

Janet, go nowhere outside this small loop of towns—do not pass go and don’t go visiting relatives—
especially relatives in the intelligence service, for you will not end up secure or safe.  You have “handlers”
and there is far more within your mind than “they” want shared or told.  But, can’t the Angels save you—
again?  Yes, but why further tempt the devil to do battle when you are secure and sheltered in my own
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wings?

Do not succumb to the call of the relatives to have you visit.  If they wanted to see you, they would have
attended you and come to ease your burden.  Face FACTS and we shall grow into peace and loving care.
I ask that you stay in this village as much as is possible until things cool down from the recent encounters
with media—and hold strong.  Mark Phillips will soon be visiting and we shall ask that he consider your
circumstance.

The tapes of the meetings this week have gone to and are at the highest level of intelligence personnel—
ON YOUR GLOBE.  A lot of decisions are having to be made as to the now public reality of myself, my
position—and my expectation of keeping AGREEMENTS—yes, with such as even George Bush.  I keep
my agreements and I expect your people to keep yours.  I’m sick of your killing, murdering, and mayhem
upon innocent people who come within my center of security.

The latest program by EXTRA is postponed to airing because the highest level of intelligence and political
personages are considering what to do with the TRUTH.  We actually prefer they DO nothing—except
meet their very easily kept prior agreements.

As to Janet, is there some really good REASON you can’t park your pet, bring your pet, leave the pet with
Dad and girls and/or commute—to be in the safety net of friends so that you are not vulnerable and not
alone?  You are not healed enough to take long journeys and are apt to damage what is healed.  I know that
a couple of people, at least, have offered a bedroom and transportation for a few days’ visit.  Please
consider it, for the next few weeks are going to have a lot of pressured situations.

The ones at the top KNOW that I will not go beyond those agreed upon activities.  I am not here to SAVE
anything, but to bring Truth.  We have projects which will make even the World Controllers look good and
they can do their battling among themselves without interference.  I certainly am not around to do wars and
rapture, or approve suicide or suiciding—those things are NOT of God, and in your free-will circum-
stance, all I can do is make suggestions while pointing out possibilities of deception upon you.

By keeping agreements with me, however, the Elite can actually have some production—for they also have
to eat, drink and have shelter.  They keep the major issue of anything we do and it seems only proper that
we have that which allows us to accomplish some measure of product.  As headed, the rabble will rouse
and that bodes badly for law and order.

I have made it clear what I will and will not do—and I keep my word for the “word” is the only real bond
of a man or contract.  Otherwise an agreement is without value or merit.  I need no oaths other than my
word.  Remember it well for I often insist that the other party to these agreements keep theirs with me.

Again, sirs, back to Janet.  Leave her alone and leave her children alone for she is God’s child and she will
have the same freedom of choices as all men in the reflection of God.  I’m sure there is some little task that
she could perform which would give her some feeling of contribution for her “place”.  I do not speak of
“pride”; I speak of responsibility for self.  Thank you, Ray, and thank you, Al, for it is quite recognized that
this lady could not have made it to now without your generous and caring help and input through the very
dark and painful times.
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Janet has NOTHING to tell that we have not, and OTHERS in abundant measure have not, told many
times over.  I repeat to my dark brothers: LEAVE HER ALONE.

If you, Janet, know that someone has been within your home in your absence, and is perhaps there as we
write here—call the police and have them investigate.  You don’t have anything to hide and everything,
possibly, to gain.  That is their job—to make sure crime is not committed.  Do not return to that place
ALONE—just make sure you have someone accompany you—and preferably have it be the police.

There is NOWHERE TO RUN AND NO PLACE TO HIDE—so will all of you quit trying to hide, run, or
outsmart the villains.  Silly antics only give them reason to shoot at you.

NOW  TO  THE  FARM

There is great sadness this day as ones have to consider more paperwork, more struggle and confrontation
with legal red-tape.  No, I don’t have answers but legal measures are all that are actually acceptable, for
perhaps frequent visits might well be an answer while more paperwork is achieved.  I will, however,
remind you: SET YOUR GOAL AND THEN CREATE THE WAY.  If you are “helpless” in your goal
setting—then you cannot achieve what you claim to desire for you have already “given up”.  There ARE
alternatives for there ALWAYS are alternatives to any choice or decision.  Not the least is to petition a
COURT, get into the organic growing “school” so that academic visas are granted, or get the organic
growers to take a more direct part in the petitions for Sonic Bloom use in testing Spelt—perhaps not for
food but for the insulation/radiation protection values under experimentation.  Spelta hulls both lighten
cement, for instance, and are water-shedding particles—making even boat molding a good product.  But
investigation and research must be done or you can’t utilize the materials.  Perhaps you need to go DI-
RECTLY with petition to Archer Daniels Midland and explain these values to big producers as new prod-
uct worthy of resisting the new smut abiding in the established grain fields.  Go to Bronfman—they haven’t
produced a whisky of traditional grains like the nice gentlemen could get from spelt and still have the hulls
for use in industry.  Spelta hulls will make better paper products than does linen (flax or hemp).

You don’t think it would work?  Then don’t, by all means, do it.  You see, each decision is simply a choice,
and if you QUIT, you have no way to know whether or not it would have worked.  Suppose we just
“QUIT” because a thing seemed too outrageous or big—wow!  Go directly to the State Departments of
both Canada AND the United States with your PROPOSAL and stop playing with the underlings who do
things simply because their wife yelled at them that morning.  Go to the Secretary of Agriculture—because
you are talking about a product that could offer BREAD until and while the smut is being cleared from the
fields and which can withstand the extreme temperature shifts in growing seasons.  You have your prod-
uct—CREATE YOUR MARKET.  Don’t stop asking for input—from anyone and everyone—but get
BUSY and create what it is you want.

Playing games with the ones already turning you down is silly—and the children need to go to school and
find acceptance—so go HIGHER up the ladder and you will find respect and recognition of your position
AND your product.  We don’t want to corner the market—we want industry, but it is the grain that is
needed.

Is it encouragement you need?  Then please consider THIS as encouragement:  When all else fails, look
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through Lesko’s book of lists of resources and see if there is some silly department you never heard of to
help you.  A game is not finished until you, the player, quit the game.  Most people quit before they even
actually get into the heart of the game.  God doesn’t need more quitters—GOD NEEDS PEOPLE WHO
PROVE HIS POWER OF CREATION, BE IT SPELT-GROWING OR PAPER-PRINTING.

NOW  TO  BANANA  FARMERS
IN  SOUTH  AFRICA

There are MAJOR negotiations under way here wherein the entire banana production is trying to be
garnered.  A lot of very high-level landowners are trying to corner the fields for their own crops.  Time
becomes uncomfortably important for the heads of state making the decisions want it ALL and the smaller
farmers may not be able to hold very much for independent contractors.  Once agreements or contracts on
the land and crops are signed and acted upon in good faith, we can hold property out for the original
bidders.  Please consider this as we move through these current days because we must be equal op-
portunity employers and also use no discrimination in transactions—it is the law.

U.F.O.s  OVER  PHOENIX?

I am even asked to say what are those things seen over Phoenix (Arizona) that got top billing last evening
on EXTRA instead of “our” story?  Well, they are real and they are exactly THAT: unidentified objects—
apparently!  Are they something I should know about?  I doubt it, and further, they can be anything from a
LIGHT SHOW, LIKE YOUR COMETS OF LATE—or something more interesting—but very definitely
I do concur at this moment—they are unidentified objects, flying or otherwise.

CULT  SUICIDES

Will there be more suiciding cults?  Yes indeed, we are asked this even as we petition that you stop asking
silly questions.  There haven’t been any actual “suicides” in any cult or otherwise place or thing, that I have
witnessed.  I have witnessed MURDER and, yes, I can hear the call for “206 more towns will have
suiciding events” from the INQUIRER serving “inquiring minds”.  But, if there are nuts making bad choices
by putting other idols before them—who knows?  I can’t say that you can blame the Devil, God or Aliens
for such stupidity.  If you want psychic guessing—go call the Psychic Hot Line.

You KNEW it would be this way so WHY do you continue to act shocked and ill-informed?  We have
warned you for countless years and nobody listened?  How think ye that if you are just now asking, you
will get DIFFERENT INPUT?  If you act as the kite blowing in the wind, then you are going to be
controlled by the string and hands manipulating those strings.  A kite is but a puppet on a string, remember,
and is often an unidentified flying object.  Further, if you are controlled by your own shadow and fear same,
you will go on through life boxing with the shadow and never turn around into the Light and simply ignore
the shadow.  Remember, if you only see a shadow before you—you are facing the WRONG WAY.

What of my enemies?  I don’t really have any enemies for I fully depend upon the cheats and liars to
PROVE MY TRUTH.  Surely that can’t be an “enemy”, now, can it?  If, moreover, I only focus on those
who call themselves my enemy—I don’t see the opportunities for achieving and creating my goals.  I
consider enemies and adversaries to be the worst of the dark shadows—so I turn unto the LIGHT and
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render them to be totally without energy or form.  The Greens, Hortons, Abbotts, Horns, Brents, Tutens,
Beams, et al., can play in their destructive dung heaps for all their existence and it has nothing to do with
me—or thee.  When they change their minds and truly go for a change of attitudes toward goodness and
Light—I suppose they will turn about, scrape off the dung and dung haulers—and clean up their act.  Until
THEY make a change toward TRUTH and HONOR—no amount of arguing will change an iota of it.
Communication can offer good solutions—arguments only reinforce the ill-intent in almost all cases of
confrontation.  I have no need nor desire to argue or debate that which I KNOW TO BE TRUE, so why
bother myself and distract myself from the REAL GOALS AHEAD to wallow in that dung box with my
adversaries?

UNDERGROUND  BASES  AND  FACILITIES

Come now, we have offered, re-offered, printed and reprinted many papers on EXACTLY where those
bases are located and given detail of some activities taking place in those facilities.  I am not going to get
Dharma into more confrontation; if you want more information, find the party who just offered an updated
printout and get permission to rerun it.  The list came from V.K. Durham but it appears to be by
“Springmeyer”(??) so you only need to get permission.  The paper itself has NO IDENTIFICATION
reference.

I have no interest in those bases or facilities other than as they might affect “my ‘cause’ “.  They don’t!  We
have told you the information numerous times and nobody seems to give a pebble about it—so, why
should I bother to pound on it and get crosswise with the very parties with whom I must make agreements
and do business?  You now know they are there and have missiles and other deadly stuff—so what are
YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?  These are YOUR things, not mine.  Mankind will CREATE PEACE
or he WILL LIVE IN WAR.

You are people of the lie, and until you decide to be otherwise—you will continue in the lie.  I have no right
to interfere with that stance.  My RESPONSIBILITY is to the individuals who are within God in intent for
I don’t even want the illbegotten evil puppets or masters in my space—no pun intended.  Lie to me, and
then as far as I am concerned: get yourself as far from me as is possible.  Break commitments and contrac-
tual agreements with me—and I will be like superglue all over you.  You had THE CHOICE when you
made the agreement.  This is exactly like the woman’s choice idea.  The woman had EVERY CHOICE as
she chose to lie abed, or wherever, and accept the irresponsibility of intercourse.  Responsible intercourse
DOES NOT END UP NEEDING MURDER.  Responsible choices are made at ONSET of incidents.
“But it feels good?”  So does the injection of heroin!  So too perhaps does being shackled to 300 pounds
of gold—unless the flood comes and you drown.

Readers, life is simple and concise in all things.  Responsible intent and actions are the keys to success.  All
else is greed and irresponsible behavior focused on ego desires.  Force and POWER are not identical
words—so go find the truth of that fact.  Power in CREATION must come from God for all else must
utilize that which is already created.

Do you have to “understand” this?  No, just KNOW it and act accordingly—in full responsibility of self
and actions, intents and attitudes.
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LEADERS?

Right now I am going to clear up something, and that is regarding “leaders”.  If you have GOD as your
ONLY leader—you will act responsibly FOR SELF.  Stop pushing off your responsibilities onto those you
choose to have as “leaders” for most often they DO NOT WANT YOU “FOLLOWING”.  For goodness
sakes, just because Dharma writes for me and I serve God—or anyone—it is not her problem to LEAD
anything so STOP THE NONSENSE—FOR THIS BECOMES “BLAME” FOR ANY FAILURE OR
MISUNDERSTANDING.  EKKERS ARE NOT YOUR APPOINTED ANYTHING AND IF YOU
CHOOSE TO CONTINUE THE “FOLLOW THE LEADER” YOU ARE GOING TO GET BOGGED
IN INABILITY TO FUNCTION IN YOUR OWN RIGHTFUL ATTITUDE.  IF YOU ASSUME A
“LEADER” THEN THE ASSUMPTION IS ONE OF HAVING “FOLLOWERS”.  THERE IS NO
LEADER, AND NO FOLLOWERS, HERE—THERE IS ONLY TRUTH, HOPE, LABOR IN POSI-
TIVE ATTITUDES, AND PROMISE OF POWER AS IN CREATIVE THOUGHT AND ACTIONS.

Yes indeed, I have a mission project and each of you have your own mission project.  Hopefully our
responsible actions earn worthy recognition as we work toward our individual goals.  But when you set up
leaders and followers, you err.

So be it and good morning.  Salu.
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